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Comments

This document has been produced by Radioactive Waste Management Limited to
advise on waste transport and disposability issues in response to a waste conditioning
proposal submitted by General Nuclear Systems Limited (GNSL). The assessment
basis adopted by Radioactive Waste Management Limited assumes waste packaging
and on site storage for an interim period, transport to an off-site Geological Disposal
Facility, emplacement of waste packages underground in a monitored and retrievable
form followed by eventual sealing and closure of the facility.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The 2008 White Paper on Nuclear Power 1, together with the preceding consultation 2,
established the process of Generic Design Assessment (GDA) 3, whereby industry-preferred
designs of new nuclear power stations would be assessed by regulators in a pre-licensing
process. China General Nuclear Power Group (CGN) and Électricité de France (EDF),
through their joint venture company General Nuclear System Limited (GNSL), is proposing
to develop and construct a HPR1000 nuclear reactor in the UK based on a Pressurised Water
Reactor (PWR) design, and is, therefore, requesting assessment of the design under the
GDA process.
The Government has set out its framework for managing higher-activity wastes (HAW)
through geological disposal 4,5. This process is based on the current inventory for geological
disposal 6 but it is intended to be capable of accommodating waste and spent fuel arising
from any new build programme. Consequently, requesting parties will be expected to seek
assurance from Radioactive Waste Management Limited (RWM) that the anticipated waste
streams will be acceptable for disposal in such a facility 7.
This Assessment Report contains comprehensive details of the information supplied to RWM
by GNSL, measures taken by RWM to supplement this information, assessment methods
and the detailed conclusions of this GDA Disposability Assessment. The report is presented
in two parts. This document is Part 1 and is the Main Report. Part 2 of the GDA Disposability
Assessment provides data summary sheets and inventory estimates for the proposed
disposal packages. The principal conclusions and summary of the work undertaken by RWM
within the GDA Disposability Assessment are also presented in a separate Summary
Disposability Report 8.
The GDA Disposability Assessment considers the compatibility of the proposed packages
with the requirements for safe long-term management, including interim storage at the site
of arising, transport, emplacement and potentially extended storage underground, and
disposal. The current reference basis for such an assessment is the documented disposal
system concept and safety case for a Geological Disposal Facility (GDF), derived from the
generic Disposal System Safety Case (DSSC) 9.
1

Meeting the Energy Challenge, A White Paper on Nuclear Power, CM 7296, 2008.

2

The Future of Nuclear Power, The Role of Nuclear Power in a Low Carbon UK Economy, Consultation
Document, URN 07/970, 2007.

3

Environment Agency, Office for Nuclear Regulation and Natural Resources Wales, New nuclear power
plants: Generic Design Assessment guidance for Requesting Parties, October 2019

4

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy, Implementing Geological Disposal – Working
with Communities, December 2018

5

Welsh Government, Geological Disposal of Higher Activity Radioactive Waste: Working with
Communities, January 2019 (see also Welsh Government, Management and Disposal of Higher Activity
Radioactive Waste, May 2015 and Welsh Government, Geological Disposal of Higher Activity
Radioactive Waste: Community Engagement and Siting Processes, December 2015)

6

Radioactive Waste Management, Inventory for Geological Disposal, Main Report, DSSC/403/02,
October 2018.

7

Radioactive Waste Management Directorate: Disposability Assessment of Solid Waste Arisings from
New Build NDA April 2008

8

RWM, Generic Design Assessment: Disposability Assessment for the UK HPR1000, Document Number
LL/35711100, 2020.

9

RWM, Geological Disposal: Overview of the generic Disposal System Safety Case, DSSC/101/01,
December 2016.
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It is recognised that, at this early stage in the development of reactor designs and operating
regimes, proposals are essentially outline in nature; and the detailed arguments and
supporting evidence on the performance of the proposed packages are currently not
available. This GDA Disposability Assessment has made data enhancements using data
from previous closely related assessments, and has made assumptions, to allow the
production of a comprehensive and detailed data set describing the ILW and spent fuel to be
generated from operation and decommissioning of a UK HPR1000. At a later stage, it is
expected that more specific and detailed packaging proposals would be assessed, and
potentially endorsed through the existing Disposability Assessment Letter of Compliance
process (LoC) 10.
Nature of the ILW and Spent Fuel
GNSL has provided information on the ILW and spent fuel expected to arise from a UK
HPR1000 operating for 60 years. In line with the White Paper 1, spent fuel from a new nuclear
power programme is assumed to be managed by direct disposal after a period of interim
storage.
GNSL has proposed that seven operational ILW streams would arise from normal operation
of a UK HPR1000:
Ion-exchange resins (resins) which are used for removal of dissolved radioactivity
from liquid wastes;
Spent filter cartridges (cartridges) arising from the liquid waste treatment system;
Concentrates derived from the evaporator in the liquid waste treatment system;
Sludges arising from the sumps and tanks associated with the water auxiliary circuits;
Non-fuel core components (NFCC), comprising of, in-core Instrumentation
assemblies (ICIA), rod cluster control assemblies (RCCA) and stationary core
component assemblies (SCCA). GNSL proposes to package RCCA and SCCA with
spent fuel.
GNSL has indicated that three decommissioning ILW streams would arise from normal
operation of a UK HPR1000:
Reactor pressure vessel (RPV);
Reactor pressure vessel internals (RPVI);
Decommissioning concrete (concrete).
Further development of reactor operation and decommissioning plans in the future will
provide an improved understanding of the expected quantities of ILW, although that detail is
not required for this GDA Disposability Assessment.
The Framatome AFA 3GTMAA fuel has been selected as the baseline fuel for the UK
HPR1000, this type of fuel assembly is widely used for Pressurised Water Reactors (PWRs)
worldwide. Information on spent fuel has been supplied by GNSL based on an assumed fuel
assembly burn-up of 47.4 GWd/tU (average) and 50.2 GWd/tU (maximum). The current
assumption is that the disposal canister would contain one RCCA or SCCA core component
inserted into a spent fuel assembly (spent fuel and NFCC).

10

Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, Radioactive Waste Management, An overview of the RWM
Disposability Assessment Process, NDA Document WPS/650, 2014
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Proposals for Waste Packaging
GNSL has put forward proposals for the packaging of operational ILW based on wellestablished current practice for similar ILW wastes in the UK. The GDA Disposability
Assessment has assumed that dried resins and ICIAs wastes streams would be packaged
(non-encapsulated) in robust shielded 500 L Drums. The cartridges would be grout
encapsulated in 3 m3 Boxes. The concentrates and sludges would be grout cemented in
500 L Drums using in-drum, lost-paddle mixing, to ensure a homogeneous wasteform.
The proposals for the packaging of decommissioning ILW are based on the use of UK
standard waste containers consistent with RWM standards and specifications. The RPV and
concrete wastes are assumed to be grout cemented in 4 m Box with 100-mm thick concrete
walls and the RPVI is assumed to be grout cemented in 3 m3 Boxes.
The GDA Disposability Assessment for the spent fuel and NFCC from the UK HPR1000 was
based on it being over-packed for disposal. For the purposes of this assessment, disposal
using robust disposal containers manufactured from either copper or steel has been
considered, this is consistent with the basis of the DSSC. It has been proposed that each
disposal container would contain four fuel assemblies and one RCCA or SCCA.
The 500 L Drums and 3 m3 Boxes would be transported in Standard Waste Transport
Containers (SWTCs), which are manufactured in steel with three shielding thicknesses,
70mm (SWTC-70), 150mm (SWTC-150) and 285mm (SWTC-285). The 4 m Box will be
transported as Industrial Package Type 2 (IP-2). The spent fuel and NFCC would be
delivered to the disposal facility packaged in a disposal container, which in turn would be
transported in a reusable disposal container transport container (DCTC).
Radionuclide Inventory of ILW and Spent Fuel
The information supplied by GNSL on the estimated radionuclide inventories of the wastes
have been used to derive package-specific inventories. In all cases, except for the concrete
waste stream, to ensure a full coverage of potentially significant radionuclides, it has been
necessary to supplement the information supplied by GNSL using additional information
available to RWM for similar waste types based on RWM generic assessment tools and data
from assessment of other similar reactor designs. The assessment inventories are intended
to characterise the range of waste product package inventories, taking account of the
potential variability between packages, and other uncertainties. Typically, an assessment
inventory includes a best-estimate (average) and bounding (maximum) inventory for waste
packages to encompass such variability and uncertainty. Two GDA Disposability
Assessments for UK PWRs have been completed previously; namely EDF’s European
Pressurised Water Reactor (EPR) 11 and Westinghouse Advanced Pressurized 1000
(AP1000) 12 reactors. These assessments provided useful inventory information for
comparison and enhancement of equivalent HPR1000 operational and decommissioning
waste streams.
The GDA Disposability Assessment made the following assumptions on timescales for
packaged wastes based on the submission form GNSL:
Operational waste streams are transported to a GDF at 1 year after arising, except
ICIAs, which are transported at 10 years after arising;

11

Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, Geological Disposal, Generic Design Assessment: Summary of
Disposability Assessment for Wastes and Spent Fuel arising from Operation of the UK EPR, NDA
Technical Note No. 11261814 Rev 1, 2014

12

Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, Geological Disposal, Generic Design Assessment: Summary of
Disposability Assessment for Wastes and Spent Fuel arising from Operation of the Westinghouse
AP1000, NDA Technical Note No. 11339711 Rev1, 2014
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Decommissioning waste streams are transported to a GDF at 15 years after the end
of operation;
Spent fuel assemblies are transported to a GDF at 10 years after the end of operation.
The GDA Disposability Assessment has developed a good understanding of the nature and
quantities of ILW that would arise from operation of a UK HPR1000. The principal
radionuclides present in the ILW are the same as those present in existing UK legacy wastes
and nuclear build accounted for in the DSSC. However, there will be uncertainties in the
inventories which arise from numerous sources, for example, the detailed reactor operating
regime adopted, including fuel burn-up and waste package loadings and distribution. The
GDA Disposability Assessment has used best endeavours to bound these uncertainties and
thereby provide robust, conservative conclusions. It is anticipated that information on the
inventories associated with the ILW would be refined as the design of the reactors and their
operating regimes are developed further. Such information, together with more refined
packaging proposals, would be considered at an appropriate time in the future through the
Disposability Assessment process. Uncertainties that will need to be addressed at later
stages of assessment include:
Limited data was provided on presence of toxic / hazardous materials, these are not
expected to be significant, but more comprehensive inventory information and data
is required (including, impurities in irradiated materials, hazardous substances and
non-hazardous pollutants) in future Disposability Assessment submissions;
Accounting for the variability of activation levels within the RPV and RPVI waste
streams;
Potential inclusion of steel reinforcement in decommissioning concrete.
Assessment of Proposed ILW Packages
GNSL proposals for the packaging of the HPR1000 operational wastes are not unique and
are based on well-known packaging processes.
For the concentrate and sludge waste streams encapsulated in 500 L Drums, it will be
necessary to develop appropriate encapsulant formulations and demonstrate that the waste
has been rendered into an effectively passive and monolithic form. Whilst developing the
formulations it will be necessary to account for species in the waste such as boron and zinc
that may interfere with the cementation process.
GNSL proposes to grout encapsulate cartridges in 3 m 3 Boxes. To meet RWM standards
and specifications detailed packaging solutions are required, e.g. an effective process for
immobilisation of radioactive materials and ensuring voidage minimisation through an
appropriate level of infiltration of grout into the cartridges.
The proposals to package resin and ICIA waste in 500 L Robust Shielded Drum without
encapsulation relies on the performance of the waste container and the wasteform to provide
the physical and/or chemical containment of the radionuclides and other hazardous materials
associated with the waste. For the ICIA wastes, GNSL have proposed a new design of the
500 L Robust Shielded Drum which includes an additional 150mm of steel shielding, this
500 L Robust Shielded Drum will require development for the specific designs and materials
used, and the performance of this new design will need to be demonstrated. As ICIA wastes
comprise mainly stainless steels and alumina ceramic, the size reduction technique is not
thought to produce significant levels of particulates, but further evidence will be required to
confirm this. Additionally, for unencapsulated wastes (resin and ICIA wastes packages),
GNSL will need to develop appropriate waste treatments as necessary, such as removing
free liquids (e.g. a suitable resin de-watering process). It may also be necessary to develop
additional processes for minimising voidage (e.g. through use of a void filler), however this
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need may be dependent on DSSC developments and GDF siting. The radiogenic heat output
of maximum ICIA waste packages, with conservatively assumed decay period of 10 years,
may exceed the target value of 3W at the time of disposal vault backfilling (dependent on
when HPR1000 reactor(s) operates relative to GDF plans), and therefore, a slightly longer
decay period may be required.
For decommissioning wastes, GNSL proposes to package RPV and concrete wastes in
4 m Boxes with 100 mm concrete shielding. For both the RPV and concrete waste streams,
material may contain cutting debris particulate material at the time of packaging. The amount
of particulate material will need to be quantified and packaging options will need to be
developed to ensure the particulate is adequately immobilised.
For the concrete waste package, accounting for steel reinforcement as part of the waste at
later submission stages will have some implications for the inventory, gas generation and
physical properties of the wasteform; however, these are unlikely to affect disposability.
Additionally, the dose rates for the average and maximum inventory waste packages are
significantly below the limits for transport, therefore, the level of shielding could be optimised
to take account of the low level of dose challenge.
The RPV waste package dose rates do not meet transport limits for non-exclusive use of the
package, based on the conservatively assumed decay period of 15 years after reactor
shutdown. The less onerous ‘exclusive use’ dose rate limits could be applied, however
transport at the higher dose rates applicable to ‘exclusive use’ could have implications for
compliance in reducing doses to as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP) during the
transport phase. Higher dose rates could also have design or operational implications for a
GDF. For dose reduction, GNSL should consider application of additional shielding, and/or a
longer decay period after reactor shutdown. With regard to the latter option, RWM estimates
that a decay period of 40 years after reactor shutdown for the maximum inventory waste
package prior to package transport will be sufficient. This finding is similar to that from
assessment of waste packages containing RPV waste from other PWR reactor types
assessed in previous GDA, namely the EPR and APR1000 assessments.
For both decommissioning waste packages (RPV and concrete), for compliance with
transport regulations it is necessary to demonstrate that the activity of the waste is distributed
throughout the wasteform. In addition, the ability for the grout to sufficiently infiltrate wastes
will need to be demonstrated to ensure voidage minimisation. For both waste packages, the
4 m Box package may also breach the ‘no loss or dispersal’ requirement for an IP-2 transport
package if vented during transport; however, a package left unvented for an extended period
of time may present issues around flammable gas build up in the ullage. Compliance issues
with the ‘no loss or dispersal’ requirement is not unique to HPR1000 wastes and RWM has
a programme of work planned to look at this issue. Alternatively, if necessary, GNSL could
also consider other packaging, container and/or transport options.
GNSL proposes to grout encapsulate RPVI in 3 m3 Boxes. As currently proposed, the waste
loadings are near the mass limit for the container and this packing efficiency may not be
achievable; therefore, GNSL should consider dividing the waste between more waste
containers. The RPVI waste may contain particulate material from decommissioning cutting
processes. If present, the amount of particulate will need to be quantified and packaging
options for particulate material will need to be developed in future Disposability Assessments.
The high internal dose rates within the RPVI waste packages and the radiogenic heating
from radioactive decay may have implications for the long-term integrity of the grouted
wasteform due to the potential cracking and spalling of cement grouts. To mitigate this,
appropriate cooling periods and a wasteform formulation development programme will be
required.
With the conservatively assumed assessment decay period of 15 years and high Co60
activities, the RPVI waste packages transported in SWTC-285 do not meet the transport
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limits for dose rate and radiogenic heat output. The RPVI packages transported in the SWTC
are also assessed to fail to comply with the limit for containment under Accident Conditions
of Transport due to the estimated release rates of tritium into the SWTC cavity during a fire
accident. An extended period (several decades) prior to transport, to allow further radioactive
decay and loss of tritium, and refinement of package performance, should allow RPVI
packages to meet dose rate, package heat output limits and containment under Accident
Conditions of Transport.
The RPVI packages are also assessed to exceed the limits for release rates of flammable
gases into the SWTC cavity during transport and mitigation is required, such as purging the
SWTC with nitrogen immediately prior to transport.
For the post-closure phase, the RPVI waste packages challenged the heat output criteria, at
the time of disposal vault backfilling, however this issue could be managed with an
appropriate period of decay. The RPVI waste packages also have a high C14 specific activity,
and although this is similar to equivalent waste stream for other reactor systems, for future
Disposability Assessments it may be necessary to determine the fraction of the C14 that
could be released as methane and the fraction that could migrate to the biosphere. If the
proposed waste packages are judged to be in some way inconsistent with the environmental
safety arguments presented in the DSSC, a more detailed quantitative assessment of the
impacts of the proposed waste packages may need to be undertaken by RWM.
The potential impact of the disposal of UK HPR1000 operational and decommissioning ILW
on the size of a geological disposal facility has been assessed. If the ILW waste packages
arising from HPR1000 are assumed to be additional to the waste packages already assumed
to arise from new build 13, then based upon the current design assumption the additional ILW
packages arising from a single UK HPR1000 will only require a fractional length of a single
additional vault for their disposal. However, it is noted that the types of waste and waste
packages proposed to arise from the operation of a UK HPR1000 are similar to those
proposed to arise for operation of other PWR designs and could be treated as
‘interchangeable’ for wastes already assumed to arise from new build reactors accounted for
within the DSSC. In this scenario no additional vault space would be required. In either
scenario, the impact of ILW waste packages arising from a single HPR1000 upon the
footprint of a GDF are negligible.
Assessment of Spent Fuel Packages
Assessment of packaging proposals was based on sealing dry spent fuel assemblies, along
with their associated NFCCs (namely, RCCA and SCCA), inside durable disposal containers
manufactured from suitable materials, which would provide long-term containment for the
radionuclide inventory. The disposal containers material is dependent on the chosen GDF
geology and this remains to be confirmed by RWM, therefore, the GDA Disposability
Assessment process considers the performance of both copper and carbon steel containers.
In the copper container case, it is assumed that a cast-iron insert is used to hold and locate
the spent fuel assemblies, and to provide mechanical strength. In the carbon steel container
case, a carbon steel “tube and plate” basket is used to hold and locate the spent fuel
assemblies. RWM recognises that the performance of disposal containers will be an
important element of a safety case for the disposal of spent fuel. Consequently, it is
anticipated that RWM will continue to develop container designs, with the intention of
substantiating current assumptions and tailoring the designs to whatever site is chosen.

13

The inventory for disposal used in the 2016 DSSC incorporates wastes and spent fuel from future new
build, based on six UK EPRs (each producing 1.6 GW(e)) and six AP1000s (each producing 1.14
GW(e)).
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Based on the operation of other PWRs, it is possible that fuel assemblies will contain Gddoped uranium rods (UO2-Gd2O3). Currently there is no indication on the quantity of
gadolinium, and the submitted radionuclide inventory implies that it is absent. However,
gadolinium-doped uranium rods have been assessed for previous GDAs 11,12,14 and no issues
were found. Further assessment will be required in the future to account for Gd-doped fuel
should they be proposed.
The spent fuel and NFCC packages may present some challenges, for example, if the spent
fuel and NFCC are wet stored prior to packaging, there could be a potential issue for water
carry-over, and therefore steps to control water carry-over to an acceptable level would need
to be implemented before packaging to reduce the potential for container corrosion and
pressurisation.
The assessment radionuclide inventory for an average spent fuel and NFCC package
assumes a fuel burnup of 47.4 GWd/tU and takes account of regular fuel discharges over
the 60 year lifetime of reactor operation (i.e. a broad range of cooling periods averaged over
the operating lifetime), plus 10 years additional cooling after reactor shutdown. The
assessment radionuclide inventory for a maximum package assumed a maximum fuel
burnup of 50.2 GWd/tU and that the spent fuel only arose at the end of reactor operation,
plus 10 years additional cooling period. It is assumed that the waste packages each contain
4 fuel assemblies.
The estimated dose rate from the transport package carrying the maximum inventory waste
package exceeds the limit for transport under ‘exclusive use’ at the assessment inventory
date, but a further decay period of a decade would bring the transport packages within this
transport limit.
Planning for the transport and disposal of packaged spent fuel to a geological disposal facility
is at an early stage of development. The transport container would be the Disposal Container
Transport Container (DCTC), which is at a conceptual stage of design. The length of the
DCTC required for the co-disposal of spent fuel and NFCC has not yet been finalised and
will need to accommodate the length of fuel assemblies from the EPR, which are longer than
those arising from the HPR1000. The maximum inventory packages also have a heat output
such that thermal shielding would need to be incorporated into the design of the DCTC.
Additionally, as the packages exceed the 105 A2 limit, the conceptual DCTC will therefore
also need to meet the enhanced water immersion test. A final design for the DCTC, including
contents limits, will not be available for several years, nevertheless it is judged that sufficient
flexibility exists in the outline designs for transport of spent fuel disposal packages to a
geological disposal facility to allow suitable arrangements to be developed for the transport
of containers with HPR1000 spent fuel and NFCC.
The potential impact of the disposal of UK HPR1000 spent fuel on the size of the geological
disposal facility has been assessed. The 16GW(e) of nuclear new build assumed as the basis
of the 2016 DSSC has been estimated by RWM to produce 8942 spent fuel containers that
will fill approximately 310-336 disposal tunnels in a GDF depending on the geology. The
assumed operating scenario for a single UK HPR1000 gives rise to an estimated 747 spent
fuel and NFCC disposal containers, giving a small increase in disposal footprint for all three
geologies 15, however, if the spent fuel arising from HPR1000 is interchangeable for the new

14

Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, Geological Disposal, Generic Design Assessment: Summary of
Disposability Assessment for Wastes and Spent Fuel arising from Operation of the UK ABWR, RWM
Technical Note No. 23383092, Rev 1, 2016

15

While the geological screening of prospective sites for a GDF progresses, the strategy for GDF design
and assessment is focused on illustrative concepts for radioactive waste disposal in the three generic
rock types (geologies), namely, higher strength rock (HSR), lower strength sedimentary rock (LSSR) and
evaporite rock
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build spent fuel already assumed in the DSSC, then there will be no increase in footprint.
The required number of disposal tunnels is consistent with the estimates for other new build
reactors.
For criticality compliance in the post-closure phase, RWM is likely to need to take credit for
fuel burn up so that compliance with the criticality requirements of the repository safety case
can be demonstrated. This emphasises the need for GNSL to keep accurate records of fuel
irradiation. The intentional inclusion of neutron sources from the co-packaging of SCCA has
not been considered previously by RWM and although it is not considered to be a criticality
risk it does need to be considered, along with the beryllium content arising from SCCA
inclusion, as part of future criticality safety case.
The materials used as part of the engineered barrier system, and the characteristics of the
host rock, will affect the thermal criteria used to determine the acceptability of the heat output
from waste packages consigned for disposal. In higher strength rock (HSR), the temperature
criterion requires that the temperature of the inner surface of the bentonite buffer should not
exceed 100oC. In lower strength sedimentary rock (LSSR), the temperature criterion is that
the buffer temperature should not exceed 125 oC at its mid-point. In evaporites, the
temperature criterion is that the temperature of the host rock should not exceed 200 oC.
Adopting the spacing used in the illustrative designs for HSR (bounding geology for the
thermal criteria used to determine the acceptability of waste packages), the average package
inventory was found to be suitable for emplacement after 5 years of additional cooling beyond
the inventory date, whereas, the maximum package inventory would need 54 years of
additional cooling beyond the inventory date before emplacement. For the maximum
package, additional cooling times are reduced for the LSSR with the maximum package
inventory being emplaced with 34 years of cooling beyond the inventory date for this
scenario. The evaporite geology is the least onerous case and the maximum inventory
package could be emplaced with only 5 years additional cooling beyond the inventory date
under this scenario. Cooling times for the maximum package emplacement in HSR can be
further reduced to 38 years beyond the inventory date by ‘checker boarding' the waste
packages, this is essentially a 50% split between maximum and average packages within
each disposal tunnel.
The necessary cooling times before emplacement could be reduced by mix-and-matching
fuel assemblies in each waste container, i.e. mixing longer cooled fuel with shorter cooled
fuel to provide lower heat outputs from the packages. Additionally, the following methods
could be used, however, these will have implications (e.g. cost of additional containers and
disposal tunnels, and greater GDF footprint):
Packaging three spent fuel assemblies into a disposal container, rather than four; and
Increasing the spacing of containers, either by spacing disposal tunnels further apart
or spacing the disposal container deposition holes in each tunnel further apart.
The calculated necessary cooling times are dependent on a number of uncertainties, in
particular the conservative assumptions made in developing the maximum package
inventory for spent fuel and NFCC; the uncertainty in the thermal conductivity of the host
rock, and the details of the underground design. These conclusions are similar to those
reached for other PWRs assessed for previous GDA assessments.
Conclusions
RWM has undertaken a GDA Disposability Assessment for the higher-activity wastes
expected to arise from the operation of a UK HPR1000. This assessment has been based
on information concerning the nature of operational and decommissioning ILW, and spent
fuel, and proposals for the packaging of these wastes, supplied to RWM by GNSL. This
information has been used to assess the implications of the disposal of the proposed waste
packages against the waste package standards and specifications developed by RWM, and
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the supporting safety assessments for a proposed geological disposal facility. The safety of
transport operations, handling and emplacement at a geological disposal facility in the UK,
and the longer-term performance of the system have been considered, together with the
implications for the size and design of a geological disposal facility.
RWM has concluded that sufficient information has been provided by GNSL to produce valid
and justifiable conclusions under the GDA Disposability Assessment. The proposals for the
packaging of the HPR1000 wastes are based on the use of UK standard waste containers
consistent with RWM standards and specifications. The issues identified from the GDA
Disposability Assessment for the UK HPR1000 could all be resolved through appropriate
development of the proposals. There are no issues that would fundamentally challenge the
disposability of the wastes and spent fuel expected to be generated from operation and
decommissioning of the UK HPR1000. Given a disposal site with suitable characteristics, the
wastes and spent fuel from the UK HPR1000 are expected to be disposable.
It is expected that these conclusions would be supported and substantiated by future
refinements of the radionuclide inventories of the higher-activity wastes, complemented by
the development of more detailed proposals for the packaging of the wastes and spent fuel,
and better understanding of the expected performance of the waste packages. At such later
stages, it is expected that more specific and detailed packaging proposals would be
assessed, and potentially endorsed, through the established Disposability Assessment LoC
process for assessment of waste packaging proposals.
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Generic Design Assessment:
Disposability Assessment for Wastes and Spent Fuel arising from
Operation and Decommissioning of a UK HPR1000
Part 1: Main Report
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

The 2008 White Paper on Nuclear Power [1], together with the preceding consultation [2],
established the process of Generic Design Assessment (GDA) [3], whereby industrypreferred designs of new nuclear power stations would be assessed by regulators in a prelicensing process. China General Nuclear Power Group (CGN) and Électricité de France
(EDF), through their joint venture company General Nuclear System Limited (GNSL), is
proposing to develop and construct in the UK a Hua-long Pressurised Reactor (UK
HPR1000), and is therefore requesting assessment of the design under the GDA process.
The Government has set out its framework for managing higher-activity wastes (HAW)
through geological disposal [4]. This process is based on the current inventory for geological
disposal (IGD) [5] but it is intended to be capable of accommodating waste and spent fuel
arising from any new build programme. Consequently, requesting parties will be expected to
seek assurance from Radioactive Waste Management Limited (RWM) that the anticipated
waste streams will be acceptable for disposal in such a facility [6].
The assessment of the disposability of the HAW and spent fuel from the UK HPR1000 is
based on information on wastes and spent fuel, and proposals for waste packaging supplied
by GNSL [7,8] 16, supplemented as necessary by relevant information available to RWM.
The GDA Disposability Assessment considers the compatibility of the proposed packages
with the requirements for safe long-term management, including interim storage at the site
of arising, transport, emplacement and potentially extended storage underground, and
disposal. The current reference basis for such an assessment is the documented disposal
system concept and safety case for a geological disposal facility (GDF), derived from the
generic Disposal System Safety Case (DSSC) [9].
It is recognised that, at this early stage in the development of reactor designs and operating
regimes, proposals are essentially outline in nature; and the detailed arguments and
supporting evidence on the performance of the proposed packages are currently not
available. This GDA Disposability Assessment has made data enhancements using data
from previous closely related assessments, and has made some assumptions, to allow the
production of a comprehensive and detailed data set describing the ILW and spent fuel to be
generated from operation and decommissioning of a UK HPR1000. At a later stage, it is
expected that more specific and detailed packaging proposals would be assessed, and
potentially endorsed through the existing Letter of Compliance process (LoC) Disposability
Assessment stages [10].

16

GNSL have updated these documents. RWM have used the referenced submission documents and
information supplied, supplemented as necessary by information available to RWM and by further
calculations, to provide a robust and comprehensive dataset of information covering waste package
numbers, inventories and general characteristics of the conditioned and packaged ILW and spent fuel.
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The GDA Disposability Assessment report is presented in two parts. This main report (Part
1), presents comprehensive details of the information supplied to RWM by GNSL, measures
taken by RWM to supplement this information, assessment methods and the detailed
conclusions of this GDA Disposability Assessment. The supporting data report (Part 2) [11],
provides data summary sheets and inventory estimates for the proposed disposal packages.
The principal conclusions and summary of the work undertaken by RWM within the GDA
Disposability Assessment are also presented in a separate Summary Disposability Report
[12] that has been issued to GNSL previously.
The assessment has been performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
Disposability Assessment Framework Contract between GNSL and RWM, dated February
2019.

1.2

Scope of the Assessment

The purpose of this GDA Disposability Assessment is to undertake assessment of the
disposability of those HAW and spent fuel expected to be generated from operation of a UK
HPR1000. The assessment has been commissioned by GNSL to support its submission to
regulators under the GDA process. The scope of the GDA Disposability Assessment has
followed that set out and agreed with regulators and requesting parties, including GNSL, in
the protocol issued by RWM in 2008 [13].
It is recognised that the nature and quantities of wastes, and the methods used to manage
them following their generation, are subject to uncertainty at this stage of the process. Such
uncertainties arise from the procedures that will be adopted in operating a UK HPR1000, and
the processes and methods used to treat, condition and package wastes following their
generation. Appropriate assumptions have been developed and applied in this GDA
Disposability Assessment and are made explicit in this Assessment Report. Therefore, the
objective of the study is not to provide an endorsement of any particular packaging proposals,
but to:
Provide a view on the disposability of HAW and radioactive materials (ILW and spent
fuel) arising from operation and decommissioning of a UK HPR1000;
Comment on initial proposals by GNSL for conditioning and packaging of ILW and
spent fuel;
Consider the compatibility of the proposed packages with the requirements for safe
long-term management, including interim storage at the site of arising, transport,
emplacement and potentially extended storage underground, and disposal.

1.3

Structure and Presentation

This GDA Disposability Assessment report for the UK HPR1000 is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides a summary of the approach taken in the GDA Disposability
Assessment, in particular describing the specifications against which GNSL
proposals have been assessed and the assessment methodology applied;
Section 3 provides an overview of the UK HPR1000, the assumptions regarding
operation of a UK HPR1000 used in the GDA Disposability Assessment and
summarises the inventory, packaging proposals, disposal package numbers and
disposal package characteristics for UK HPR1000 HAW (ILW and spent fuel);
Section 4 describes the
decommissioning ILW;

assessment

of

UK

HPR1000

operational

and

Section 5 describes the assessment of UK HPR1000 spent fuel;
Section 6 presents the conclusions;
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Appendix A provides a summary of the Disposability Assessment process for future
submissions;
Appendix B lists issues identified during the GDA that would need to be addressed
by plant operators in future Disposability Assessment interactions;
Appendix C summarises corrections made to the calculated inventory waste package
data during assessment.

2

APPROACH TO GDA DISPOSABILITY ASSESSMENT

This section presents the approach used by RWM to the GDA Disposability Assessment,
including, in Section 2.1, the background in terms of the geological disposal and the disposal
concepts assumed during the assessment; and the specifications and standards applied,
and, in Section 2.2, an overview of GDA assessment approach.

2.1

Assessment Context

2.1.1 Geological Disposal
Background
While the geological screening of prospective sites for a GDF progresses, the strategy for
GDF design and assessment is focused on illustrative concepts for radioactive waste
disposal in the three generic rock types, namely, higher strength rock (HSR), lower strength
sedimentary rock (LSSR) and evaporite rock.
As a means of presenting the methods, evidence and arguments by which we demonstrate
the safety of our plans for geological disposal RWM have developed the DSSC, as noted in
Section 1. The DSSC [9], is an integrated suite of documents which together give confidence
that geological disposal can be implemented safely in the UK. RWM uses the published
DSSC, and any subsequent changes implemented through the management of change
process, as the basis for Disposability Assessments.
Geological disposal will be preceded by safe and secure interim storage until a GDF is
available to receive the conditioned waste. The Government has defined a baseline inventory
of predicted packaged radioactive waste that potentially requires geological disposal;
additionally, addressing the types of HAW and nuclear materials that could be declared as
waste in the future. To support the implementation of geological disposal, RWM has
developed a quantified description of this inventory. The 2013 Derived Inventory is the basis
for the Disposability Assessments in the DSSC. The 2013 Derived Inventory has since been
superseded by the 2016 Inventory for Geological Disposal (IGD); however, the changes are
small and do not affect the conclusions of the DSSC [14].
The inventory for disposal in the GDF is defined in the Government White Paper on
implementing geological disposal [1]. The inventory includes the higher activity radioactive
wastes and nuclear materials that could, potentially, be declared as wastes in the future. For
the purposes of developing disposal concepts, these wastes have been grouped as follows:
High heat generating wastes (HHGW): that is, spent fuel from existing and future
power stations and high-level waste (HLW) from spent fuel reprocessing. High fissile
activity wastes, that is, plutonium (Pu) and highly enriched uranium (HEU), are also
included in this group. These have similar disposal requirements, even though they
don’t generate significant amounts of heat; and
Low heat generating wastes (LHGW): that is, Intermediate Level Waste (ILW) arising
from the operation and decommissioning of reactors and other nuclear facilities,
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together with a small amount of low level waste (LLW) unsuitable for near surface
disposal, and stocks of depleted, natural and low-enriched uranium (DNLEU).
The first version of the DSSC was produced in 2010. The current version, published in 2016,
is the first update of the whole suite of documents that comprise the DSSC.
The DSSC addresses the three areas associated with the lifecycle of the GDF:
The safety of radioactive waste transport to the GDF – the generic Transport Safety
Case (TSC) [15];
The safety of the design, construction and operation (including the installation of
wastes into the specially-designed vaults) of the GDF – the generic Operational
Safety Case (OSC) [16];
The protection of the surrounding environment during construction and operation of
the GDF and in the long-term, following the sealing and closure of the GDF – the
generic Environmental Safety Case (ESC) [17].
Safety assessments carried out in each of these main areas predict radiological doses to the
public, workers (or both), and compare them against RWM’s published numerical safety
assessment criteria for normal operations and accident conditions [18]. Limits and targets
are defined based on the criteria in the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) Safety
Assessment Principles [19], and the Environment Agencies’ Guidance on Requirements for
Authorisation (GRA) for Geological Disposal Facilities [20]. Criteria are specified for:
The nuclear and radiological safety of the GDF up to the point in time where
institutional control is withdrawn, that is to say the operational phase, closure and
probably a period of time following closure;
The nuclear and radiological safety of the GDF after institutional control has ceased
(post-closure);
Nuclear and radiological safety of off-site waste transport operations.
In addition, RWM carries out generic non-radiological environmental and sustainability
assessments, alongside its generic radiological safety case work, to support illustrative
design development and to inform the early stages of the GDF siting process. These
comprise: a non-radiological environmental assessment, a socio-economic assessment and
a health impact assessment. In the future, site-specific Environment Impact Assessments
will support development consent applications for investigative borehole drilling and GDF
construction.
At this early stage, there is uncertainty with respect to many aspects of the disposal system.
To address uncertainty in the site, and therefore the geological environment, the DSSC
covers a range of possible host geological environments and illustrative facility designs.
Uncertainty in the inventory for disposal is managed by consideration of a range of inventory
scenarios. It is acknowledged that there will always be some degree of uncertainty in the
data and assumptions made, and that this is consequently managed (for example) through
the use of parameter ranges supported by qualitative arguments.
The DSSC is intended to be developed iteratively as plans and designs for the GDF are
progressed.
Illustrative geological disposal facility design for HHGW and LHGW
RWM has developed six illustrative disposal concepts, comprising separate concepts for
HHGW and LHGW for each of the three host rock types (HSR, LSSR and evaporite). Designs
and safety assessments for the GDF are based on these illustrative disposal concepts shown
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in Table 1. Each disposal concept is defined by a high-level description of the GDF’s multibarrier system and the safety concept upon which environmental safety is based [17].
The higher strength rock illustrative concept is given as an example in this report, this geology
is bounding for the thermal criteria used to determine the acceptability of spent fuel waste
packages and bounding for groundwater flow in the post-closure safety assessment.
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Table 1: Sources of illustrative geological disposal concepts for host
geological environments and classes of waste [21]

Illustrative concept for LHGW in higher strength rock
The illustrative concept for the disposal of LHGW (Figure 1) wastes conditioned and
packaged in standard, highly-engineered stainless steel or concrete containers would be
emplaced in disposal vaults constructed at depth in higher strength rock. When it is time to
ultimately close the facility, a cementitious backfill would be placed around the disposed
waste packages and this will act as a chemical barrier, sorbing and reducing the solubility of
key radionuclides.
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Figure 1: Schematic of illustrative disposal concepts for low heat generating
waste
Illustrative concept for spent fuel in higher strength rock
Under the illustrative geological disposal concept for spent fuel in higher strength rock (Figure
2), spent fuel would be over-packed into highly-durable, corrosion-resistant disposal
containers manufactured from suitable materials, which would provide long-term
containment for the radionuclides contained within the spent fuel. Although the container
material remains to be confirmed, the assessment has considered the potential performance
of copper and steel containers. In the copper container case, it is assumed that a cast-iron
insert is used to hold and locate the spent fuel assemblies, and to provide mechanical
strength. In the carbon steel container case, a carbon steel “tube and plate” basket is used
to hold and locate the spent fuel assemblies. These containers would be emplaced in
disposal holes lined with a buffer made from compacted bentonite, which would swell
following contact with water, reducing permeability and acting as a chemical barrier. As
shown in Table 1, this illustrative concept is based on the KBS-3V concept developed by
SKB for disposal of spent fuel in Sweden [22].
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Figure 2: Illustrative concept for the disposal of HHGW in a higher strength
rock
2.1.2 Waste Packaging Specifications
As implementer and future operator of a geological disposal facility, RWM will be responsible
for the production of Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) for the facility. Whilst plans for the
development of a GDF remain at an early stage, the information necessary to define WAC is
not available. In the meantime, and as a precursor to the final WAC, RWM produces generic
specifications for packaged waste, which provide a baseline against which the suitability of
plans to package waste for disposal can be judged. This assists radioactive waste owners
and producers in the development and implementation of such plans by providing confidence
that the resulting waste packages would be compatible with the anticipated needs for
transport to and disposal in a geological disposal facility.
RWM has developed a hierarchy of waste packaging specifications.
The generic Disposal System Specification (DSS) is an underpinning (Level 1) document in
the DSSC which describes the requirements on the disposal system. The DSS comprises of:
The DSS Part A [23], the high-level external requirements on the disposal system
including the activities required to transport, receive and emplace waste packages in
a GDF;
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The DSS Part B [24] which sets out the fundamental requirements for safely
disposing of radioactive waste and the practical measures that need to be taken by
waste packagers in order to meet them.
At Level 2, Generic Specifications have been developed to apply these high-level
requirements to broad categories of waste and materials, including LHGW [25], and HHGW
and spent fuel [26].
Level 3 Waste Package Specifications (WPS) apply the Level 1 and 2 requirements to
specific designs of waste packages that would result from the use of standard waste
containers that have been shown to be compatible with RWM’s current plans for geological
disposal.
The packaging proposals for the ILW and spent fuel expected to arise from operation of the
UK HPR1000 put forward by GNSL in discussion with RWM as part of the GDA Disposability
Assessment have been assessed in relation to their compatibility with RWM’s packaging
specifications, as described in Section 4 (ILW) and Section 5 (spent fuel). In particular, ILW
has been assessed against the Level 2 Generic Specification for LHGW [25], and spent fuel
has been assessed against the Specification for HLW and spent fuel [26].
Update to the Waste Packaging Specification for LHGW
As of November 2020, RWM published an updated structure and consolidated suite of WPS
for LHGW. The changes are minor and do not affect the conclusions of this report. The
Specification for Waste Packages Containing LHGW, DSS Part C [27] is now the primary
means by which RWM defines the required characteristics and key features of ILW
packages, taking into account the needs for the safe and efficient transport of waste
packages and their disposal in a geological disposal facility. The requirements are, in
general, defined for the complete waste package and linked to the requirements of transport,
operational and post-closure safety. The DSS Part D [28] gives container-specific
requirements derived from those set out in Part C and defines the envelope for the existing
range of container-specific solutions. These document replace the Generic Specification for
LHGW [25] and the following WPS documents relevant to this GDA:
Waste package specification for 500 litre drum waste packages (WPS/300/03);
Waste package specification for side-lifting variants of the 3 cubic metre box waste
packages (WPS/310/04);
Waste package specification for corner-lifting variants of the 3 cubic metre box waste
packages (WPS/315/05);
Waste package specification for 4 metre box waste packages (WPS/330/03);
Waste package specification for 500 litre robust shielded drum waste packages to be
transported in a SWTC-150 (WPS/380/01).
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Approach followed for GDA Disposability Assessment

The GDA Disposability Assessment of the UK HPR1000 was managed as a structured
project using procedures controlled under the RWM Management System. These
procedures were based on those applied to assessments undertaken under the existing
Disposability Assessment process. The principal aim of the Disposability Assessment
process is to minimise the risk that the packaging of HAW, and any subsequent interim
storage, results in waste packages being incompatible with geological disposal, as far as this
is possible in advance of the availability of Waste Acceptance Criteria for a GDF. An overview
of the Disposability Assessment Process is provided in Appendix A. The modified process of
the GDA Disposability Assessment provides a broader but shallower assessment that
considers the feasibility of disposing of the HAW, including spent fuel, that would arise from
a proposed new build reactor design in a GDF. The GDA Disposability Assessment process
does not result in formal endorsement of proposals by issue of a LoC.
The main purposes of a GDA Disposability Assessment are to:
Provide an indication of the likely magnitude of the impact of the proposal on the
generic GDF design, footprint and operations for the accommodation of the potential
waste arisings;
Give confidence to a Requesting Party that the implementation of their proposals for
waste packaging will result in waste packages that will be compliant with for transport
to and disposal in a GDF, as currently foreseen;
Provide RWM with confidence that the disposal concepts considered within the DSSC
will be appropriate for the potential waste arisings;
Propose solutions to potential problems.
The GDA Disposability Assessment comprises of three phases (Technical Evaluations,
Design Impact Evaluations; and Safety and Environment Assessments) shown in Table 2.
The work undertaken in each stage is described in further detail below.
Phase 1: Technical Evaluations
This phase comprises of waste package datasheet evaluation, nature and quantity of waste
evaluation and a wasteform evaluation. Work under this phase used Information supplied by
GNSL and enhanced by RWM, to define the waste types for assessment and produce
provision of inventory data for assessment.
The nature and quantity of waste evaluation was used to collate data on the properties of
operational and decommissioning ILW, and the spent fuel from the UK HPR1000, and to
define reference cases for evaluation during the GDA Disposability Assessment. In
particular, the objectives of the nature and quantity of waste evaluation are to:
Provide, or confirm, a description of the origins, composition and quantity of the waste
to be packaged;
Provide a critical analysis of the quality of the information available relating to the
nature of the waste;
Define the expected range of waste package compositions resulting from the
proposed packaging process, covering physical and chemical composition, including
packaging materials, and radionuclide composition;
Establish the relative significance of the quantities of radionuclides expected to be
present;
Provide screening data on proposed waste stream composition for use in postclosure safety assessment.
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The waste characteristics for ILW and spent fuel are presented in Sections 3.3 and 5,
respectively.
The wasteform evaluation considered the chemical and physical characteristics of the
wasteform. In particular, the objectives of the wasteform evaluation are to:
Provide, or confirm, a description of the range of composition and anticipated
properties of the proposed wasteform, including the potential effects of wasteform
evolution, and a critical analysis of the quality of the information available;
Provide recommended waste package gas generation rates for use in safety
assessments.
The wasteform evaluations for ILW and spent fuel are presented in Sections 4.1 and 5.2,
respectively.
Phase 2: Design Impact Evaluations
This stage comprised a waste package performance evaluation, design impact evaluation
and security evaluation.
The waste package performance evaluation considered impact and fire performance of
waste packages relevant to possible accident scenarios in transport of waste packages to a
geological disposal facility and operations in a geological disposal facility, including
estimation of release fractions for a range of standard impact and fire scenarios. The waste
package performance evaluations for ILW and spent fuel are presented in
Sections 4.1 and 5.2, respectively.
The disposal facility design evaluation considered the consistency of proposed waste
packages with the relevant elements of the RWM Packaging Specifications; and considered
the consistency of the proposed waste packages (and the necessary transport system design
and logistics) with the Generic Disposal Facility Designs developed from the DSS. The
disposal facility design evaluations for ILW and spent fuel are presented in
Sections 4.2 and 5.3, respectively.
The security evaluation considered the likely security categorisation of the proposed waste
packages and included commentary on proposals for accountancy and independent
verification of the use of nuclear materials. The security evaluations are presented in
Sections 4.2 and 5.3, respectively.
Phase 3: Safety and Environmental Assessments
This stage comprised a transport safety assessment, an operational safety assessment, a
post-closure safety assessment and consideration of environmental issues. The safety, and
environmental assessments considered the compatibility of potential operational and
decommissioning ILW and spent fuel from a UK HPR1000 with existing assessments of
RWM reference disposal concepts. The assessments provide the basis for judging the
potential disposability of operational and decommissioning ILW, and spent fuel arising from
operation of the UK HPR1000:
The transport safety assessment considered the logistics, regulatory compliance and
risk of transport operations, with specific consideration of criticality, radiation dose,
gas generation, containment and heat output under normal and accident conditions.
The transport safety assessments for ILW and spent fuel are presented in
Sections 4.2 and 5.3, respectively;
The operational safety assessment considered radiation dose due to accidents,
effects of gas generation and specific consideration of criticality safety. The
operational safety assessments for ILW and spent fuel are presented in
Sections 4.2 and 5.3, respectively;
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The post-closure safety assessment considers disposal system evolution scenarios
for the return of radionuclides, other hazardous substances and non-hazardous
pollutants to the human environment. This is carried out through a combination of
quantitative and qualitative assessments. The post-closure safety assessment is
concerned with checking the compatibility of the proposed waste packages with the
assessments presented in the post-closure safety assessment and specific
consideration of criticality safety. The post-closure safety assessment for ILW and
spent fuel are presented in Sections 4.3 and 5.4 respectively;
The evaluation of non-radiological environmental issues considered the materials, i.e.
resource use, in a geological disposal facility to dispose of the ILW and spent fuel
arising from the UK HPR1000 using the illustrative designs; and commented on
proposed waste management strategies and their implications. The environmental
evaluation for ILW and spent fuel are presented in Sections 4.2 and 5.3, respectively.
The packaging proposals provided by GNSL are preliminary in nature, and, therefore, the
results obtained through this assessment should be taken as indicative. Detailed
specifications for some of the materials to be used in the UK HPR1000 were not available to
RWM, and, therefore the assessment inventory has been supplemented by additional
information based on assumptions made by RWM. Where this has been the case, RWM has
adopted conservative or pessimistic assumptions and made this clear within this report.
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Table 2: Three Phases of the GDA Disposability Assessments and the
Corresponding Evaluation and Assessment Areas
Phase 1: Technical Evaluations
Waste Package
Data

Definition of waste types for assessment. Provision of inventory data
for assessment (Assessment Inventory), including necessary
enhancements. Assessment of waste volume and uncertainties.

Nature and
Quantity of
Waste

Assessment of data quality. Confirmation and reporting of basis for
Assessment Inventory.

Wasteform
Properties

Review of proposed waste conditioning and identification of alternative
processes. Definition of package numbers. Consideration of
development needs. Assessment of spent fuel characteristics.

Phase 2: Design Impact Evaluations
Design Impact

Impact of the proposed packaged on facility footprint and design
requirements. Consistency with current specifications. Effect of heat
and necessary cooling.

Waste Package
Properties

Covering Fire and Impact Performance. Confirm that the proposed
waste packages are consistent with RWM Waste Package
Specifications, or otherwise highlight potential inconsistencies.
Confirm that the proposed waste packages (and any proposed
transport system) are consistent with the Generic Disposal System
Designs developed from the Generic Disposal System Specification, or
otherwise highlight potential inconsistencies.

Security

Comparison of wastes against existing criteria. Confirmation of
Safeguards status.

Phase 3: Safety and Environmental Assessments
Transport
Safety

Compliance with deterministic transport requirements. Analysis of
expected transport risks to confirm compatibility with concept.
Significance of spent fuel compared to current understanding.

Operation
Safety

Analysis of expected operational risks to confirm compatibility with
concept.

Post-Closure
Safety

Analysis of expected post-closure risks to confirm compatibility with
concept.

Environmental
Issues

Analysis of proposals with regard to protection of human health and
the natural environment.
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UK HRP1000 OPERATION, WASTES, PACKAGING PROPOSALS AND
WASTE PACKAGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section provides a summary of the information used in the for the UK HPR1000. RWM
used the information supplied by GNSL, supplemented as necessary by information available
to RWM and by further calculations, to provide a comprehensive dataset of information
covering waste package numbers, inventories and general characteristics of the conditioned
and packaged ILW and spent fuel.
This following information is included:
Summary description of a UK HPR1000 (Section 3.1);
Assumptions regarding the operation of a UK HPR1000 (Section 3.2);
Description of the ILW streams and spent fuel that will be generated through
operation and decommissioning of a UK HPR1000 (the ‘assessment inventory’),
including volumes, assumptions regarding the packaging of these wastes, and
estimates of waste package numbers and their characteristics (Section 3.3 and
Section 3.4).
The waste volumes, package numbers and activities presented in this section comprise the
assessment inventory for the UK HPR1000 GDA Disposability Assessment. The implications
of the assessment inventory are discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

3.1

Summary of UK HPR1000 Design and Operation

The UK HPR1000 is a pressurised water reactor (PWR) that has been developed by CGN,
a company with over 30 years’ experience of designing, constructing and operating nuclear
power stations in China [29]. The reference plant of UK HPR1000 is the Hua-long
Pressurised Reactor (HPR1000 - FCG3), which is currently under construction at
Fangchenggang, Guangxi, China. The design and operation of UK HPR1000 and its
reference plant, are based on CGN operating fleet of PWRs (namely, the CPR1000). Once
built, a UK HPR1000 nuclear power station will comprise a 1180MW reactor unit.
In PWRs, such as the HPR1000, ordinary (light) water is utilised to remove the heat produced
inside the reactor core by thermal nuclear fission. This water also ‘thermalises’ or moderates’
neutrons in a manner necessary to sustain the nuclear fission reaction. The heat produced
inside the reactor core is transferred to the turbine through the steam generators. Only heat
is exchanged between the reactor cooling circuit (primary circuit) and the steam circuit used
to feed the turbine (secondary circuit), no exchange of cooling water takes place. The reactor
core, which provides the heat source for steam generation, is housed in a reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 Schematic of UK HPR1000 RPV and internals, reproduced from [30]
3.2

Assumptions

The GDA Disposability Assessment for the UK HPR1000 was based on the following
assumptions:
The UK HPR1000 would be operated for 60 years;
The date at which operation of power production from a UK HPR1000 would
commence in the UK is uncertain. In the GDA Disposability Assessment for the UK
HPR1000, estimates of time-dependent properties, e.g. those related to radioactive
decay, are assessed from time of generation of the waste. Discussion of the
implications for management of radioactive waste assumes that the reactors latest
operation period is assumed to be 2070 to 2130. This operation date is later than
commencement dates chosen for previous GDA Disposability Assessments made for
previous requesting parties [31, 32, 33];
The fuel used in the UK HPR1000 will be manufactured from freshly mined uranium
(i.e. not reprocessed uranium);
It is assumed that ILW and spent fuel from the UK HPR1000 will arrive at a geological
disposal facility in a packaged state, ready for disposal.

3.3

ILW Streams, Packaging Assumptions, Waste Package Numbers and
Characteristics

ILW is defined in the UK as radioactive wastes exceeding the upper activity boundaries for
low level waste (LLW) but which do not need heat to be taken into account in the design of
storage or disposal facilities.’
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All radioactive waste produces radiogenic heat from the radioactive decay of the
radionuclides associated with them. The radiogenic heat output of wastes classed as ILW is
generally low in the conventional sense; the average heat output of all of the ILW waste
streams recorded in the UK Radioactive Waste Inventory 17 when conditioned for disposal,
being ~1Wm-3. In most contexts such a heat output would be considered low, however, heat
output does have to be considered for the design of transport and geological disposal facility
systems, even for these low heat outputs, where various regulatory and operational
constraints on temperature will apply.
Radiogenic heat output is not the only discriminator for what types of waste could be
considered sufficiently similar to ILW to permit geological disposal in accordance with the
same concepts. The presence of significant quantities or concentrations of radionuclides with
specific properties in a waste may mean that some disposal concepts developed for ILW
may not deliver the required level of safety for such wastes. This could include:
Radionuclides of significance for criticality safety (i.e. fissile isotopes of uranium and
plutonium);
Long-lived radionuclides of significance for the post-closure safety of a GDF.

3.3.1 Operational and Decommissioning LHGW Streams
GNSL has proposed that seven operational ILW streams would arise from normal operation
of a UK HPR1000:
Ion-exchange resins (resins) which are used for removal of dissolved radioactivity
from liquid wastes;
Spent filter cartridges (cartridges) arising from the liquid waste treatment system;
Concentrates derived from the evaporator in the liquid waste treatment system;
Sludges arising from the sumps and tanks associated with the water auxiliary circuits;
Non-fuel core components (NFCC), comprising of, in-core Instrumentation
assemblies (ICIA), rod cluster control assemblies (RCCA) and stationary core
component assemblies (SCCA).
GNSL proposes to package RCCA and SCCA with spent fuel, these NFCC ILW waste
streams are covered under spent fuel in Section 5.
GNSL has indicated that three decommissioning ILW streams would arise from normal
operation of a UK HPR1000:
The reactor pressure vessel (RPV);
Reactor pressure vessel internals (RPVI);
Decommissioning concrete (concrete).
Other decommissioning plant items may arise (e.g. piping, cooling ponds contaminated with
sludge; decommissioning particulates and debris). The full decontamination and
decommissioning processes have not yet been defined and in the absence of further
information are not quantified at this Stage.
The raw waste volumes, assumed packaging, transport container and package numbers of
each HAW stream expected to arise through operation and decommissioning of a UK
HPR1000 are provided in Table 3.
17

The UK Radioactive Waste Inventory is produced every three years. It is a snapshot of wastes and
materials at a specific point in time.
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Table 3: Assumed raw waste quantities, assumed packaging and package
numbers for operational and decommissioning waste from a UK HPR1000. 1
Waste Stream and
Identifier 2

Raw
Waste
Quantity

Assumed Waste &
Transport Package3

Waste per
Package

No. of Waste
Packages

Operational Waste Streams
Spent Ion
Exchange Resins

112 m3

500 L Robust Shielded
Drum/ SWTC-150

0.466 m3

240

Spent Filter
Cartridges

79.2 m3

Grouted into 3 m3 Boxes
/SWTC-285

0.660 m3

120

Concentrates

43.8 m3

Grouted ILW into
500 L Drums/ SWTC-70

0.230 m3

190

Sludges

3.01 m3

Grouted ILW into
500 L Drums/ SWTC-285

0.230 m3

13

In-core
Instrumentation
Assemblies (ICIA)

8.12 m3

500 L Robust
Shielded Drums with 150
mm Additional Steel
Shielding/ SWTC-150

8 sets

75

Rod Cluster Control
Assemblies
(RCCA)

1.96 m3

Stationary Core
Component
Assemblies (SCCA)

Packaged with spent fuel
0.500 m3

NFCC
packaged
with spent
fuel (1
RCCA or 1
SCCA)

n/a

n/a

Decommissioning Waste Streams
Concrete

152 m3

Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV)

50.3 m3

RPV Internals
(RPVI)

18.0 m3

Grouted into 4 m Boxes
with 100 mm Concrete
Shielding / IP-2
Grouted into 3 m3 Boxes/
SWTC-285

9.50 m3

16

2.96 m3

17

0.900 m3

20

4
assemblies
with 1
RCCA or 1
SCCA

747

Spent Fuel
Spent Fuel and
Non-Fuel Core
Components
(Spent Fuel and
NFCC)

2985
assemblies

Spent Fuel Disposal
Container/ DCTC

1

RWM supplements, as necessary, information supplied by GNSL to provide a robust and comprehensive
dataset of information covering waste package numbers, inventories, and general characteristics of the
conditioned and packaged ILW and spent fuel. This has led to minor differences between the values
submitted by GNSL and those used by RWM. 2 Waste stream identifier highlighted by bold italics;
3Standard Waste Transport Container manufactured in steel with three shielding thicknesses, 70 mm
(SWTC-70), 150 mm (SWTC-150) and 285 mm (SWTC-285); Industrial Package Type 2 (IP-2) and
Disposal Container Transport Container (DCTC).
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3.3.2 Operational ILW Streams and Packaging Assumptions
To package the concentrates and sludges, it is proposed that the wastes would be grout
cemented into 500 litres drums (500 L Drums). The 500 L Drum waste container is illustrated
in Figure 4.

Figure 4– Illustration of a 500 L Drum as proposed for packaging of some
operational ILW from a UK HPR1000.
For transport, the 500 L Drums would be carried inside a Standard Waste Transport
Container (SWTC), which is being developed by RWM to transport such waste packages.
The SWTC is proposed to be manufactured in steel with three shielding thicknesses, 70 mm,
150 mm and 285 mm. Based on RWM assessment the 500 L Drums containing the
concentrates would be transported in an SWTC-70. Under the stated inventory assumptions,
the 500 L Drums containing sludges would be transported in an SWTC-285 and could be
transported in SWTC-70 if decayed for longer period. To package the resins and ICIA, it is
proposed that the wastes would be packaged into 500 L Robust Shielded Drum. The
500 L Robust Shielded Drum packages would be transported in an SWTC-150. Both the
500 L Drum and 500 L Robust Shielded Drum are standard RWM waste containers. To
package the filter cartridges, it is proposed that the wastes would be grout cemented into 3
cubic metre boxes (3 m3 Boxes). Under the stated inventory assumptions, the cartridge
waste packages would need to be transported in an SWTC-285. The 3 m 3 Box is a standard
RWM waste container and is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Illustrative examples of 3 m3 Boxes, one version of which could be
used for packaging of operational and decommissioning ILW from a UK
HPR1000.
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3.3.3 Decommissioning ILW Streams and Packaging Assumptions
To package the RPVI waste, it is proposed that the wastes would be grout cemented into
3 m3 Boxes. It is assumed that the RPVI waste packages would be transported in an SWTC285.
To package the RPV and concrete, it is assumed that the wastes would be grout cemented
into 4 metre boxes (4 m Boxes) with 100 mm additional concrete shielding. The 4 m Boxes
would be transported as IP-2 packages. The 4 m Box is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Illustration of a 4 m Box as proposed for packaging of
decommissioning ILW from a UK HPR1000
3.3.4 ILW Waste Package Characteristics
Overview
The information supplied by GNSL on the radionuclide inventories of the identified wastes
has been used to derive assessment inventories for the various proposed waste packages.
To ensure a full coverage of potentially significant radionuclides it has been necessary to
supplement the information supplied by GNSL with information available to RWM. The
assessment inventories are intended to characterise the range of waste package inventories,
taking account of uncertainties and variability between packages.
In support of this GDA Disposability Assessment, the assessment inventory included:
A best-estimate (average) waste package inventory for each package type. This
inventory, when taken with the number of waste packages, defines the total inventory
associated with the waste stream. This inventory is applied during the post-closure
assessment and some aspects of operational safety assessment; and
A bounding (maximum) inventory for the waste package for each package type. This
inventory is assessed during the transport safety assessment and certain aspects of
the operational safety assessment, where individual waste packages are considered.
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The UK HPR1000 radionuclide-related data for the average and maximum ILW packages
are given in Table 4. For assessment purposes RWM has assumed that operational waste
streams are transported to a GDF at 1 year after arising, except ICIA, which are transported
at 10 years after arising. Decommissioning waste streams are transported to a GDF at 15
years after the assumed reactor operation period. For planning purposes, the DSSC
assumes that wastes arising from new build reactors are emplaced between years 2100 and
2140 for operational ILW; and between years 2145 and 2190 for spent fuel.
GNSL provided inventories containing activities for most of the key radionuclides. GNSL also
provided some information on the material properties and chemical characteristics of the
wastes. These datasets were ‘enhanced’ for all waste streams except the concrete, to include
the 112 radionuclides considered by RWM to be significant for radioactive waste
management. Varying enhancement approaches were used depending on the type of waste
(resins, cartridges, concentrates, sludges, ICIA, RPV, RPVI). For enhancements, the UK IGD
provides useful comparators for equivalent UK HPR1000 waste streams, such as, the
operational Sizewell B PWR (specifically resins and filters), as well as operational and
decommissioning arisings from previous GDA Disposability Assessments (namely, the
AP1000 [34] and the EPR [35] PWR reactors). When appropriate, enhancements were also
made with inventories produced using the RWM Generic LWR Fuel Inventory spreadsheet
[36] (which is based on a computer code for nuclide inventory calculations) which allows the
calculation of radionuclide inventories arising from typical irradiations in PWRs reactors.
Resins
For the resins, the submission [7] states that arisings are from demineralizers of the chemical
and volume control system; fuel pool cooling and treatment; coolant storage and treatment
system; liquid waste treatment system; and steam generator blowdown system under the
rupture condition of steam generator tubes.
The resins comprise of small porous beads, typically between 0.42 mm and 1.2 mm diameter,
based on a “cross-linked polystyrene matrix”. The beads are a mixture of anion and cation
ion exchanger materials that are used to selectively remove certain anions and from solution,
the resin beds can also trap particulates. GNSL anticipate the main chemical constituents to
be Cl–, F–, Li+, Ca2+, Al3+ and SO42– ions. The stated chemical composition of the resins gives
much less detail than would be expected for Disposability Assessment stages. However,
resin type depends on the operating regime defined by the reactor operator, so the
information supplied is reasonable for a GDA.
The level of activity in the resins builds up steadily until they are replaced, and therefore
depends on the maintenance schedules for each of the systems. These will be determined
by the reactor operator and are not defined as part of the GDA. The activities also depend
on the presence or absence of pre-filters before the resin beds. The data provided in the
submission are for typical arisings, and so may differ in detail from the inventories for other
reactor types. Nevertheless, a similar set of radionuclides would be expected.
GNSL provided an average and maximum waste package inventory containing data for 35
radionuclides based on operational experience (OPEX) and scaling factors. The HPR1000
data were converted to give specific activities in TBq per tonne of raw waste and compared
with data from similar waste streams in the IGD (namely, AP1000 and EPR), and found to
be generally consistent.
The standard approach to addressing gaps and inconsistencies is to compare the submitted
inventories with fingerprints for equivalent wastes that have been scaled according to a
reference radionuclide, and to take a conservative value. However, because the resins in the
different systems may have different chemical properties, this could be over-sophisticated
and possibly misleading for the HPR1000 resins. Hence a simpler enhancement scheme has
been used:
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Take the geometric mean of the (non-zero) average specific activities for the EPR,
AP1000 primary and AP1000 mixed resins. If this is higher than the submitted specific
activity, use it instead of the submitted value. Multiply by the mass of resin per
package (0.317 t) to get the average-package inventory at discharge; and
Apply the same procedure to the respective maximum specific activities.
The geometric mean cannot exceed the arithmetic mean, so this process limits the effect of
one of the three estimates greatly exceeding the other two and hence avoids the possible
over-conservatism that could result from using the maximum or an arithmetic mean.
The enhanced inventories were compared against a sludge stream for Sizewell B PWR,
taken from the IGD to check inventories against UK experience. Although enhanced
inventories are sparser and generally somewhat lower than those from Sizewell B, the
enhanced inventory appears to be credible and were adopted for the assessment.
The average package inventory was calculated by summing the enhanced average
inventories discharged at yearly intervals (4 drums), from the start of operation for 60 years,
and then dividing by the total number of packages (240). The maximum package (1 drum)
was calculated for the maximum-activity resins, discharged at end of life (final year of
operation). The radiological data for the average and maximum packages was provided one
year after the end of reactor operation.
Cartridges
The submission [7] states that the ILW spent filter cartridges arise from the chemical and
volume control system; fuel pool cooling and treatment system; coolant storage and
treatment system; steam generator blowdown system; liquid waste treatment system;
nuclear island vent and drain system.
The filters are designed to remove particulate material, which could include activated
corrosion products and fragments of fuel. Material will accumulate in the filters until they are
changed; therefore, the activity levels depend on the operating regime of the reactor.
Although there are many systems, the fingerprint of radionuclide activities in the filters should
be similar to that for other PWRs.
Filter cartridges comprise of stainless supports with glass fibres and some organic materials
(i.e. cellulose). The stated chemical composition gives little detail and no breakdown by
mass. As for the resins, the detail depends on the operating regime defined by the reactor
operator and the information supplied is reasonable for a GDA.
GNSL state two containers per year will be produced, each containing 0.66 m 3 of filters (11
filters per container), this gives 1.32 m3 per year of assumed raw waste which is higher than
the stated annual arising volume of 1.14 m3 (19 filters) [7] but the difference is due to rounding
up to a whole number of packages per year.
GNSL provided an average and maximum package inventory containing data for 37
radionuclides. The HPR1000 data was converted to give specific activities in TBq per tonne
of raw waste. The submission was mostly consistent with the data from previous GDA
Disposability Assessments (namely, AP1000 and EPR).
The submitted average and maximum inventories were enhanced as described for the resins
using comparator waste streams from EPR and AP1000. The enhanced inventories were
compared against a cartridge waste stream for Sizewell B PWR from the IGD. Although
enhanced inventories are sparser and generally somewhat lower than those from Sizewell
B, the enhanced inventory was deemed to be credible and judged to be suitable for adoption
in this assessment.
The average package inventory was calculated by summing the enhanced average
inventories discharged at yearly intervals (22 filters, two boxes), from the start of operation
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for 60 years, and then dividing by the total number of packages (120). The maximum package
inventory was calculated as the inventory of 11 filters cartridges (1 box) discharged at end of
reactor life (final year of operation). The radiological data for average and maximum inventory
packages was provided one year after the end of reactor operation.
Concentrates
The submission [7] states that concentrates arise from the evaporator in the liquid waste
treatment system. The chemical composition of concentrates comprises of Fe, Ni, Ca, Mg,
B, Zn 18, Si; and Na+, K+, Cl–, SO42–, HPO42– ions with a density of less than 1.2 kg L -1. The
maximum concentration of boron (assume to be present as boric acid, H 3BO3) is 40,000 ppm.
The chemical composition (by mass) is similar to other PWRs. The activity in the
concentrates is likely to arise from materials in the reactor that have been activated (e.g.
steel corrosion products collected in the cooling circuit), plus traces of spent fuel from failed
fuel rods.
GNSL provided an average and maximum inventory containing data for 35 radionuclides.
based on OPEX and scaling factors. The HPR1000 data was converted into TBq per tonne
of raw waste. There was no equivalent stream in RWM’s previous GDA Disposability
Assessment for AP1000, possibly because it was stated to be LLW. However, the EPR
included concentrates and the inventories compared reasonably well for the top 10
radionuclides for the average package. For the maximum package, the HPR1000 OPEX data
provides lower values than the comparator EPR stream. For both the average and maximum
package there were gaps in the radionuclides fingerprint. ‘Enhanced’ inventories have
therefore been defined as follows,
For the average package, take the highest of the:
Submitted average decayed by 1 year;
EPR average specific activity for concentrates, decayed by 1 year;
1-year-cooled fuel fingerprint, scaled on the Cs137 average activity;
1-year-cooled 304 stainless steel fingerprint, scaled on the Co60 average
activity.
For the maximum package, take the highest of the:
Submitted maximum decayed by 1 year;
1-year-cooled EPR average specific activity scaled to a less onerous
maximum-to-average factor;
1-year-cooled fuel fingerprint, scaled on the Cs137 maximum activity;
1-year-cooled 304 stainless steel fingerprint, scaled on the Co60 maximum
activity.
The average package inventory was calculated by summing the enhanced average
inventories discharged at yearly intervals (two drums), from the start of operation for 60
years, and then dividing by the total number of packages (190). The maximum package
inventory was calculated as the inventory of (1 drum) discharged at end of reactor life (final
year of operation). The radiological data for average and maximum packages was provided
one year after the end of reactor operation.

18

Reported via email communication with GNSL
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Sludges
The submission [7] states that sludges arise from sumps and tanks associated with the water
auxiliary circuits. Sludges comprise of 80 % water with a density of 1.4 kg/L. The chemical
composition of sludges is anticipated to be typically Fe, Ni, Cr, Ca, Mg, B, Zn, Si; and Na +,
K+, F–, Cl–, SO42, NO3–, HPO42– ions.
GNSL provided an average and maximum package inventory containing data for 27
radionuclides based on OPEX and scaling factors. Inventories were compared against a
comparator stream in the IGD (namely, EPR) and the specific activities of the submitted
activation products were found to agree reasonably well.
‘Enhanced’ inventories have therefore been defined as follows:
For the average package, take the higher specific activity of the submitted average
and the EPR average;
For the maximum package, take the higher specific activity of the submitted maximum
and the EPR maximum.
The average package inventory was calculated by summing the enhanced average
inventories discharged at yearly intervals, from the start of operation for 60 years, and then
dividing by the total number of packages (13). The maximum package was calculated from
the enhanced specific activity for the final five years of arisings which generates
approximately one package of sludge. The radiological data for average and maximum
packages was provided one year after end of reactor operation.
ICIA
The ICIAs arise from equipment used for measuring temperature, pressure, and neutron flux
in the reactor core of UK HPR1000. Three types of ICIA are distinguished: types (i) and (ii)
are neutron flux and temperature measurement assemblies; type (iii) are reactor pressure
vessel water level measurement assemblies. ICIA comprise mainly of stainless steel and
small quantities of alumina ceramic and other minor metals/materials (i.e Rh, chromel,
alumel, Cu, Ni, Cr). GNSL provided an average and maximum package inventory containing
data for 84 radionuclides.
The activities in the type (iii) ICIA are lower than those in the type (i) and (ii) ICIA by around
four orders of magnitude, which indicates much lower irradiation levels. The type (i) and (ii)
ICIAs have an irradiation duration of 54 months and the type (iii) ICIA have an irradiation
duration of either 54 of 72 months. The ICIA (type I and ii) are in the core for three cycles
each, generating 560 ICIAs, and that the ICIA (type iii) have an irradiation time of 72 months,
generating 40 ICIA. The resulting 600 ICIA require 75 waste packages.
The source term calculations for ICIA were produced using PALM software. PALM code is a
validated point depletion calculation code developed by CGN for use for CGN fleet. This code
takes information, such as cross section, decay information and fission product yields from
dedicated library, and calculates the composition of structures/components after irradiation
by solving the depletion equation. The reliability of PALM on decay heat and source term
calculation has been verified and validated for PWRs [37]. The PALM was used to model the
irradiation of ICIA for typical lifetime at full power, considering that some [parts of] assemblies
are within the active core, and others are outside. These calculations were used to produce
the package inventory containing eight ICIA.
There was no equivalent stream in RWM’s previous GDA Disposability Assessments, so a
set of comparator inventory fingerprints for type (i and ii) and type (iii) were produced using
the Generic LWR Fuel Inventory spreadsheet, material compositions and assumptions on
core flux. The comparator package inventories showed good agreement for the activation
products of the principal components (namely Fe55, Ni63 and Ni59 from Ni, Mo93 and Tc99
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from Mo, Mn54 from Mn, and Fe59 from Fe), therefore confirming that the calculation route
is appropriate.
Enhanced activities were defined as follows, for both the type (i and ii) and type (iii) ICIA:
If the submission package inventories appear to be reasonable (identified by the 1year-cooled average for either the type (i and ii) or the type (iii) ICIA being more than
half of the comparator package inventory), adopt the submitted values.
Otherwise, for each radionuclide,
set the inventory for the average package equal to the higher of the submitted
average (type (i and ii) or the type (iii) ICIA) and the generic LWR inventory
fingerprint scaled on Ni63;
set the inventory for the maximum package equal to the higher of the
submitted maximum (type (i and ii) or the type (iii)); and the generic LWR
inventory fingerprint scaled on Ni63.
The average package was based on the summed arising of ICIA (type (i and ii) and the type
(iii) from the start of operation for 60 years, divided by the total number of packages (75).
The radionuclide inventory for the maximum package was based on the inventory for eight
type (i&ii) ICIA discharged at end of reactor operation. The radiological data for average and
maximum packages was provided 10 years after end of reactor operation.
Concrete
For the decommissioning concrete the overall activities are low and are unlikely to challenge
the safety limits, therefore, radionuclide activities in this stream have not been enhanced for
this stage of assessment. The average and maximum submitted inventories submitted were
checked against submitted source data for irradiated concrete from primary shielding and
the reactor pit. The specific activity in the maximum package is very similar to that in the
innermost annulus of the primary shield (more heavily activated area), and the activity in the
average package is very similar to that in the Reactor Pit concrete. There are currently no
comparator decommissioning concrete stream in the IGD but the submitted data is
considered reasonable. It is noted that the concrete stream does not contain any reinforced
steel, inclusion of reinforced steel would influence inventory, but this is unlikely to affect
disposability and can be looked at in future Disposability Assessments.
RPV
RPV wastes comprise of activated material arising from the dismantling of the RPV [7]. The
RPV shell is 22 cm thick and made from 16 MND5 (a ferritic carbon steel); the cladding
materials (0.7 cm thick) comprises of 309L and 308L stainless steels. The assumed
irradiation time is 60 years and the total mass of RPV waste expected is ~402.7 t, of which
~389 t is RPV shell and ~13.7 t is RPV cladding.
The submission data was compared with the RPV data from the EPR and AP1000
assessments, which revealed good agreement for six radionuclides (Ni63, Fe55, Co60,
Mo93, Tc99 and Mn54) but there were gaps or under-estimates for the remainder of RWM’s
112 Relevant Radionuclides. For example, for Nb93m and Ni59 the submitted HPR1000 data
are rather lower than the EPR and AP1000 data, and for C14, Nb94 and Nb91 the submitted
HPR1000 data are many orders of magnitude lower.
Submitted inventories for the average and maximum package were enhanced as follows:
Calculate 15-year-cooled specific activity (TBq/t) for each radionuclide in the average
package as the higher of the:
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Submitted average specific activity (i.e. the average package inventory in
divided by 23.09 t of steel per package);
Geometric mean of the average EPR and average AP1000 15-year-cooled
specific activity.
Calculate 15-year-cooled specific activity (TBq/t) for each radionuclide in the
maximum package as the higher of the:
Submitted maximum specific activity maximum package inventory divided by
23.09 t of steel per package (ignoring the arbitrary and overly conservative
factor of three that was applied to calculate the GNSL maximum package);
Geometric mean of the EPR and AP1000 15-year-cooled average specific
activity (ignoring the arbitrary factor of two that was applied to calculate the
AP1000 maximum package).
Gaps in the radiological inventory were filled and if any of the comparator values were higher
than the submitted specific activity, then it was used instead of the submitted value.
RPVI
The RPVI waste stream comprises mainly of the activated material arising from the
dismantling of the RPVI. The RPVI is mostly composed of 304NG (Nuclear Grade stainless
steel) with a controlled nitrogen content. The maximum thickness of RPVI (spring and plates)
is about 125 mm, other components such as flanges have thickness 30 mm to 70 mm. The
minimum thickness of RPVI (tubes) is about 2 mm.
The inventory was compared to RPVI inventories from the EPR and AP1000. The EPR
assessment had two separate streams for the reactor vessel internals consisting of the upper
& lower Internals (the lower internals containing the more active material and defined as the
maximum’ package). In contrast, the AP1000 assessment used a single waste stream for
the RPV internals, containing the baffle, the barrel and other less strongly activated materials.
The maximum activities in that stream were set to represent the baffle, which is the most
strongly activated item, whereas the average package contains baffle, barrel and other
internals. The activities of Ni63, Co60, Fe55, Ni59, C14 and Mn54 are comparable for all
three cases. However, for H3 and Cl36 the submitted HPR1000 data are many orders of
magnitude lower than the EPR and AP1000 data, and there are many gaps.
‘Enhanced’ inventories have therefore been defined as follows:
Calculate 15-year-cooled specific activity (TBq/t) for each radionuclide in the average
package as the higher of the:
Submitted (15-year-cooled) average specific activity (i.e. the average
package inventory divided by 7.02 t of steel per package);
Geometric mean of the specific activities for EPR (weighted average of the
two streams) and AP1000.
Calculate 15-year-cooled specific activity (TBq/t) for each radionuclide in the
maximum package as the higher of the:
Submitted maximum specific activity (maximum package inventory divided by
7.02 t of steel per package);
Geometric mean of the 15-year-cooled specific activities for EPR (maximum)
and the upper activity (maximum) for the AP1000 RPV internal stream.
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Change in Enhancement Tools
For ILW, enhancements were originally made, when appropriate, using RWMs Generic Fuel
Inventory Toolkit (GFIT; which is based on a computer code for nuclide inventory calculations
(FISPIN 10A code)) which allows the calculation of radionuclide inventories arising from
typical irradiations in PWRs reactors. The GFIT tool is more precise, for example, it has a
greater range of burnups for inventory calculations. However, the output from the model was
found to contain a flaw which affected the concentrates, ICIA and non-fuel components of
spent fuel package inventories. RWM have recalculated the affected package inventories
using RWMs Generic LWR Fuel Inventory spreadsheet, which represents a correction by
application of a revised approach to enhancement. The correction had little effect on the
concentrates. For the ICIA package radionuclide inventories, there was a large reduction in
the contribution from non-relevant radionuclides, which has a significant impact on some
radionuclide related parameters. The corrections to the summary data are recorded in
Appendix C; and the report and safety assessments have been updated to adopt the revised
inventories. The conclusions and findings of this assessment reflect the corrected
radionuclide inventories.
Summary
The GDA Disposability Assessment has developed a good understanding of the nature and
quantities of ILW that would arise from operation of a UK HPR1000 and it is noted that the
principal radionuclides present in the ILW are the same as those present in similar new build
and existing UK legacy wastes accounted for in the DSSC. However, there will be
uncertainties in the inventories which arise from numerous sources, for example, the detailed
reactor operating regime adopted, including fuel burn-up and waste package loadings and
distribution. The GDA Disposability Assessment has used best endeavours to bound these
uncertainties and thereby provide robust, conservative conclusions. It is anticipated that
information on the inventories associated with the ILW would be refined as the design of the
reactors and their operating regimes are developed further. Such information, together with
more refined packaging proposals, would be considered at an appropriate time in the future
through the Disposability Assessment process. Uncertainties that will need to be addressed
at later stages of assessment include:
Limited data was provided on presence of toxic / hazardous materials, these are not
expected to be significant, but more comprehensive inventory information and data
is required (including, impurities in irradiated materials, hazardous substances and
non-hazardous pollutants).
Accounting for the variability of activation levels within the RPV and RPVI waste
streams;
Potential inclusion of steel reinforcement in decommissioning concrete.
It is noted that for the operational ILW waste streams, the waste packages arisings from the
UK HPR1000 reactor are significantly lower in number, less than half, than for the other new
build reactors encompassed within the IGD. It could be the case that the proposals for other
GDA disposability assessments for PWRs (already accounted for in the IGD) have been
conservative in the estimation of operational ILW waste arisings, or that ILW arisings from
the HPR1000 are underestimated, or that waste management practices are different,
however, these differences can be addressed at the future Disposability Assessment stages.
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Table 4: Summary of UK HPR1000 ILW data for average (Av) and maximum
(Max) waste packages and dose rate outside transport package

Identifier

Resins

Cartridges

Concentrates

Sludges

Waste
Package
Gross
Mass
(Kg)

Waste
package
Alpha Activity
(TBq)

Waste
Package
Beta/
Gamma
Activity
(TBq)

Waste
package
A2
Content

Waste
Package
Heat
Output
(Watts)

Transport
Package
Dose rate
(mSv/h)1

Av

2.30E-05

1.07E-01

1.13E-01

8.81E-03

8.64E-06

Max

2.88E-04

4.68E+00

5.29E+00

5.51E-01

3.91E-04

Av

1.07E-03

5.72E-01

1.64E+00

6.49E-02

7.48E-05

Max

3.90E-03

1.74E+01

3.30E+01

2.61E+00

1.74E-03

Av

4.97E-06

1.47E-03

5.19E-03

9.16E-05

2.22E-03

Max

4.48E-05

1.03E-02

4.09E-02

1.51E-03

3.37E-02

Av

5.52E-06

3.41E-03

7.27E-03

3.47E-04

1.96E-06

Max

7.27E-05

2.71E-02

8.62E-02

3.91E-03

2.14E-05

6047

5588

1095

1095
1.54E-01
(0 mm)
Av

4.41E-05

1.10E+01

1.66E+01

2.75E+00
4.42E-05
(120 mm)

ICIA

8573
1.67E+00
(0 mm)
Max

8.93E-05

9.70E+01

1.80E+02

2.98E+01
4.81E-04
(120 mm)

Concrete

RPV

Av

-

6.97E-01

3.49E-02

2.34E-02

2.79E-05

Max

-

9.94E-01

4.97E-02

3.34E-02

4.00E-05

Av

5.28E-05

5.98E+00

3.68E+00

5.94E-01

3.24E+00

Max

5.28E-05

8.83E+00

6.00E+00

9.75E-01

5.36E+00

Av

7.37E-02

5.89E+03

2.36E+03

3.69E+02

2.28E-01

Max

1.94E-01

1.69E+04

8.15E+03

1.29E+03

8.03E-01

47,900

60,300

RPVI

11,820

1

Robust shielded drum with150 mm steel shielding is currently not an available package within
RWM assessment toolkit, therefore, 120 mm Pb and 0 mm Pb shielding was assessed as a
comparator for dose only. The dose rate refers to that 1m outside transport container (SWTC70, SWTC-150, SWTC-285), see Table 3 for SWTC type. For PRV and concrete waste
streams, the dose rates are 1m outside of a 4-metre Box with 100-mm concrete shielding.
Description of Spent Fuel and Non-Fuel Core Components, Packaging Assumptions, and
Package Numbers and Characteristics
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Description of Spent Fuel and Non-Fuel Core Components Packaged
with Spent Fuel

The reactor core of a UK HPR1000 comprises of RPVI, fuel assemblies and NFCC (ICIA,
SCCA, RCCA). The ICIA and RPVI will be managed as ILW and are discussed in Section 3.3.
The SCCA waste stream comprises of 3 Primary Neutron Source Assemblies, 9 Secondary
Neutron Source Assemblies and 318 Thimble Plug Assemblies. The RCCA waste stream
consists of 224 ‘black’ rod assemblies, containing strong neutron absorbers and 48 ‘grey’ rod
assemblies which contain strong neutron absorbers rods and less-absorbing stainless steel
rods.
There are 177 fuel assemblies in the reactor core during operation. The UK HPR1000 is
expected to use the Framatome AFA 3GTMAA fuel assembly [38]. This assembly consists of
up to 264 fuel rods supported by an orthogonal structure with a 17x17 square array. This
type of fuel assembly is widely used for PWRs worldwide. The skeleton consists of a top
nozzle and bottom nozzle, 24 guide thimbles,1 instrumentation tube, 8 structural grids (6 of
them being mixing grids), and 3 mid-span mixing grids. The instrumentation tube is located
in the centre and provides a channel for insertion of an in-core neutron detector. The guide
thimbles provide channels for insertion of different types of core components (SCCA or
RCCA) whose type depends on the position of the particular fuel assembly in the core [38].
The fuel rods are loaded into the skeleton to form the fuel assembly, in such a way that there
is an axial clearance between the fuel rod ends and the top and bottom nozzles in order to
accommodate the differential elongation of the skeleton and the fuel rods during operation.
An example of a Typical PWR Fuel Assembly and RCCA is shown in Figure 7.
Fuel assemblies differ in the enrichment of U235 and the number of uranium rods (UO 2) (and
gadolinium doped uranium rods (UO2-Gd2O3) if used). The initial HPR1000 core has an
average enrichment ranging from approximately 1.80 wt% U235 to approximately 3.10 wt%
U235 for cycle lengths ranging from 1 to 3 years. For the following equilibrium cycle, the
HPR1000 reload fuel assemblies have an enrichment of 4.45 wt% U235. The GDA
Disposability Assessment has assumed that all fuel assemblies contain UO 2 rods only and
they have an enrichment of 4.45 wt% U235. As shown in Table 5 the maximum length of the
fuel assembly is 4060.2 mm excluding the top of the NFCC. Other dimensional, mass and
material information for fuel assemblies are provided in Table 6.
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Figure 7: Example of a Typical PWR Fuel Assembly and RCCA.
Table 5: Dimensional information for UK HPR1000 fuel assemblies
Fuel Assembly
External maximum section (mm x mm)

214 x 214

Maximum length (mm)

4060

Maximum mass (kg)

668

Uranium Oxide3 mass (kg)

522

Number of fuel rods

264

Table 6: Estimates of materials breakdown for one UK HPR1000 fuel
assembly
Material Component of Fuel Assembly1

Mass per Assembly (kg)

UO2

522

M5Framatome zirconium alloy

129

AISI 302

45.8

AISI 304L

3.07

AISI 660

1.60

718 alloy

3.90

304L

1.32

Total

668

1

Fuel assemblies may contain gadolinium doped fuel rods (UO2-Gd2O3).
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3.4.1 Spent Fuel Packaging Assumptions
The packaging assumptions for UK HPR1000 spent fuel [39] are based on concepts
developed by RWM to date [40]. Under these concepts, spent fuel would be over-packed
into durable disposal containers manufactured from suitable materials, which would support
long-term containment for the radionuclides contained within the spent fuel (Section 2.1.1).
Although the container material remains to be confirmed, the assessment has considered
the potential performance of copper (Variant 1) and steel (Variant 2) containers. The Variant
1 container is fabricated from copper, with a cast iron insert (i.e. based on the SKB KBS-3
container), for compatibility with the needs of a GDF constructed in HSR. Variant 2 container
is fabricated from carbon steel (i.e. based on the NAGRA container), for compatibility with
the needs of a GDF constructed in LSSR or evaporites.
This GDA Disposability Assessment has assumed that four UK HPR1000 spent fuel
assemblies would be packaged in each disposal container [40]. The disposal concept for
spent fuel assumes that fuel assemblies will be loaded into a robust disposal canister,
potentially with a length of 5.2 m to accommodate the proposed assemblies (Figure 8). This
is a development of the canister envisaged for legacy fuel from Sizewell B PWR and is
approximately 0.6 m longer than the current disposal container design. It is assumed that the
spent fuel disposal containers required to accommodate new build spent fuel including
NFCCs would also be 5.2 m in length.
It is assumed that transport of packaged spent fuel would be undertaken using a Disposal
Container Transport Container (DCTC) which provides a layer of gamma shielding and
neutron shielding material. The DCTC is an RWM preliminary design for transport of legacy
spent fuel that will need further development to transport new build spent fuel. The current
concept design has a cavity diameter of 1070 mm and length of 4960 mm [41].
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Figure 8 – Illustration of Variant 1 (left) and Variant 2 (right) spent fuel
disposal container [25]
3.4.2 Spent Fuel Package Characteristics
For the spent fuel radionuclide inventory calculations, GNSL has proposed that the GDA for
the UK HPR1000 should assume that the reactor would use fuel elements made from
uranium dioxide, 4.45% enriched in U235, and operated to achieve a maximum fuel
assembly burn-up of 50.2 GWd/tU and an average burn-up of 47.4 GWd/tU. Increased burnup implies that the fuel is used more efficiently and that the volume of fuel to be disposed of
will be smaller per unit of electricity produced. However, increased irradiation leads to
individual fuel assemblies with an increased concentration of fission products and higher
actinides, leading in turn to assemblies with higher thermal output and dose-rate.
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In PWRs, the RCCA and SCCA are incorporated as part of the fuel assembly and GNSL
propose that these waste streams are managed with the spent fuel. The radionuclide
inventory for an average package assumes the average fuel burnup of 47.4 GWd/tU and an
average arising inventory (lifetime average inventory for spent fuel and NFCC) at reactor
closure plus 10 years cooling period. This takes account of regular fuel discharges over the
lifetime of reactor operation. The radionuclide inventory for a maximum package assumed a
maximum fuel burnup of 50.2 GWd/tU and that the spent fuel and NFCC arose at the end of
reactor operation plus 10 years cooling period.
Uncertainties in the inventories arise from numerous sources, for example the detailed
reactor operating regime adopted, including fuel burn-up and waste package loadings and
distribution.
Spent Fuel Radionuclide Inventory
GNSL has estimated that a UK HPR1000 would discharge 2985 spent fuel assemblies over
its 60-year operational life. This corresponds to 747 disposal containers.
Fuel assemblies differ in the enrichment of U235 and the number of uranium rods (UO 2) and
Gd-doped uranium rods (UO2-Gd2O3). Currently there is no indication on the quantity of
gadolinium, therefore, Gd was excluded from the assessment inventory. However, it is noted
that Gd-doped uranium rods have been assessed for previous GDAs [31,32,33] and no
issues were found.
GNSL provided one-year-cooled HPR1000 fuel assembly inventory based on PALM
modelling.
The spent fuel assembly inventories were checked by RWM using independent calculations.
For non-fuel components (such as, fuel rod cladding) inventories were enhanced using the
Generic LWR Fuel Inventory spreadsheet. For the UOx fuel, inventories were enhanced
using RWM High Heat Inventory Tool (HHIT), which is based on ORIGEN V6 (computer code
system for calculating the buildup, decay, and processing of radioactive material)
calculations. The independent calculations resulted in a good match for most of the
radionuclides, confirming that the calculations underlying the submission are reliable;
however, several radionuclides were absent from the submission data. The submitted
inventories were enhanced by scaling fingerprints using the appropriate radionuclide for the
non-fuel material (Nb-95) and fuel (Cs-137). Gaps in the radiological inventory were filled
and if the comparators specific activities were higher, then it was used instead of the
submitted value.
For the average spent fuel inventory, the total arisings inventories of 1-year-cooled enhanced
inventory for 72 average-burnup fuel assemblies discharged at the end of each cycle (i.e. at
times of 1½, 3, 4½, 6, … 60 years) from the start of operation were divide by the number of
packages (746.25) to obtain lifetime average inventory. The maximum spent fuel inventory
is 1-year-cooled enhanced inventory for four maximum fuel assemblies discharged at the
end of operation.
NFCC Radionuclide Inventory
As mentioned GNSL propose that the NFCC waste streams (namely, RCCA and SCCA) are
managed alongside spent fuel. The RCCA consist of ‘absorber’ rods, comprising of strong
neutron absorbers and less-absorbing stainless steel rods. The SCCAs comprise Primary
Neutron Source Assemblies (PNSA), Secondary Neutron Source Assemblies (SNSA) and
Thimble Plug Assemblies (TPA).
There are 746.25 disposal containers of spent fuel (but only 602 RCCA and SCCA). If the
arisings are as expected, 145 of the spent fuel disposal packages would contain just the
spent fuel assemblies, without an RCCA or SCCA.
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The submitted RCCA and SCCA inventories were calculated with the PALM point depletion
code. The inventories were compared against a comparator waste stream (AP1000) with
similar types of NFCC. Given the uncertainty on whether the absorber compositions and/or
neutron cross-sections are comparable, overriding the submitted inventories seems
inappropriate. Therefore, for the average and maximum RCCA, the enhanced inventories
were calculated as follows:
Adopt the Relevant Radionuclides that arise from the absorber materials (Ru106,
Pd107, Ag108m, Ag110m, Cd109 and Cd113m) from the data in the submission. Also
adopt the submission inventories for Ru103, Rh101 (not present), Rh102, Rh102m
(not present), Cd113, Cd115m, In114m, In115, Sn113 (not Relevant Radionuclides);
For the Relevant Radionuclide (Sn119m) the higher value from the AP1000 has been
adopted, with scaling applied;
For the remaining Relevant Radionuclides, the resulting gaps in the GNSL inventory
have been filled using the AP1000 inventory, scaled using Ni63.
For SCCA, the average and maximum RCCA the enhanced inventories were calculated as
follows:
The radionuclide inventory submitted by GNSL were not overridden if they were at
least half of the corresponding AP1000 SCCA inventory;
For the remaining Relevant Radionuclides, the resulting gaps in the GNSL inventory
have been filled using the AP1000 inventory, scaled using Ni63.
For the average NFCC inventory, the total RCCA and SCCA arisings inventories were
divided by 602 to obtain lifetime average inventory. For the maximum NFCC inventory, for
each type of NFCC and radionuclide, the highest calculated values were used to create a
one-year-cooled ‘composite maximum’.
Spent Fuel and NFCC Combined
The average and maximum NFCC inventories were added to the corresponding average and
maximum spent fuel inventories to produce an average and maximum spent fuel and NFCC
packages inventories. The radiological data for average and maximum packages for spent
fuel and NFCC was provided 10 years after the end of reactor operation.
The UK HPR1000 spent fuel plus NFCC package radionuclide-related data for the average
and maximum package are given in Table 7.
Change in Enhancement Tools
As noted previously in Section 3.3.4, the GFIT model tool was found to contain a flaw which
affected the enhanced inventories for the non-fuel components of spent fuel (such as, fuel
cladding). RWM has recalculated the package inventories using RWMs established Generic
LWR Fuel Inventory spreadsheet. The correction has made insignificant changes to the
average and maximum spent and NFCC package inventories. The changes to the summary
data are recorded in Appendix C; and the report and safety assessments have been updated
to adopt the revised inventories.
Summary
The GDA Disposability Assessment has developed a good understanding of the nature and
quantities of Spent Fuel and NFCC that would arise from operation of a UK HPR1000.
However, there will be uncertainties in the radionuclide inventories which arise from
numerous sources, for example, the detailed reactor operating regime adopted and including
fuel burn-up. The GDA Disposability Assessment has used best endeavours to bound these
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uncertainties and thereby provide robust, conservative conclusions. It is anticipated that
information on the radionuclide inventories associated would be refined at future
Disposability Assessment stages.

Table 7: Summary of UK HPR1000 Spent Fuel plus NFCCC Data for Average
(Av) and Maximum (Max) Waste Packages and Dose Rate Outside Transport
Package

Identifier

Spent
Fuel plus
NFCC
1

Waste
Package
Gross
Mass
(Kg)

Waste
package Alpha
Activity (TBq)

Av

Waste
Package
Beta/
Gamma
Activity
(TBq)

Waste
package
A2
Content

Waste
Package
Heat
Output
(Watts)

Transport
Package
Dose rate
(mSv/h)1

6.51E+02 1.47E+04 6.59E+05 1.56E+03 9.23E-02

2699
Max 9.68E+02 3.95E+04 1.01E+06 3.64E+03 5.66E-01

The transport package dose rate refers to 1m outside a DCTC.
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ASSESSMENT OF UK HPR1000 OPERATIONAL AND
DECOMMISSIONING ILW

In this section, we discuss the assessment of GNSL’s packaging proposals for ILW against
RWM’s waste package specification [25] and DSS [23, 24], which were summarised in
Section 2.1. The approach used follows that described in Section 2.2. The assessment is
reported in four sections:
Section 4.1 describes the assessment of the packages proposed by GNSL, including
consideration of the characteristics of the proposed waste containers (Section 4.1.1),
wasteforms and gas evolution (Section 4.1.2); and a description of the methodology
used to determine waste package performance (Section 4.1.3);
Section 4.2 describes consideration of the impact of GNSL’s waste packaging
proposals on operation of the disposal system, including engineering design impact
(Section 4.2.1), safety during the transport of waste to a geological disposal facility –
transport safety (Section 4.2.2), safety during the receipt, handling and emplacement
of waste in a geological disposal facility – operational safety (Section 4.2.3),
environmental issues (Section 4.2.4), and security and safeguards implications
(Section 4.2.5);
Section 4.3 describes the assessment of the impact of GNSL’s waste packaging
proposals on long-term safety following closure of a geological disposal facility;
Section 4.4 provides a statement regarding the overall disposability of ILW from a UK
HPR1000 and identifies the basis for this statement.
For each component of the assessment, the context is discussed (i.e. the required
performance), and the results and implications of the assessment are provided. Issues
identified under each component of the assessment are listed in Appendix B. These would
be required to be addressed in future Disposability Assessment proposals by operators if
any of the outlined packaging proposals were to be pursued.

4.1

Characteristics of the Container, Waste Package, Wasteform; and
Waste Package Accident Performance

The Level 2 Generic Specification for LHGW [25] and associated WPS (see Section 2.1)
defines the required characteristics and key features of ILW packages, taking into account
the needs for the safe and efficient transport of waste packages and their disposal in a
geological disposal facility. The requirements are, in general, defined for the complete waste
package and linked to the requirements of transport, operational and post-closure safety,
but, in practice, the manner in which they are achieved will depend on a number of factors
including the:
Nature of the waste container;
Physical, chemical and radiological properties of the waste; and
Means by which the waste is conditioned for disposal.
Requirements on the waste package are considered as part of the accident performance,
and transport, operational and post-closure safety assessments and are therefore addressed
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. In this section, the extent to which the proposals submitted by GNSL
meet the requirements on containers, waste package and wasteforms are considered. In
addition, the approach taken in determining the waste package accident performance is
described in Section 4.1.3.
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4.1.1 Waste Container Requirements
The Level 2 Generic Specification for LHGW and WPS (referenced in Section 2.1.2) specifies
the following characteristics for waste containers:
External dimensions
The external dimensions of the waste package shall be compatible with the
transport handling systems.
The external dimensions of the waste package shall be compatible with the
GDF handling systems
The overall dimensions of a transport unit, including ancillary equipment such
as a tie down frame, used to restrain the package to a conveyance should not
exceed 7300 mm long x 2438 mm wide x 2438 mm high.
Container specific requirements - the overall dimensional envelope of the
waste package (i.e. body and lid) shall not exceed the values specified in
Table 8.

Table 8: Maximum dimensional envelope for standard waste container designs
proposed by GNSL
Waste Container

Maximum External Dimensions / mm
Height

Diameter or Length x Width

Unshielded Waste Packages
500 L Drum
3 m3 Box

1230

800

1245

1720 x 1720

Shielded Waste Packages
4 m Box

2200

4013 x 2438

Robust Shielded Waste Packages
500 L Robust Shielded Drum

1520

1070

Stacking
Where required by the transport or disposal system, the waste package shall
enable safe stacking.
Disposal units shall be capable of being stacked with other disposal units of
the same type, each with their maximum specified gross mass, not resulting
in any permanent deformation or abnormality that would render them noncomplaint with any other performance requirements defined within this
specification, to a maximum height of:
a. 8.8 m for waste packages handled using overhead cranes.
b. 11 m for waste packages handled using top loading stacker trucks.
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Identification
The waste package shall enable unique identification until the end of the
geological disposal facility operational period.
The waste package shall be marked with a unique RWM identifier.
Each identifier shall be at four defined locations to be agreed by RWM.
The characters shall be of the Optical Character Recognition A form (OCRA), as specified by BS 5464: Part 1, each with a height of between 6 and 10
mm.
The waste package identifier shall comprise three Data Fields which are
contained within the ten alpha-numeric character sequence.
Handling feature
The waste package shall enable safe handling by way of the transport
handling systems.
The transport unit should demonstrate compatibility with:
a. Overhead lifting.
b. Restraint on a rail wagon and a road trailer.
The waste package shall enable safe handling by way of the GDF handling
systems
Durability
The waste container shall maintain containment for as long as is required by
the GDF safety case.
The integrity of the waste container, wasteform, and waste package, as a
whole, shall be maintained for a period of 150 years following manufacture of
the waste package.
The integrity of the waste container, wasteform and waste package as a
whole, should be maintained for a period of 500 years following manufacture
of the waste package.
Container Specific Requirement - for robust shielded waste packages all
external surfaces of the waste container should be protected with a water
impermeable coating; and the integrity of any such coating for robust shielded
waste packages shall be maintained until the waste package is exported to
the GDF.
Results and Implications
The 500 L Drum, 500 L Robust Shielded Drum, 3 m3 Box and the 4 m Box packaging
options proposed by GNSL in consultation with RWM for the UK HPR1000 ILW are standard
containers. The case for compliance with the waste container criteria, defined in the Level 2
Generic Specification for LHGW and WPS, should be readily made and are unlikely to raise
any waste container compatibility issues. However, in future Disposability Assessments,
RWM will assess specific designs stages to confirm that the container criteria are met. It is
noted that the 500 L Robust Shielded Drum waste container is typically manufactured from
ductile cast iron with a range of wall thicknesses, although different materials could be
proposed. GNSL have proposed an alternative design of the 500 L Robust Shielded Drum
for the ICIA waste stream, which includes an additional 150mm of steel shielding. Although
this design is still regarded as a standard container, this design will require development
related to the specific designs and materials used, and the performance of this new design,
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as with all containers, this will need to be demonstrated in subsequent Disposability
Assessments.

4.1.2 Wasteform Characteristics
Context
The Level 2 Generic Specification for LHGW requires the properties of the wasteform to be
such that, in conjunction with those of the waste container, it satisfies all requirements for the
waste package. In addition, the properties of the wasteform shall comply with the
requirements for containment within a geological disposal concept, as defined by a
geological disposal facility safety case.
The wasteform is designed to immobilise radionuclides and other hazardous materials; and
to make an appropriate contribution to waste package performance during all stages of longterm management. The wasteforms that can be used for the packaging of LHGW are of two
basic types:
Encapsulated wasteforms where the waste has been rendered into an effectively
monolithic form by intimately mixing with an encapsulating medium; or
Non-encapsulated wasteforms where the waste may have undergone some pretreatment (e.g. size reduction and/or drying) and is loaded into the waste container
without further conditioning.
The production of an encapsulated wasteform is the currently accepted common practice by
which the original ‘raw’ waste is conditioned and rendered into a passively safe form, so
wasteform design can have a significant influence on waste package performance under
both normal and accident conditions [42]. For non-encapsulated wastes the use of robust
shielded waste containers for the packaging of LHGW reduces the need for the wasteform
to make a significant contribution to waste package performance [43].
A range of parameters can affect the quality of the wasteform, and thus its acceptability.
These parameters are detailed in the Level 2 specification for LHGW. The principal
parameters considered under the wasteform assessment are listed below:
Physical immobilisation: The wasteform shall be designed to immobilise
radionuclides and hazardous substances to ensure appropriate waste package
performance during all phases of waste management. For many wastes, this
immobilisation requires the use of an encapsulating matrix;
Mechanical and physical properties: The wasteform shall be designed to provide the
mechanical and physical properties necessary to ensure appropriate performance of
the waste package during all phases of waste management;
Chemical containment: The wasteform shall not be incompatible with the chemical
containment of radionuclides and hazardous materials, and chemical reactivity
should be minimised through conditioning;
Gas generation: The generation of bulk, radioactive and toxic gases by the waste
package shall comply with the requirements for transport and disposal. The release
of radionuclides in gaseous form from the waste package shall comply with the
assumptions that underpin the safety cases for the transport and GDF operations
Consideration of, and, if necessary, controls on, the presence of:
free liquids;
activity or hazardous materials in particulate form;
voidage;
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homogeneity;
reactive materials;
non-radiological pollutants (hazardous materials and non-hazardous
pollutants)
other hazardous materials, e.g. flammable, explosive, pyrophoric, and
oxidising materials, sealed containers and objects containing stored energy;
and
materials that could have a deleterious effect on the other barriers that
make up a geological disposal system.
Further requirements concern the evolution of the wasteform. The Level 2 Generic
Specification for LHGW states that evolution of the wasteform shall ensure maintenance of
the waste package properties that are necessary for safe transport and operations at a
geological disposal facility, and the required safety functions for post-closure performance
as set out in the Environmental Safety Case. The DSS defines a single post-closure safety
function for wasteforms, requiring them to provide a stable, low-solubility matrix that limits
the rate of release of the majority of radionuclides by dissolution in groundwater that comes
into contact with the wasteform.
Results and Implications
The proposals for packaging of ILW include outline descriptions of the means of conditioning
and immobilising activity associated with the waste. Detailed descriptions and supporting
evidence as to the properties of the proposed wasteforms have not been presented by GNSL,
consistent with expectations for this stage of the GDA Disposability Assessment. In future,
RWM would expect to work with potential reactor operators to achieve fully developed
proposals through the Disposability Assessment process.
The criteria on wasteforms described above have been used to review of the proposed
wasteforms and the results are discussed below. Any features of the wasteforms proposed
by GNSL that could present a potential issue for further consideration in any future
Disposability Assessment interactions are discussed below.
Encapsulated wastes
The proposed use of grout cement for waste conditioning conforms to existing practices for
similar wastes in the UK and would be expected to produce wasteforms that could meet
existing RWM specifications. GNSL proposals for the packaging of the HPR1000 wastes are
not unique and are based on well-known packaging processes. Details of specific grouts,
their properties and formulation development will be required in future Disposability
Assessment submissions. For encapsulated ILW waste packages the voidage has been
minimised and is therefore acceptable.
For all waste streams, no data was provided on compressive strength, mass transport
properties or thermal characteristics, but these are expected to be acceptable once a suitable
product envelope has been developed. The long-term stability of wasteforms should be
underpinned, for example through measurements of dimensional change and compressive
strength as part of a wasteform formulation development programme, but no significant
issues are expected.
The proposals to encapsulate concentrates and sludge in 500 L Drums are based on wellknown packaging processes which gives high confidence of successful immobilisation.
However, PWR concentrates and sludge wastes are known to contain high levels of boric
acid and zinc, which can retard cement curing. GNSL should undertake a wasteform
formulation development programme, once chemical species are established, to develop a
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suitable product envelope. A capping grout, to minimise voidage and immobilise loose
particulates on the surface, is likely to be required for these wastes.
The proposal to encapsulate cartridges encapsulated in the 3 m3 box are based on wellknown packaging processes which gives confidence that with suitable development
immobilisation can be achieved. At later Disposability Assessment stages, the packaging
process will require demonstration of pre-conditioning steps (such as, size reduction or
penetration of the steel components) to ensure voidage is minimised and particulates are
immobilised. GNSL should consider the use of internal furniture in the waste package to
evenly distribute the filters within the 3 m3 box; and an anti-floatation plate or inactive capping
grout to ensure the spent filter cartridges and/or the entrained active particulates do not
collect at the top of a grouted package. The wastes contain high levels of cellulosic
components which require consideration for post-closure assessment due to formation of
soluble complexants that may facilitate mass transport of radionuclides by enhancing
solubility and decreasing the sorption of certain radionuclides, but the small volume of this
waste stream and the low actinide inventory of this waste suggest that this issue will not be
significant.
GNSL proposes to encapsulate decommissioning RPV waste in the 4 m Box. The RPV
pieces are to be immobilised by cement encapsulation. A degree of heterogeneity may be
expected due to the different irradiated regions; heterogeneity (activity distribution) and the
ability for the grout to sufficiently infiltrate wastes will require demonstration in future
Disposability Assessment submissions. The waste material may contain cutting debris
particulate material at the time of packaging, and packaging options will need to be
developed for future Disposability Assessment.
GNSL proposes to encapsulate decommissioning concrete waste in the 4 m box, the
assessment assumes that the concrete does not contain steel reinforcement. As noted in
Section 3.3, the inclusion of steel reinforcement at later submission stages will have
implications for the inventory, it will also have implications for gas generation and physical
properties of the wasteform, however, these are unlikely to affect disposability. The degree
of heterogeneity and the ability for the grout to sufficiently infiltrate wastes will require
demonstration for future Disposability Assessment.
GNSL proposes to encapsulate decommissioning RPVI in the 3 m 3 box. As currently
proposed, the waste loadings are near the mass limit for the container and this packing
efficiency may not be achievable; therefore, GNSL should consider dividing the waste
between more waste containers. The waste material may contain cutting debris particulate
material at the time of packaging, and packaging options will need to be developed for future
Disposability Assessment. The degree of heterogeneity due to the variation in irradiated
regions and the ability for the grout to sufficiently infiltrate wastes will require demonstration
for future Disposability Assessment. The high internal dose rates within the waste packages
and the radiogenic heating from radioactive decay may have implications for the long-term
integrity of the grouted wasteform due to the cracking and spalling of cement grouts that can
occur under gamma irradiation as a result of radiolytic hydrogen build-up in the pores [44]
and radiogenic heating may also contribute to drying and cracking of a cement grout. To
mitigate this, appropriate cooling periods and a wasteform formulation development
programme will be required for future Disposability Assessment.
Non-encapsulated wastes
The proposals to package resins in 500 L Robust Shielded Drums are based on well-known
packaging processes. The packaging process relies on an effective dewatering step to
remove free water from the resin bed before the containers are lidded. While a dewatering
step will not remove bound water from the resins it would aim to remove the bulk of the free
water such that the amounts of residual free liquid are minimised. Resin beads may contract
as water is removed on drying and this may result in larger ullage spaces. The radiolytic and
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thermal degradation of the anion exchange resins may result in the formation of volatile
amines, although these may be of significance during transport and operations, they would
be expected to be retained during ‘normal’ conditions.
Irradiated core components such as the ICIAs are potentially suitable for non-encapsulation
in 500 L Robust Shielded Drums [39]. It is proposed by GNSL that ICIAs are size reduced by
winding the length of ICIA into a ball and placed into the robust shielded drum. As the wastes
comprise mainly stainless steels and alumina ceramic, this size reduction technique is not
thought to produce significant levels of particulates, but further evidence will be required in
future Disposability Assessments. If wastes are wet, then an effective dewatering step will
be required. Our assessment estimated the package voidage at approximately 20 % and this
estimated voidage is evaluated in the post-closure safety assessment.
Gas Generation Rates
A key information input to assessment of package performance under normal conditions of
transport, GDF operations and post-closure conditions are the estimates of the rates of active
and inactive gas production. Inactive gases can lead to pressurisation of sealed transport
containers, they can carry particulate radioactive materials and their flammability may also
be relevant. Active gases are relevant since they form a pathway for migration of radioactive
materials from waste packages to the environment.
RWM uses relevant R&D data and a Simplified Model of Gas Generation (SMOGG) [45], for
the calculation of gas generation rates. For ILW wastes packages the production of inactive,
or bulk, gases (hydrogen, carbon dioxide, methane) and the production of radioactive gases
(H-3, C-14, Rn-222, Kr-81, Kr-85, Ar-39, Ar-42) are modelled, the values above zero are
show in table 9 and Table 10. These bounding estimates of gas generation rates have been
used in this GDA Disposability Assessment.
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Table 9: Inactive and radioactive gas rates produced by waste packages for
ILW operational wastes
Gaseous Species

Transport
(maximum
package)

Operations
(average
package)

Post-closure
(average package)
Rate

Time of peak
(years)

Resins
Bulk hydrogen (m /year)

2.20E-01

7.10E-04

1.90E-01

0.2

Tritiated gases (TBq/year)

5.00E-06

2.90E-10

9.50E-09

0.2

Radon 222 (TBq/year)

1.40E-12

2.00E-11

1.20E-06

220,000

3

Cartridges
Bulk hydrogen

(m3/year)

5.20E-02

1.20E-02

2.90E-02

0

Tritiated gases (TBq/year)

6.70E-05

9.30E-06

1.90E-07

0

C14 gas as

5.30E-06

1.20E-06

6.60E-07

0

7.40E-12

2.64E-10

2.10E-05

200,000

CO2 (TBq/year)

14

Radon 222 (TBq/year)

Sludge
Bulk hydrogen (m3/year)

1.70E-04

2.50E-05

4.30E-05

5

Tritiated gases (TBq/year)

1.70E-10

3.20E-11

2.70E-13

5

Radon 222 (TBq/year)

4.10E-14

4.20E-13

5.20E-08

200,000

Concentrate
Bulk hydrogen (m3/year)

1.40E-04

8.00E-06

4.30E-05

5

Radon 222 (TBq/year)

1.10E-14

3.60E-13

5.20E-08

200,000

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

3.60E-04

5

2.17E-05

4.20E-06

1.44E-07

0

0

0

2.50E-06

0

Radon 222 (TBq/year)

4.90E-11

5.40E-10

9.60E-06

190,000

Krypton 81 (TBq/year)

4.30E-11

2.70E-11

2.70E-11

0

Krypton 85 (TBq/year)

4.70E-08

8.00E-09

1.70E-10

0

Argon 39 (TBq/year)

7.20E-07

4.30E-07

3.70E-07

0

Argon 42 (TBq/year)

1.70E-12

6.40E-13

1.80E-13

0

ICIA
Bulk hydrogen

(m3/year)

Tritiated gases (TBq/year)
C14 gas as

14CH

4

(TBq/year)
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Table 10: Inactive and radioactive gas rates produced by waste packages for
ILW decommissioning wastes
Gaseous Species

Transport
(maximum
package)

Operations
(average
package)

Post-closure
(average package)
Rate

Time of peak
(years)

Concrete
Bulk hydrogen (m /year)

1.90E-03

3.50E-04

1.30E-03

5

Tritiated gases (TBq/year)

6.40E-13

8.10E-14

3.20E-15

0

3

RPV
Bulk hydrogen (m3/year)

9.20E-03

4.40E-03

1.60E-03

5

Tritiated gases (TBq/year)

1.10E-06

6.70E-07

3.10E-08

0

C14 gas as 14CH4 (TBq/year)

1.80E-08

1.40E-08

1.10E-08

0

Radon 222 (TBq/year)

3.40E-10

7.70E-10

5.80E-06

190,000

Krypton 81 (TBq/year)

3.20E-12

2.50E-12

2.00E-12

0

Krypton 85 (TBq/year)

7.80E-10

4.80E-10

1.40E-11

0

Argon 39 (TBq/year)

5.70E-09

4.00E-09

3.00E-09

0

Argon 42 (TBq/year)

7.90E-15

4.80E-15

1.50E-15

0

6.2

1.8

0.045

5

Tritiated gases (TBq/year)

2.10E-01

8.70E-03

3.90E-04

0

C14 gas as 14CH4 (TBq/year)

9.90E-03

6.40E-04

3.50E-04

0

Radon 222 (TBq/year)

2.50E-07

3.50E-07

2.90E-03

190,000

Krypton 81 (TBq/year)

5.90E-07

4.60E-08

2.50E-08

0

Krypton 85 (TBq/year)

1.40E-04

6.00E-06

1.70E-07

0

RPVI
Bulk hydrogen (m3/year)
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4.1.3 Waste Package Accident Performance
Context
The objective of the waste package accident performance evaluation is to assess the
performance of waste packages under impact accidents and fire accidents, and to derive
release fractions (RF) for each waste package under these conditions. The reference
accident conditions evaluated are shown in Table 11.

Table 11: Reference Accident Scenario conditions for package types
Reference
Accident
Scenario

Package type

500 L Drum and
3 m3 Box

Conditions properties are measured
against
11 m onto a flat unyielding target.
10 m onto an aggressive target.
a flat unyielding target from a height of 10m;

Drop height
(metres)

4 m Box

500 L Robust
Shielded Drum
500 L Drum and
3 m3 Box
Fire
(°C and minutes)

4 m Box
500 L Robust
Shielded Drum

an aggressive feature (such as the corner of
another waste package) from a height of 7m.
a flat unyielding target from a height of 10.5 m;
an aggressive feature (typically another waste
package) from a height of 9 m.
30 minutes.
60 minutes.
duration of
60 minutes.

Impact Assessment Methodology
The methods for calculating the RF for encapsulated wasteforms and non-encapsulated
wasteforms (500 L Robust Shielded Drums) are different, due to the different ways in which
the particulates are generated and released. These methods are discussed separately
below.
Methodology for calculating Impact RF for Encapsulated wastes
To assess the impact performance of waste packages, finite element simulation of the
package is used to predict energy absorption of the wasteform. This, together with data from
break-up tests of wasteforms, is used to predict the break-up of the wasteform and estimate
the particulate generated and the particulate RF. The methodology is described in detail in
[46] and illustrated in Figure 9. The key steps include:
Calculation of the normalised impact energy (J/kg);
Prediction of the proportion of impact energy absorbed by the wasteform;
Use of existing break-up test charts for the most relevant wasteform to estimate the
<100µm particulate generated by the impact as a proportion of the wasteform mass;
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Conversion of the estimate of <100µm particulate generated to a RF through
estimation of factors for the size of opening created in the container by the impact,
the effect of internal container barriers (e.g. capping grout or anti-flotation plate) and
the distance between the location of particulate generation and the container opening.
Since there are no detailed finite element simulations provided on the HPR1000 waste
packages, the expected performance of each waste package has been based on analogy to
the behaviour under accident conditions of similar waste packages.
Methodology for calculating Impact RF for 500 L Robust Shielded packages
For our assessments on 500 L Robust Shielded Drum packages, the baseline generic
wasteform RF (1 E-02) used in assessments is based on drop tests of on “unconfined” glass
specimens containing Pulverised Fuel Ash powder from a drop height of 9 m. The <10µm
particulate generated by the impact is scaled linearly to the required drop height and to the
mass percentage of <10µm particulate of the waste [47]. If the particle size distribution for
impacted waste is not available, the scale factor is usually conservatively assumed to be 1.
The nature of the target (i.e. flat or aggressive) does not influence the RF, since it is assumed
that the total <10µm particulates generated are available for release.
The expected performance of each waste package has been based on analogy to the
behaviour under accident conditions of similar waste packages or assumptions on the
particle size distribution of the wastes.
Fire assessment methodology
RWM has developed a methodology for assessing the quantity of radionuclides released
from a waste package exposed to a fire, which has been successfully applied to a range of
different waste packages [48]. The maximum temperature experienced by the wasteform is
determined using finite element models of heat transfer (thermal modelling). Small-scale
tests have been performed to determine the RF of several significant radionuclides as a
function of temperature from various wasteforms. Recommended RF for other radionuclides
have been determined through similarity to one of the tested radionuclides (based on
volatility Table 12). Thus, the expected release of radionuclides from the wasteform at the
expected temperature can be determined.
For this GDA Disposability Assessment, typical fire RF for a range of analogue waste
packages [49,50] were applied.

Table 12: Assignment of elements to volatility groups for fire release
calculations
Volatility
group

Elements

I

Ar, As, At, Br, C, Cl, F, H, He, Hg, I, Kr, N, Ne, O, P, Rn, S, Se, Xe

II

B, Bi, Cd, Cs, Fr, Ge, In, K, Li, Na, Os, Po, Rb, Re, Sb, Sn, Tc, Te, Tl

III

Ag, Ba, Be, Ga, Mo, Pb, Ra, Ru, W, Zn

IV

Al, Au, Ca, Co, Cr, Cu, Eu, Fe, La, Mg, Mn, Ni, Pd, Sr, U, V

V

Ac, Am, Bk, Ce, Cf, Cm, Es, Fm, Lr, Md, Nd, No, Np, Pu, Rh, Si, Y, Zr

VI

Db, Dy, Er, Gd, Hf, Ho, Ir, Lu, Nb, Pa, Pm, Pr, Pt, Rf, Sc, Sm, Ta, Tb, Th,
Ti, Tm, Yb
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Figure 9: Methodology used to estimate impact assessment release fractions
(RF) [51]
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Fire and Impact Assessment Results
The GDA Disposability Assessment stage does not require the provision of detailed
information on the designs of the containers, formulation of the wasteforms; and impact
accident performance for the proposed waste packages. Therefore, the impact accident and
fire accident performance have been evaluated based on analogy to similar existing waste
packages and the estimated RF have been determined for each waste package . Any
conservative assumptions can be reduced in future Disposability Assessment submission
once more information is available. The impact and fire assessment RF results are presented
individually in this section.
Impact Assessments
The Impact RF are presented in Table 13. The impact methodologies for the ILW are
described below.
500 L Drum
For concentrate and sludge wastes encapsulated with cementitious grouts in 500 L Drum,
existing FE analysis work from analogue studies have been utilised to predict the expected
behaviour of these waste packages. The amount of energy absorbed by the wasteform was
conservatively estimated to be 80 % for the drop onto a flat unyielding target and 100 % for
the aggressive target drop. In addition, it has conservatively been assumed that the
containment factor (i.e. the proportion of particulates generated that are released) is 100 %
due to the potential for gaps in the lid/body interface or tears in the container material.
3 m3 Box
There are two variants of the 3 m3 Box, the side lifting and corner lifting variants. For
cartridges and RPVI encapsulated using cementitious grout in 3 m 3 Boxes it has been
assumed (only for the impact accident assessment) that the side lifting variant will be used,
this variant is expected to generate the more conservative package RF. Existing FE analysis
work from analogue studies have been utilised to predict the expected behaviour. The
amount of energy absorbed by the wasteform was conservatively estimated to be 65 % for
the drop onto a flat unyielding target and 100 % for the aggressive target drop. In addition, it
has conservatively been assumed that the containment factor is 100 % due to the potential
for gaps in the lid or tears in the material to open up.
500 L Robust Shielded Drum
Resin and ICIA wastes are planned to be packaged non-encapsulated in
500 L Robust Shielded Drums. An analogue study has demonstrated that integrity is
maintained for a drop height of 4.25 m onto an aggressive target and 5.75 m onto a flat,
concrete target, with the aggressive target drop being bounding in terms of damage to the
container material. However, it is not certain that integrity would be maintained for the higher
drop heights of 9 m onto an aggressive target or 10.5 m onto a flat, concrete target. This
could potentially lead to gross failure of integrity and further work is required to demonstrate
adequate, progressive and predictable response at the higher drop heights. Therefore, the
performance of the waste package, as with all waste packages, will need to be demonstrated
in subsequent Disposability Assessments.
For resins, the particle size distribution for impacted waste was not available, therefore the
proportion of <10µm particulates release was conservatively assumed to be 100%.
For the ICIA waste stream the particle size distribution for impacted waste was not available,
RWM has assumed that the proportion of particulates is 0% for the ICIA wastes based on
the following assumptions:
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ICIA are solid, predominantly corrosion resistant metal and alumina ceramic.
ICIAs are wound into a ball before packing into the RS drum so there is no mechanism
for particulates to be formed, for example from size reduction by cutting.
Stored ICIA will be carefully maintained under conditions that will not enhance
corrosion and the production of surface particulate.
The quantity of particulates generated would be very small (if any).
4 m Box
Concrete and RPV wastes are planned to be packaged in 4 m boxes with 100 mm of
concrete shielding and encapsulated using cementitious grout. Existing FE analysis work
has been utilised to predict the expected behaviour of the 4 m box. The amount of energy
absorbed by the wasteform was conservatively estimated to be 40 % for the drop onto a flat
unyielding target and 100 % for the aggressive target drop. In addition, it has conservatively
been assumed that the containment factor is 100 % due to the potential for gaps in the
lid/body interface or tears in the container material. For the RPV, the predicted RF could be
reduced in future Disposability Assessments if the waste can be quantified in terms of the
significant fraction of activity that is locked within the waste.

Table 13: Impact release fractions (RF) for operational and decommissioning
ILW
Predicted sub-10 µm package RF
Category /
Waste Stream

Package Type

Flat, unyielding target
Drop
height

Package
RF

Aggressive target
Drop
height

Package
RF

Operational Waste Streams
Resins

500 L Robust
Shielded Drum

10.5

1.2E-02

9

1.0E-02*

Cartridges

3 m3 Box

11

9.3E-05

10

1.3E-04

Concentrates

500 L Drum

11

1.1E-04

10

1.2E-04

Sludges

500 L Drum

11

1.1E-04

10

1.2E-04

ICIAs

500 L Robust
Shielded Drum

10.5

0.0E-00

9

0.0E-00

Decommissioning Waste Streams
Concrete

4 m Box

10

6.9E-05

7

1.2E-04

RPV

4 m Box

10

6.2E-05

7

1.1E-04

RPVI

3 m3 Box

11

8.6E-05

10

1.2E-04
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Fire Assessments
Fire RF are presented in Table 14. For the assessment of RF, RWM groups all the elements
relevant in disposal assessment into six Volatility Groups which decrease in volatility I to VI.

Table 14: Release fractions (RF) for fire accidents

I

1.00E+00

1.00E+00

1.00E+00

1.00E+00

1.00E+00

1.00E+00

1.00E+00

1.00E+00

II

1.40E-01

7.70E-04

2.20E-02

2.20E-02

3.00E-04

7.00E-04

7.00E-04

7.70E-04

III

1.40E-01

7.70E-04

3.40E-03

3.40E-03

3.00E-04

7.00E-04

7.00E-04

7.70E-04

IV

1.40E-01

6.00E-05

9.20E-04

9.20E-04

2.00E-05

6.00E-05

6.00E-05

6.00E-05

V

1.40E-01

3.00E-05

1.00E-04

1.00E-04

5.67E-06

3.00E-05

3.00E-05

3.00E-05

VI

1.40E-01

3.00E-05

1.00E-04

1.00E-04

5.67E-06

3.00E-05

3.00E-05

3.00E-05

4.2

Disposal System Issues

4.2.1 Impact on Disposal Facility Design
Context
A disposal facility design impact assessment has been undertaken to evaluate the impacts
from disposal of HPR1000 ILW operational and decommissioning wastes upon the published
Generic Transport System Design [52]and Disposal Facility Designs [40] within the DSSC
and associated IGD.
The IGD defines the nature and quantity of historical wastes, currently arising wastes and
wastes from new nuclear build reactors. It is used by RWM to assist development of GDF
design and safety cases. To retain consistency with the Implementing Geological Disposal
White Paper, and the 16 GW(e) new build programme, the IGD incorporates wastes and
spent fuel from six UK EPRs (each producing 1.6 GW(e)) and six AP1000s (each producing
1.14 GW(e)). However, it is acknowledged that the new build programme is still under
development, with only four planned EPRs (two at Hinkley Point and two at Sizewell) and
currently no AP1000 planned. It is noted that the types of waste and waste packages
proposed from the UK HPR1000 are similar to those proposed for other PWRs and may be
‘interchangeable’ for wastes already assumed in the DSSC without major revision. Therefore,
wastes from the HPR1000, a similar reactor type to EPR and AP1000, may be
interchangeable for waste packages assumed to arise from new build in the DSSC.
The disposal facility design evaluation considered the consistency of proposed waste
packages with the relevant elements of the RWM Packaging Specifications; and the
consistency of the proposed waste packages (and the necessary transport system design
and logistics) with the Generic Disposal Facility Designs developed from the DSS. The
assessment also has estimated the impact of the additional ILW from operation and
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decommissioning of a UK HPR1000 on the projection of a geological disposal facility area
(the “footprint”). This analysis is based on the illustrative designs discussed in Section 2.1.1.
Results and implications
Assessment of impacts upon GDF design
The 500 L Drum, 500 L Robust Shielded Drum, 3 m3 Box and the 4 m Box packaging
options proposed by GNSL in consultation with RWM for the UK HPR1000 ILW use standard
containers and are based on well-known packaging processes. For example, similar
proposals for resins packaged in the 500L Robust Shielded Drum have been assessed at
the LoC stage for Sizewell B and Magnox power stations arisings, and the wastes assessed
as disposable. Therefore, the case for compliance with the waste container criteria defined
in the Level 2 Specification for LHGW [25] should be readily made and are unlikely to raise
any waste container compatibility issues. Consequently, from a concept compliance
assessment perspective, the waste packages can be considered compliant with respect to
the transportation to the GDF and subsequent handling and emplacement; particularly with
respect to the consideration of physical handling, stacking and GDF interfaces.
This current assumption is that new build ILW will be emplaced in parallel with the end of
legacy ILW/LLW and DNLEU from 2100 to 2140 at an assumed collective disposal rate of
1,500 disposal units per year. Based on a the HPR1000 being operational by 2070, the timing
of arising of these waste packages from the HPR1000 commensurate with this date and
therefore will not impact upon the planned GDF programme or throughput rates.
In all cases the volumes of ILW generated by the operation and decommissioning of an
HPR1000 are small compared to the volume of ILW waste in the 2013 derived inventory 19.
Table 15, shows the fractional changes in the disposal tunnel vaults of the GDF. If the ILW
waste packages arising from HPR1000 are assumed to be additional to the waste packages
assumed to arise from new build in the DSSC, then based upon the current design
assumption the additional ILW packages arising from a UK HPR1000 will only require
fractional lengths of a single additional vault for their disposal. However, it is noted that the
types of waste and waste packages proposed from the UK HPR1000 are similar to those
proposed for other PWRs and may be ‘interchangeable’ for wastes already assumed in the
DSSC without major revision. If the waste packages are assumed to be ‘interchangeable’ for
waste packages that would arise from similar new build waste packages already assumed in
the DSSC then no additional vault space would be required. In either scenario above, the
impact of ILW waste packages arising from a single HPR1000 upon the footprint of a GDF
are negligible.

Table 15: Fractional change in the footprint area of the GDF from the addition
of HPR1000 operational and decommissioning wastes packages
Increase in disposal tunnel vaults
Waste Package Type

3 m3 Boxes
500 L Drums

Higher
Strength Rock
(HSR)
Increase from
1.44 vaults to
1.48 vaults.

Lower Strength
Sedimentary
Rock (LSSR)
Increase from
4.03 to 4.12
vaults.

Evaporite
Increase from
4.06 vaults to
4.21 vaults

19

The 2013 Derived Inventory is the basis for the Disposability Assessments in the DSSC. The 2013 Derived
Inventory has since been superseded by the 2016 Inventory for Geological Disposal (IGD); however, the
inventory changes are small and do not affect the conclusions of the DSSC.
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Increase in disposal tunnel vaults

4 m Boxes

Increase from
4.04 vaults to
4.07 vaults

Lower Strength
Sedimentary
Rock (LSSR)
Increase from
17.61 vaults to
17.73 vaults

Increase from
9.99 vaults to
10.06 vaults

500 L Robust Shielded Drums

Increase from
0.72 vaults to
0.76 vaults

Increase from
2.02 vaults to 2.14
vaults

Increase from
1.68 vaults to
1.79 vaults

Waste Package Type

Higher
Strength Rock
(HSR)

Evaporite

4.2.2 Transport Safety Assessment
Context
The generic transport system [52], is designed to use any combination of rail and road
transport, and suitable concepts for rail and road vehicles are described. Sea transport is
also considered as the transport system is generic, but less detail is provided in the DSSC
as the effectiveness of such a transport method will be site-specific. This use of sea transport
alongside the potential use of inland waterways will be addressed at a future date when
potential GDF sites have been identified.
Waste will need to be transported safely from the site of production (or interim storage) to
the GDF, with the DSSC describing the design of the transport system for that purpose. As
candidate sites for the GDF have not yet been identified, development of a transport system
must at this stage remain generic and this report considers transport to a range of notional
locations through England and Wales. The DSSC describes the range of transport packages
which will be used to safely transport radioactive waste to the GDF. It also describes the
operations required at the waste producers’ sites to ensure the safe and efficient transport
of these transport packages through the public domain.
There are no specific requirements placed upon the transport of the ILW packages, beyond
the standard IAEA transport regulations; as such they are expected to be transported using
road, rail, sea or a combination, using appropriate vehicles for the chosen route.
Limits are placed on the contents of a transport package in the IAEA Transport Regulations.
RWM has published a suite of Waste Package Specifications (WPSs) that also include limits
on the contents of a waste package. Taken together, these two sets of limits require that
consideration be given to:
For both Type B (500 L Drum, 500 L Robust Shielded Drum, 3 m3 Box) and IP-2
packages (4 m Box):
External dose rates;
Pressurisation under normal conditions of transport (NCT);
Containment under NCT;
Heat output;
Surface contamination;
Mass and operational constraints
Criticality;
Generation of flammable gases;
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Other dangerous properties.
For Type B packages only:
Containment under accident conditions of transport (ACT).
For IP-2 packages only:
Compliance with classification as Low Specific Activity material (LSA) material
or as Surface Contaminated Objects (SCO);
Compliance with unshielded dose rate at 3m from the wasteform;
Conveyance limits for combustible solid, liquid or gaseous LSA or SCO.
Results and implications
The criteria on transport described above have been used to review of the proposed waste
packages and the results are discussed below. Table 13 shows waste packages that are
compliant with content limits, waste packages that require mitigation and waste packages
that are close to the compliance limits.
Package A2 content
The IAEA Transport Regulations place a limit of 105 A2 on the contents of a transport package
unless the package is designed to meet the requirements of the enhanced water immersion
test without rupture of the transport container containment system. As shown in Table 4
(Section 3.3.4), for all ILW waste packages, the A2 content complies with this limit.
External Dose Rate
The IAEA Transport Regulations define two sets of limits for the external dose rate from a
transport package depending on whether or not the packages are transported under
exclusive use.
For transport not under exclusive use, the limits are:
0.1 mSv/h at 1m from the surface of the transport package;
2 mSv/h on the external surface of the transport package.
For transport under exclusive use, the limits are:
0.1 mSv/h at 2m from the surface of the vehicle;
2 mSv/h on the external surface of the vehicle;
10 mSv/h on the external surface of the transport package with additional
controls if the dose rate exceeds 2 mSv/h.
The limits for transport not under exclusive use are more onerous than those for transport
under exclusive use, however transport under exclusive use would require demonstration
that dose risks have been reduced to as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP). As can be
seen from the Table 4 (Section 3.3.4), the does rate limits are met for all ILW waste packages
except waste the RPV and RPVI.
For RPVI waste packages (dose rates 1m outside transport container; 3 m 3 Box transported
in an SWTC-285), the average assessment inventory (2.28E-01 mSv/hr) and maximum
assessment inventory (8.03E-01 mSv/hr) exceeds the limit using the short decay period of
15 years after reactor shutdown as applied by RWM to test the proposals. For dose reduction,
an extended decay period (estimated at 30 years after reactor shutdown), is required for the
maximum package to meet this dose rate limit. Less decay period would be required if these
packages were transported under exclusive use.
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For the RPV waste packages (dose rates 1m outside transport container - 4 m Box), the
average assessment inventory (3.24E+00 mSv/h) and maximum assessment inventory
(5.36E+00 mSv/h) considerably exceeds the limit using the short decay period of 15 years
after reactor shutdown as applied by RWM to test the proposals. The less onerous ‘exclusive
use’ dose rate limits could be applied for compliant transport under exclusive use. However,
transport under exclusive use would require demonstration that doses have been reduced
ALARP; and high dose rates could also have design or operational implications for a GDF.
For dose reduction and compliance with the limit, GNSL should consider additional shielding,
and/or a longer decay period (for the maximum package this is estimated at 40 years after
reactor shutdown) prior to package transport, this decay period required is similar to PWR
reactor types assessed in previous GDA, namely the EPR and APR1000.
For ICIA wastes GNSL propose to use a variant design of 500 L Robust Shielded Drum with
150mm steel shielding, consequently, dose rates for this waste container are not currently
available. Dose rates obtained for 500 L Robust Shielded Drums with no shielding do not
comply with the external dose rate limits. However, dose rates calculated for a
500 L Robust Shielded Drums with 120mm lead shielding do comply. This analogue dose
rate using lead shielding gives confidence that use of 500 L Robust Shielded Drums with
150mm steel shielding would give packages that comply with the external dose rate limits.
However, this will need to be investigated further in future Disposability Assessments once
designs proposals are established.
Heat Output
Limits on waste package heat output at the time of transport are specified in the WPSs and
are reproduced in Table 16. As can be seen from the Table 4 (Section 3.3.4), the waste
package heat outputs are trivial compared with the limit for all waste packages except the
RPVI. The maximum RPVI package (3 m3 Box and transported in a SWTC-285) has heat
output of 1.29E+03 W at the time of transport. An extended decay period of several decades
after reactor shutdown is required prior to transport, to allow further radioactive decay, and
refinement of package performance, would allow RPVI packages to meet package heat
output limits.

Table 16: Heat output limits at time of transport
Waste Package

Watts

500 L Drum

100

500 L Robust Shielded Drum

400

3 m3 Box

400

4 m Box

200

Pressurisation During Transport
The IAEA Transport Regulations require the maximum normal operating pressure of a Type
B package to be less than 700kPa (gauge). This places an upper limit on the bulk gas release
rate from the contents of the transport package. In order to meet this requirement, the WPSs
for the waste packages transported in SWTCs impose limits on bulk gas release rates. For
the Type B packages, peak bulk gas release rates and limits at the time of transport are given
in Table 17 and all Type B transport packages comply with the specified limits from gas
modelling calculations (Section 4.1.2).
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Table 17: Peak bulk gas release rates and limits for Type B transport
packages.
Waste Package

Peak bulk gas
release rate (L/day)

WPS limit (L/day)

Sludges packaged 500 L Drum

4.66E-04

76

Concentrates packaged in 500 L Drum

3.84E-04

76

Resin packaged in
500 L Robust Shielded Drum

6.03E-01

700

ICIAs packaged in
500 L Robust Shielded Drum

0.00E-00

700

Cartridges packages in 3 m3 Box

1.42E-01

134

RPVI packages in 3 m3 Box

1.70E+01

134

There is no limit on pressurisation of IP-2 packages in the IAEA Transport Regulations and
because the required permeability of the wasteform will be sufficient to prevent
pressurisation. Moreover, the vents on a 4 m Box should be designed to have a capacity in
excess of the gas generation rates expected to occur during transport. However, the RPV
waste and concrete waste packages may breach the ‘no loss or dispersal’ requirement for
an IP-2 transport package if vented during transport; but a package left unvented for an
extended period of time may present issues around flammable gas build up in the ullage.
Compliance with the ‘no loss or dispersal’ requirement is not unique to the HPR1000; and
RWM has a programme of work planned to look at this issue. Alternatively, if necessary,
GNSL could also consider other packaging, container and/or transport options. It may be
possible for RWM to justify venting of the 4 m Box packages, but if necessary, GNSL could
also consider other packaging, container and/or transport options.
Containment under Normal Conditions of Transport
Under Normal Conditions of Transport (NCT), the IAEA Transport Regulations place a limit
on the release of radioactive material from a Type B package of 10 -6 A2/h. An equivalent limit
is not given in the IAEA Transport Regulations for an Industrial Package, however, RWM has
adopted a similar constraint as a performance target for Industrial Packages. The WPS for
4 m Box states that the release of activity in gaseous form from the package should not
exceed 10-6 A2/h during NCT. All of the waste streams have been assessed using the
methodology appropriate to the proposed waste package. Without venting it is concluded
that, in all cases, containment under NCT is unlikely to challenge acceptability of the
packaging proposals. As mentioned in the above section, the RPV waste and concrete waste
packages may breach the ‘no loss or dispersal’ requirement for an IP-2 transport package if
vented during transport unless on-going work resolves this issue.
Containment under Accident Conditions of Transport
For containment under accident conditions (ACT) of transport, the IAEA Transport
Regulations place limits on the release of activity from a Type B transport package in the
week following an accident of 10 A2 for Kr85 and 1 A2 for all other radionuclides. All of the
waste streams proposed to be transported in SWTCs have been assessed using the fire and
impact waste package performance RF (Section 4.1.1) and methodology appropriate to the
waste package carried in the SWTC. It is concluded that containment under ACT is unlikely
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to challenge acceptability of the packaging proposals for the cartridge, concentrate, sludge
and ICIA waste streams. The RPVI packages do not meet containment under ACT due to
tritium release during a fire event. However, an extended decay period of several decades
prior to transport, to allow further radioactive decay, and refinement of the understanding of
package performance, would allow RPVI packages to meet containment under ACT limits.
Surface Contamination
A limit on the surface contamination of a waste package is specified in the Level 2
Specification for LHGW [25], the same limit applying to all waste package types. The WPSs
state that, when averaged over 300cm2 or any part of the package surface, the non-fixed
surface contamination should be less than:
4 Bq/cm2 for beta, gamma and low-toxicity alpha emitters
0.4 Bq/cm2 for all other alpha emitters
Waste producers/packagers normally assure compliance with the limit on surface
contamination by imposing operational controls that ensure that packages are monitored
and, if necessary, decontaminated prior to transport to a GDF. For this assessment for GDA,
it is sufficient to acknowledge that this approach is feasible for the packages being
considered. Accordingly, compliance with the limit on surface contamination is considered
unlikely to challenge acceptability of the packages.
Mass and Operational Constraints
A limit on the gross mass of a waste package is specified in the Level 2 Specification for
LHGW [25]. The waste packages comply with the mass limit for all waste streams, however,
RPV and RPVI waste packages are very close to their respective mass limit being
respectively 92.8% and 98.5% of the limit (Table 18). For RPV, it would be necessary to
impose strict controls on the packaging process in order to have confidence that the
packages will comply with the limit. For RPVI, as currently proposed, this packing efficiency
may not be achievable; therefore, GNSL should consider dividing the waste between more
waste packages.
Transport packages from the concentrates and sludges (under exclusive use for the
maximum package) packages may be transported by HGV should any road transport be
necessary; all other waste streams will require transport by Special Types General Order
Category 3 vehicles.

Table 18: Gross masses (kg) of waste packages, specified mass limit (kg) and
percentage of limit.
Gross mass of
waste package
(kg)

Mass limit

Percentage of

(kg)

limit

Resins

6,047

10,000

60.5%

Cartridges

5,558

12,000

46.3%

Concentrates

1,095

2,000

54.8%

Sludges

1,095

2,000

54.8%

ICIAs

8,573

10,000

85.7%

Waste Stream
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Gross mass of
waste package
(kg)

Mass limit

Percentage of

(kg)

limit

Concrete

47,900

65,000

73.7%

RPV

60,300

65,000

92.8%

RPVI

11,820

12,000

98.5%

Waste Stream

Criticality
A criticality safety demonstration for a proposed waste package needs to provide arguments
and evidence that the presence of fissile material, neutron moderators and reflectors in the
waste package shall be controlled to ensure that criticality during transport is prevented [53].
The IAEA Transport Regulations states that a material having less 0.25g of fissile nuclides
is excluded from consideration as fissile material, this applies to the resins, concentrates,
sludges, ICIA, RPV and concrete waste packages. The IAEA Transport Regulations states
that if a package has a total mass of fissile nuclides not greater than 2g and the package is
transported in a consignment with no more than 15g of fissile nuclides then the package is
fissile excepted. The cartridges and RPVI waste streams comply with the 2g fissile nuclides
limits. All ILW waste packages are likely to meet either the non-fissile case under Para 222
or fissile exception case under Para 417, therefore the need to demonstrate criticality safety
during transport is prevented.
Flammable Gas
A limit on the generation rate of hydrogen and methane is specified in a WPS for the
packages that will be transported as a Type B package (see Table 9 for gas values). All Type
B package are within the limits for generation of flammable gases, except for RPVI. The RPV
internals packages exceed the limits for release rates of flammable gases by a factor of 42.5.
The limits on release rates of flammable gases given in the WPS are targets that can be
relaxed provided doing so does not lead to a significant reduction in safety. For the RPV
internals transport packages, it is recommended that a mitigation is provided against the risk
of developing a flammable gas mixture in the SWTC cavity. An example mitigation option
would be to purge the SWTC with an inert gas such as nitrogen immediately prior to transport.
Other Dangerous Properties
In addition to the radioactive and fissile material properties of a transport package, the IAEA
Transport Regulations require that other dangerous properties (e.g. explosiveness,
flammability, pyrophoricity, chemical toxicity and corrosiveness) are taken into account. In
addition to flammable gases which are to challenge acceptability of the packaging proposals,
the GDA Disposability Assessment has identified that a more comprehensive inventory
information and data is required on hazardous substances and non-hazardous pollutants.
On the basis of information currently available, it is concluded that other dangerous
properties are unlikely to challenge acceptability of the packaging proposals.
Compliance with classification as LSA material or SCO
The 4 m Box waste packages are intended for wastes that can be classified as either Low
Specific Activity material (LSA) or Surface Contaminated Objects (SCO). These packages
will be transported as IP-2s and qualify as transport packages. The contents of the 4 m Boxes
being assessed are waste items encapsulated in a cementitious grout with the activity
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distributed throughout the wasteform. Therefore, the contents of the boxes cannot be
classified as SCO.
For categorisation as LSA-II or LSA-III material, specific activity limits. In accordance with
the WPS, only solid materials are permitted in a 4 m Box. For solids, the specific activity
limits are:
1E-04 A2/g for LSA-II material.
2E-03 A2/g for LSA-III material.
For IP-2 packages, in all cases, the specific activities are well below the limit of 1E-4 A 2/g for
classification as LSA-II material. However, in order to qualify as LSA-II material, it is
necessary to demonstrate that the activity is distributed throughout the wasteform.
Guidance on assessing the distribution of activity within a package is given in the advisory
material on the IAEA Transport Regulations, LSA material may be considered to be
distributed throughout the wasteform if the wasteform can be divided into a number of equal
sized portions with the estimated maximum specific activity in any portion still complying with
the specific activity limit. For both the RPV and concrete waste packages (RPV and
concrete), for compliance with transport regulations it is necessary to demonstrate that the
activity of the waste is distributed throughout the wasteform.
Compliance with unshielded dose rate at 3m from the wasteform
The IAEA Transport Regulations place a limit on IP-2 transport packages of 10 mSv/h for the
dose rate 3m from the unshielded contents of the package. The concrete waste package
dose rates at 3m (2.07E-04 mSv/h) is compliant with this limit. The RPV waste package dose
rate at 3m (2.41E+01 mSv/h) is not compliant with this limit at the inventory date; for dose
reduction and compliance with the limit, GNSL should consider additional shielding, and/or a
longer decay period, prior to package transport.
Conveyance limits for combustible solid, liquid or gaseous LSA
For solid LSA-II material, the IAEA Transport Regulations place activity limits per
conveyance. For transport modes other than inland waterways there is a limit for combustible
solids of 100A2 with no limit for non-combustible solids. For transport by inland waterways
the limits are 100A2 for non-combustible solids and 10A2 for combustible solids. As transport
by inland waterways is not included in the generic Transport Safety Case, assessment is
against the 100A2 limit for combustible solids. Owing to the size of a 4 m Box, only one box
will be carried per vehicle, so the conveyance limits equate to package limits. The A 2 contents
of the packages are well below the 100A2 limit for combustible solids for the concrete and
RPV wastes packages.
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Table 19: Summary of compliance with transport package contents limits at
the assessment inventory date.

Transport Package
Contents Limits

Package A2 content

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

External Dose Rate

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Heat output

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Pressurisation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Containment under NCT

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Containment under ACT

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

n/a

n/a

No

Surface contamination

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mass and operational
constraints

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Criticality

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Flammable gases

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other dangerous
properties

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Classification as LSA

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Yes

Yes

n/a

Dose rate from
unshielded wasteform

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Yes

No

n/a

Conveyance limits for
combustible LSA

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Yes

Yes

n/a

Yes

Note: Red cells indicate issues (non-compliance with the contents limit as assessed) that
require mitigation actions before transport (e.g. additional decay storage). Amber cells
indicate issues that require further information/assessment or are close to the compliance
limits. Green cells are within compliance limits.
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4.2.3 Operational Safety Assessment
Context
RWM has developed safety case manuals to demonstrate to the regulators an auditable and
controlled process for producing safety cases and the associated safety assessments. The
Nuclear Operational Safety Manual (NOSM) covers nuclear operations, and describes the
processes that will be followed to develop and maintain safety arguments and analyses to
demonstrate the safety of the design, development, construction, operation and closure of
the GDF, including:
Normal operational exposures to the workforce and members of the general public;
Criteria for the assessment of design basis accidents to the workforce and members
of the general public;
Criteria for probabilistic safety assessment to the workforce and members of the
general public;
Criteria for severe accidents, if appropriate, involving members of the general public.
The purpose of the NOSM is to provide standard procedures, methodologies, criteria and
guidance for use in operational safety assessments performed in support of the development
of safety cases for the GDF. The NOSM takes due account of the applicable regulatory
guidance and expectations.
The Operational Safety Case (OSC) is not a safety case as would be expected to ensure
compliance with the requirements of a nuclear site licence, in particular, ONR licence
condition 14. It is a feasibility study to show how the safety arguments will be developed and
the manner in which claims will be demonstrated and substantiated by reference to illustrative
solutions. As such, the generic OSC aims to provide confidence that there is an
understanding of the most challenging hazards and issues that could impact on the feasibility
of the GDF. The generic OSC also identifies feasible methods of managing the most
challenging hazards through the inclusion of credible risk reduction measures which provide
a level of confidence that the requirements set out in the NOSM, and other regulatory
expectations, could be met.
The objective of the disposability case in this respect is to show that the proposed waste
package is bounded by the safe operating envelope derived in the generic OSC [54], and its
underpinning safety assessments [55,56,57,58], as far as they are currently developed.
It should be noted that in the accident safety assessment of the OSC, no order of magnitude
effects specific to the geological environment (or design assumptions made as a result) have
been identified that influence the outcome of the OSC. At this stage of GDF development,
the results of the operational safety assessment described below are therefore considered
to be unrelated to site-specific geology.
Acceptability
This feasibility assessment confirms that the proposed packages are bounded by all aspects
of the OSC. If new hazards associated with the waste package that are not addressed by the
OSC are identified, or it is identified that the operating envelope is exceeded for the
packaging proposal, then a need for change to the OSC or to the packaging proposals would
be indicated. If the proposed package is bounded by the OSC, then the package is
considered compliant with the OSC as currently developed.
This OSC assessment provides:
A data quality check;
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Qualitative assessment of hazards and faults not previously considered in the generic
OSC, and any changes to normal operations assessments resulting from the
proposed waste package;
Quantitative assessment of the new waste package risk potential against the generic
OSC Bounding Source Terms (BSTs). A check is required of the potential distribution
in package assessment radionuclide inventory to identify whether unusual
distributions, or poor data quality, could invalidate safety case assumptions;
Confirmation that if the proposed waste package is not bounded by the generic OSC
BSTs, there has been no substantive change in design requirements through
determination of Fault Class;
Assessment of the hazard of gaseous releases from waste packages and an
assessment on whether the proposed waste package could present a challenge to
the generic Operational Environmental Safety Assessment (OESA);
Results and implications
Data Quality Check
A check on the quality of the data distribution is undertaken by comparing the hazard and
risk potentials arising from the average package radionuclide inventory with the hazard and
risk potentials arising from the maximum package radionuclide inventory for each of the
exposure pathways in the OSC. A ratio of greater than 100 (may lead to fault class changes
at the quantitative stage of the assessment) is regarded as an indication that there is a
variability in the waste package distribution and the data may be of insufficient quality to be
able to provide meaningful results as part of the quantitative assessment. This check for
HPR1000 waste packages has not identified any issues of concern.
The estimated radionuclide and physical/chemical compositions are based on the design of
the HPR1000, on operating experience from other operating PWRs and with relevant
enhancement of data by RWM where required for this GDA Disposability Assessment. The
uncertainties in the waste package radionuclide inventories have been considered in the
derivation of maximum package radionuclide inventories. There is therefore good confidence
in the quality of the data.
It is noted that little information is available at this stage on hazardous or polluting materials
in the wastes, or confirmation of their absence. This information will be necessary for the
future stages of Disposability Assessment. RWM will also need to develop its approach to
assessment of such information.
Qualitative Assessment
No issues of concern were identified from qualitative assessment.
Quantitative Assessment
For the OSC, faults are assigned a fault class depending on the combination of unmitigated
radiological consequence and initiating event frequency. The fault class is then used to
specify the basis of the minimum number and quality of the set of safety measures that would
be required to achieve the target level of reliability. This is expressed through the Risk
Reduction Target (RRT). The fault class for the proposed waste package is derived by the
assessment toolkit ‘Radiological Accident Fault Assessment’ (RAFA).
The quantitative assessment has not raised any issues of concern. The RPVI and RPV
packages do show one result each with dose potentials for drop/impact faults greater than
the bounding dose in the OSC. However, in both cases the excess doses are insufficient to
change the fault classes and it is noted that greater periods of decay storage than assumed
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for the derivation of the respective assessment radionuclide inventories would also reduce
the estimated doses since the key radionuclide in these waste packages affecting the doses,
Co60, is short-lived and will decay relatively rapidly.
The resins waste package also shows one result with dose potential greater than the
bounding dose in the OSC due to the relatively large size of the waste stream compared to
the OSC bounding waste stream for Shielded ILW. However, again, there is no effect on fault
classes for this package type.
The ICIA waste package will also remain bounded by the OSC whilst impact fault RFs remain
below 6E-3. Considering the solid and robust nature of the ICIAs, discussed above, this
expectation should be met.
Environmental Impact Dose Assessments
The operational safety assessment provides an assessment of the hazard of gaseous
releases from waste packages to assess whether the proposed waste package could present
a challenge to the generic OESA. For this GDA Disposability Assessment, the off-site doses
from normal operations have been calculated based on the average package potential
radioactive gaseous emissions from a GDF during the operational period until the completion
of all backfilling and sealing activities. Screening against the generic OSC concluded that
waste packages from the HPR1000 would not represent a new BST based on predicted
discharges.
Criticality
It is noted that the ILW waste packages contain negligible quantities of fissile materials,
typically less than 1g per package, and assignment of appropriate criticality safety
assessments is expected to be straightforward. Criticality safety will be considered further in
the future Disposability Assessment stages.

4.2.4 Non-radiological Environmental Impact Evaluation
Context
The non-radiological environmental impact evaluation has been included within the scope of
the GDA Disposability Assessment to provide a mechanism for assessment of the main likely
non-radiological environmental and socio-economic effects in relation to the disposal of
radioactive waste from new build reactors within a geological disposal facility.
The environmental implications of disposing of UK HPR1000 wastes will, to a large extent,
be determined by the design changes (to both a geological disposal facility and its associated
transport system) required to accommodate the wastes. The environmental evaluation
therefore draws on the Design Impact Assessment for UK HPR1000 wastes (Section 4.2.1).
Results and implications
Based on the submitted proposals and in terms of generic (non-radiological) environmental
effects, the environmental evaluation concluded that the wastes from a single UK HPR1000
reactor should be considered as disposable. Current assumptions for treatment and
packaging of the wastes are consistent with those made in generic design and assessment
work. The proposals present no novel treatment and packing options that are likely to give
rise to environmental (or socio-economic) effects that go beyond the scope of RWM’s current
generic assessment work. It is noted that further optimisation of waste package options is
recommended, for example, based on the radionuclide inventory provided, the dose rates
for the average and maximum concrete waste packages are significantly below the limits for
transport, therefore, the level of shielding should be optimised to take account of the low level
of dose challenge.
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Waste treatment and storage facilities will be constructed at the HPR1000 reactor site, with
no requirement for the transport of waste packages to intermediate locations prior to transport
to the GDF. This minimises the environmental impacts associated with the construction of
new facilities, and package transport to intermediate facilities prior to disposal at the GDF.
The submission indicates that non-solid radioactive wastes generated during
decommissioning can be treated using existing facilities at the reactor site, or using
temporary facilities constructed for the purposes of treatment, thus minimising the
environmental impacts associated with the construction of new facilities.
As documented in Section 4.2.1, in terms of repository size ‘footprint’, the types of waste and
waste packages proposed from the UK HPR1000 are similar to those proposed for other
PWRs and may be ‘interchangeable’ for wastes already assumed in the DSSC.
The non-radiological environmental impact evaluation recommended BAT/ BPEO studies
should consider the whole life cycle of wastes, from initial production through treatment,
packaging, storage, transport to and disposal in a geological disposal facility; and should be
undertaken within the framework of an Integrated Waste Strategy to ensure that waste
management and associated environmental effects are optimised across a UK HPR1000
site. An example where optimisation could be implemented is the concrete waste package
where the dose rates for the average and maximum waste package are significantly below
the limits for transport, therefore, the level of shielding can be optimised to take account of
the low level of dose challenge.
Overall, it is concluded that the proposed approach to management of the HPR1000 ILW
waste streams for packaging and geological disposal is generally formulated so as to
minimise environmental and other associated impacts.

4.2.5 Physical Protection and Safeguards Evaluation
Context
The objectives of the security evaluation were to determine whether the physical protection
requirements for the wastes that could arise from the operation and decommissioning of an
HPR1000 would be consistent with regulatory requirements and with plans for the transport
of waste packages to a geological disposal facility.
Nuclear Material is defined as “(a) any fissile material in the form of uranium metal, alloy or
chemical compound, or of plutonium metal, alloy or chemical compound; or (b) any other
fissile material which may be prescribed by regulations made by the Secretary of State” [59].
The quantity of Nuclear Material contained within waste packages is required to be controlled
such that they can be transported subject to standards of physical protection no higher than
those defined for the transport system.
The Nuclear Industries Security Regulations (NISR) 2003 (as amended) [60,61] lay down
the requirements for security of nuclear premises, security of transport of nuclear material
and security of sensitive nuclear information. The ONR has issued Security Assessment
Principles (SyAPs) for the assessment of security arrangements relating to civil nuclear
licensed sites, other nuclear premises and nuclear material in transit [62]. Though intended
primarily to provide a framework for making consistent regulatory judgements, they also
provide guidance to duty holders that supports implementation of the NISR 2003 (as
amended).
The NISR and SyAPs reflect, as appropriate, internationally agreed recommendations on the
physical protection of NM published by the IAEA [63]. These standards also reflect the United
Kingdom’s obligations under the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials
and its commitments under the Nuclear Suppliers Group Guidelines and Plutonium
Management Guidelines.
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The SyAPs provides mass limits for the quantities of NM and ILW/LLW containing NM that
can be transported with four ‘categories’ of physical protection (Categories I to IV, with
Category I being the most restrictive). RWM’s Generic Disposal Facility Designs Report [40],
includes an assumption that the GDF will be designed to Category I standards of physical
protection but will be operated as a Category III facility from 2040 to 2075, a Category II
facility until 2105, and a Category I facility thereafter.
The categorisation of Nuclear Material depends on whether or not the Nuclear Material can
satisfy the following criteria, as defined within the ONR SyAPs:
‘…NM arising from operations which have been, or are to be treated as ILW/LLW…provided
that:
(a) the waste is in solid form, including sludges without free liquid;
(b) the NM is well-dispersed [within the waste container] and is not readily separable or
recoverable;
(c) the mass of the NM content is less than 1% of the total mass of the waste; and
(d) the waste is stored or transported within the UK.’
Furthermore, less stringent limits are identified for wastes packaged in ‘concreted waste
disposal containers, which include containers where the waste is immobilised in a
cementitious grout’, this applies to all except the spent resin and ICIA waste packages.
With respect to safeguards, all Nuclear Material is subject to safeguards, unless the
safeguards status can be terminated. Termination can be achieved, following agreement
between the site operator and Euratom, on the grounds of low Nuclear Materials
concentration (e.g. 0.1%w/w for DU, or 4ppm for Pu), or if the Nuclear Material is in a form
unsuitable for further use (e.g. finely dispersed in a cement matrix, or as widely spread
surface contamination).
Results and implications
The waste packages containing decommissioning ILW concrete contain no nuclear material
and are therefore not subject to either safeguards or nuclear security requirements.
The NM content of all other proposed ILW waste packages are consistent with the
requirements for Category IV standards of physical protection and the packaging proposal
therefore raises no issues with respect to the nuclear security requirements for transport to,
or disposal of, the waste packages at a GDF. It is recommended that at the appropriate time,
the ONR(CNS) are contacted to discuss and agree the physical protection requirements for
transport of the waste packages to a GDF.
All other proposed ILW waste packages have been calculated to contain maximum
concentrations of NM well below limits for termination from safeguards and should therefore
not require reporting for nuclear materials accountancy purposes. However, once package
inventories are fully established, it is recommended that at the appropriate time, ONR(CNS)
are contacted to discuss and agree the physical protection requirements for transport of the
waste packages to a GDF.

4.3

Post-Closure Safety

The GDF disposal system will comprise a series of barriers that isolate and contain the
conditioned wastes. These barriers will provide environmental safety functions that will be
effective over different timescales and, when combined, will contribute to ensuring the longterm safety of the GDF. The generic Post-Closure Safety Assessment [64], demonstrates an
understanding of the disposal system and its evolution. Owing to the long timescales
(hundreds of thousands of years) that are relevant to post-closure safety, there are
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considerable uncertainties associated with how the disposal system might evolve, and these
uncertainties are analysed as part of the safety assessment.
The generic ESC [17] discusses different types of waste packages and how they provide
environmental safety functions in different disposal concepts. It identifies how different
Features, Events and Processes could affect the means by which, and the degree to which,
safety functions are achieved.
A post-closure safety assessment of the GDF includes calculations (typically using
computational codes) to evaluate the behaviour of radionuclides and non-radiological
species in the GDF. The calculations are underpinned by mathematical models and data that
describes how the environmental safety functions provided by particular barrier systems
influence the behaviour of radionuclides and non-radiological species in the GDF
environment. Assessment models are also developed to understand the effects of unlikely,
but potentially disruptive, events and processes (such as human intrusion, large seismic
events and criticality events) on the performance of the GDF. As well as the engineered
system, the geosphere in which the repository is constructed is a further significant barrier
providing isolation, inadvertent human intrusion and protection from natural or anthropogenic
events. The geosphere provides a hydrogeological and geochemical environment that will
evolve in a slow and predictable way through which various processes will retard the
migration of radionuclide species. The biosphere, the surface and near-surface environment,
is also modelled, although as a receptor for radionuclide releases from the geosphere.
Gases will be generated from waste degradation. It is expected that bulk gases will be
comprised predominantly of hydrogen, with lesser quantities of methane and carbon dioxide.
Small quantities of radioactive gas will also be generated, including tritium, C14 labelled
species, and radon. Of these, C14 labelled methane could be the most significant in terms
of predicted dose. It is expected that gas migration and release would be highly site and
repository design specific.
For assessment of packaging proposals, an initial screening assessment is undertaken to
identify radionuclides and some non-radiological species that are present in quantities that
could be significant to the safety assessment. This screening also makes a comparison of
aspects of the proposed waste packages with the basis of the generic ESC/ Post-closure
Safety Assessment such to identify any potentially significant differences. Where the
inventory is significant or where there are potentially significant differences in aspects of the
package design, then a detailed assessment is subsequently undertaken. The detailed
assessment considers the environmental safety functions that are provided by the proposed
waste package, checking for consistency with the discussion of wasteform and container
environmental safety functions presented in the generic ESC, and additionally considers the
FEPs that may impact on these environmental safety functions. If the proposed waste
packages are judged to be in some way inconsistent with the waste packages and
environmental safety arguments presented in the generic ESC [17] and generic Post-closure
Safety Assessment [64], a more detailed quantitative assessment of the impacts of the
proposed waste packages may be required, involving use of the total system model.
In the case of UK HPR1000 operational and decommissioning ILW, the safety assessment
has used quantitative comparison and expert judgement to consider the likely performance
of the proposed waste packages relative to the performance of waste packages considered
in the generic Post-closure Safety Assessment.
This comparison included consideration of the following:
Radionuclide Inventory
Groundwater pathway radiological assessment, including:
in-package inventory comparison
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Impact on solubility and sorption
impact of voidage
Consequences of GDF-derived gas
Human intrusion assessment
Limits on heat output
Non-radiological pollutants (hazardous materials and non-hazardous pollutants)
Criticality safety assessment.

4.3.1 Results and Implications
Discussion of the implications for management of radioactive waste assumes that the
HPR1000 latest operation period is 2070 to 2130.
Groundwater Pathways Radiological assessment
Radionuclide assessment inventories decayed to 2200 have been used for assessment of
post closure safety. The total activity (TBq) of each waste was compared with that of three
relevant waste groups, which are the Robust Shielded Containers (RSC), Unshielded
Intermediate/Low-Level Waste (UILW/ULLW) and Shielded Intermediate/Low Level Waste
(SILW/SLLW).
The safety assessment screened the radionuclide inventory of the ILW waste streams
against the 2013 Derived Inventory 20 and the screening assessment concluded that there
are no problematic radionuclides, or radionuclides present in the wastes at sufficiently high
activities that there could be potential impacts on post-closure risks.
Impact on solubility and sorption
The amounts of organic and other materials potentially affecting solubility and sorption are
independent of the geological environment in which the GDF is situated. Rates of transport
of complexed species will vary between environments, with lower rates of transport expected
in a LSSR environment, compared with a HSR environment. Whereas, rates of complexation
and transport would be insignificant in an evaporite environment.
Assessment of the characteristics of the operational ILW waste packages noted that ion
exchange resins (small spheres with crosslinked polystyrene matrix), may give rise to
degradation products that can form complexes with radionuclides and other contaminants,
however, these complexes are less effective than the degradation products of cellulose in
other wastes already accounted for in the generic Post-Closure Safety Assessment. It is also
noted that the quantity of significant radionuclides in the resin waste package that would have
their mobility increased in the package is not significant.
The main organic material present is cellulose in the cartridge waste packages, which has a
maximum mass of 340 kg. Two waste packages per year are expected, giving 120 packages
in total. With 0.66 m3 raw waste volume per package, this leads to 4.3 kg/m 3 (i.e. 4.3 kg
cellulose per m3 raw waste material), which is lower than the mass of cellulose per volume
of packaged waste reported in the 2013 Derived Inventory,12.9 kg/m 3. This suggests that
the impact of cartridges waste packages from the HPR1000 on the localised changes in
sorption and/or solubility will be low.

20

The 2013 Derived Inventory is the basis for the Disposability Assessments in the generic DSSC. The 2013
Derived Inventory has since been superseded by the 2016 Inventory for Geological Disposal (IGD);
however, the changes are small and do not affect the conclusions of the generic DSSC
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Voidage
Voidage within the ILW waste packages are generally expected to be acceptable, except for
the resins where there is potential for shrinkage and voidage increase; and ICIA where
voidage has not been minimised. Therefore, the requirement for voidage minimisation has
not been demonstrated for the resins and ICIA waste packages. Should it be determined by
RWM that the voidage within the packages is not consistent with ensuring post-closure
safety, suitable void-filling material shall be used to minimise the voidage within the
500 L Robust Shielded Drum waste packages containing HPR1000 resin and ICIA material.
Consequences of GDF-derived gas
With the exception of RPVI waste packages, for gas generation, the estimated levels of
gaseous C14 released are expected to be acceptable. The RPVI stainless waste package
has high specific activity for a range of radionuclides, including C14 (3.36E+02 TBq of C14).
This value is similar to those calculated for the equivalent waste stream (RPV Internals) for
other reactor systems [33,34]. In future Disposability Assessments it may be necessary to
determine what fraction of the C14 could be released as carbon dioxide and the fraction that
could be released as methane. This could be important because carbon dioxide would react
with the cementitious backfill to immobilise the C14, but C14 in methane could migrate to the
biosphere depending on the geology and other site-specific factors. If the proposed waste
packages are judged to be in some way inconsistent with the environmental safety
arguments presented in the DSSC, a more detailed quantitative assessment of the impacts
of the proposed waste packages may need to be undertaken by RWM. However, it is noted
that the total calculated releases from UILW/ULLW for all containers currently considered in
the DSSC are several orders of magnitude higher than the contribution from the RPVI waste
stream.
Human Intrusion Pathway
The siting process adopted by Government [65] has identified geological environments that
should be avoided due to the presence of natural resources and which are, therefore, areas
where human intrusion is more likely to occur. Addressing the environment agencies’
Guidance on Requirements for Authorisation (GRA) requirements [66] for human intrusion
requires that any practical measures to reduce the risk from human intrusion are
implemented in a geological disposal facility and that potential risks from human intrusion
are optimised. These requirements do not impact on the potential disposability of HPR1000
waste packages.
Heat Outputs
The Level 2 Specification for LHGW states that the heat output of the waste package at time
of disposal vault closure should not exceed 6 W/m 3 of conditioned waste and that the heat
generated by the waste package at the time of disposal vault backfilling should not exceed
the values specified in Table 20.
The RPVI grouted into 3 m3 Box significantly challenge the heat output criteria, for which the
heat output should not exceed 20 W at the time of disposal vault backfilling. The average
and maximum RPV Internals package heat output per package have been calculated to be
369 W and 1290 W, respectively. However, depending on what is deemed the most
appropriate approach, this issue could be managed with a suitable period of decay and/or
through management of packages during emplacement. The ICIA disposed in the
500 L Robust Shielded Drums also challenge the heat output criteria, for which the heat output
should not exceed 3W at the time of disposal vault backfilling. The average and maximum
heat output per package of the 500 L Robust Shielded Drum waste package are calculated to
be 2.75 W (within the limit) and 29.8 W, respectively. Again, depending on what is deemed
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the most appropriate approach for the maximum package, the heat output issue could be
managed with an appropriate period of decay and/or through management of packages
during emplacement. All other ILW packages are within the heat output limits.
Further consideration of these issues will be required during future Disposability Assessment
stages. Similar issues were not identified for GDA assessment of similar wastes from other
PWRs, but in these cases significantly extended periods of storage for radioactive decay
post-shutdown prior to transport were proposed by the requesting parties.

Table 20: Maximum 21 heat outputs at the time of disposal vault backfilling for
the standard waste package designs.
Waste Container

Heat Generated / W
Unshielded Waste Packages

500 L Drums

3

3 m3 Boxes

20
Shielded Waste Packages
60

4 m Boxes

Robust Shielded Waste Packages
500 L Robust Shielded Drums

3

Non- radiological pollutants
The Post-closure Safety Assessment [64] has considered the implications of the changes in
the groundwater regulations as described in the Environmental Permitting (England and
Wales) Regulations 2010 (EPR 2010) [67]. The requirements of the EPR 2010 are that all
necessary technical precautions will be observed to:
Prevent the input of hazardous substances to groundwater; and
Limit the input of non-hazardous pollutants to groundwater to ensure that such inputs
do not cause pollution of groundwater.
Hazardous substances can be defined as substances or groups of substances that are toxic,
persistent and liable to bio-accumulate, and other substances or groups of substances that
give rise to an equivalent level of concern [67]. Non-hazardous pollutants are defined as ‘any
substance liable to cause pollution’ and pollution as ’the direct or indirect introduction, as a
result of human activity, of substances or heat into the air, water, or land’. RWM groups
hazardous substances and non-hazardous pollutants under the term ‘non-radiological
pollutants’.
It is recognised that at the GDA stage proposals are undeveloped, hence, there will be
uncertainties in inventory information on non-radiological pollutants. GNSL have identified
chemicals associated with the wates that RWM considers to be non-radiological pollutants
(for example, sulphate, nitrate, fluoride, borate, phosphate, potentially styrene from resin
degradation).

21

It is noted that the maximum heat output values have been removed from the revised waste package
specifications (DSS Part C and D) that post-date this GDA Disposability Assessment.
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Masses of non-radiological pollutants reported from UK HPR1000 ILW were compared
against masses reported in the 2013 Derived Inventory. In all cases, the levels of reported
non-radiological contaminants are either low when compared to the DSSC or not quantified.
The UK HPR1000 ILW is unlikely to significantly increase the non-radiological pollutant
hazards presented by a geological disposal facility but a more detail investigation is required
at future Disposability Assessments.
Criticality
The package inventories of fissile radionuclides (in particular U235 and Pu239) for UK
HPR1000 ILW are generally very small by comparison with those considered in the generic
Post-closure Safety Assessment [64]. It is therefore concluded that the addition of the UK
HPR1000 ILW wastes to a geological disposal facility would not increase the likelihood of a
criticality event in a geological disposal facility, but this would need to be demonstrated during
the development of a proposal at the Disposability Assessment stage.

4.4

Summary of the Disposability of UK HPR1000 ILW

4.4.1 General
Taking into consideration the analysis of the wastes covered in Section 3.3, the waste
container and wasteform properties discussed in Section 4.1, the performance of the waste
packages during transport to and emplacement in a geological disposal facility discussed in
Section 4.2 and the performance of the packages following sealing and closure of a
geological disposal facility discussed in Section 4.3, proposals for the packaging of
operational ILW and decommissioning ILW have been judged to be potentially disposable.
While further development needs have been identified, including ultimately the need to
demonstrate the expected performance of the packages, these would represent
requirements for future assessment under the Disposability Assessment process. These
issues have been discussed in the results and implications sub-sections throughout Section
4, and are listed separately in Appendix B. The key conclusions regarding the disposability
and issues for further consideration are highlighted in this section.

4.4.2 Inventory
The information supplied by GNSL on the estimated radionuclide inventories of the identified
ILW and spent fuel have been used to derive package-specific inventories. In all cases,
except for the concrete waste stream, to ensure a full coverage of potentially significant
radionuclides, it has been necessary to supplement the information supplied by GNSL using
additional information available to RWM for similar waste types based on RWM generic
assessment tools and data from assessment of other similar reactor designs.
The GDA Disposability Assessment has developed a good understanding of the nature and
quantities of ILW that would arise from operation of a UK HPR1000. The principal
radionuclides present in the ILW are the same as those present in existing UK legacy wastes,
and nuclear build accounted for in the DSSC. However, there will be uncertainties in the
inventories which arise from numerous sources, for example, the detailed reactor operating
regime adopted, including fuel burn-up and waste package loadings and distribution. The
GDA Disposability Assessment has used best endeavours to bound these uncertainties and
thereby provide robust, conservative conclusions. It is anticipated that information on the
inventories associated with the ILW would be refined as the design of the reactors and their
operating regimes are developed further. Such information, together with more refined
packaging proposals, would be considered at an appropriate time in the future through the
Disposability Assessment process. Uncertainties that will need to be addressed at later
stages of assessment include:
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Limited data was provided on presence of toxic / hazardous materials, these are not
expected to be significant, but more comprehensive inventory information and data
is required (including, impurities in irradiated materials, hazardous substances and
non-hazardous pollutants) in future Disposability Assessment submissions
Accounting for the variability of activation levels within the RPV and RPVI waste
streams;
Potential inclusion of steel reinforcement in decommissioning concrete.

4.4.3 Waste Packages
The proposed operational ILW packages use standard RWM waste containers which would
provide compliance with existing standards and specifications. The proposed
decommissioning ILW packages comprise metal items conditioned in standard containers
using a cementitious grout, these proposals conform to existing practices for
decommissioning wastes in the UK and are expected to produce packages that would be
compliant with existing RWM standards and specifications.
The proposals for the packaging of ILW discussed in Section 4.1 include outline descriptions
of the means proposed for immobilising radionuclides and other hazardous materials. This
packaging proposals have identified the following issues that will require consideration in
future Disposability Assessments:
Encapsulated Wastes
PWR concentrate and sludge wastes are known to contain high levels of boric
acid and zinc, which can retard cement curing. A wasteform formulation
development programme is required, once chemical species are established,
to develop a suitable product envelope;
Cartridges waste packaging process will require demonstration of preconditioning steps (such as, size reduction or penetration of the steel
components) to ensure voidage reduction and ensure that particulates are
immobilised;
For concrete and RPV waste in 4 m Box the degree of heterogeneity (activity
distribution) and the ability for the grout to sufficiently infiltrate wastes will need
to be demonstrated;
RPVI in 3m3 Box, as currently proposed, the waste loadings are near the mass
limit for the container and this packing efficiency may not be achievable;
therefore, GNSL should consider dividing the waste between more waste
containers. The degree of heterogeneity due to the variation in irradiated
regions and the ability for the grout to sufficiently infiltrate wastes will need to
be demonstrated. The high internal dose rates within the waste packages and
the radiogenic heating from radioactive decay, based on the assumed
inventory date, may have implications for the long-term integrity of the grouted
wasteform.
Non-encapsulated wastes
The proposal to encapsulate resins in 500 L Robust Shielded Drums are
based on well-known packaging processes. The packaging process relies on
an effective dewatering step to remove free water from the resin bed before
the containers are lidded. Resin beads may contract as water is removed on
drying and this may result in larger ullage spaces where voidage has not been
minimised; and
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ICIA
are
potentially
suitable
for
non-encapsulation
in
500 L Robust Shielded Drums. If wastes are wet than an effective dewatering
step will be required, size reduction technique is not thought to produce
significant levels of particulates, but further evidence will be required in future
Disposability Assessment.
Detailed descriptions and supporting evidence as to the performance of the proposed
packages are not provided at this stage. This is consistent with expectations for the GDA
Disposability Assessment. In future, RWM would expect to work with potential reactor
operators and provide assessment of fully developed proposals through the Disposability
Assessment process.

4.4.4 Impact on Design
The potential impact of the disposal of UK HPR1000 operational and decommissioning ILW
on the size of a geological disposal facility has been assessed. If the ILW waste packages
arising from HPR1000 are assumed to be additional to the waste packages assumed to arise
from new build in the DSSC, then based upon the current design assumption the additional
ILW packages arising from a UK HPR1000 will only require fractional lengths of a single
additional vault for their disposal. It is noted that the types of waste and waste packages
proposed from the UK HPR1000 are similar to those proposed for other PWRs and may be
‘interchangeable’ for wastes already assumed in the DSSC without major revision. If the
waste packages are assumed to be ‘interchangeable’ for waste packages that would arise
from similar new build waste packages already assumed in the DSSC then no additional
vault space would be required.

4.4.5 Transport Safety
Overall, and notwithstanding the issues set out below (all of which can be managed by the
waste producer), it is concluded that the HPR1000 wastes should be disposable:
External Dose outside transport container
For RPVI waste packages, the average and maximum assessment inventory
exceeds the non-exclusive limit at the inventory date. For dose reduction, an
extended decay period (for the maximum package this is estimated at 30
years after reactor shutdown) prior to transport is required;
For the RPV waste packages, the average assessment inventory and
maximum assessment inventory exceeds the non-exclusive limit. The less
onerous ‘exclusive use’ dose rate limits could be applied for compliant
transport under exclusive use. However, transport with high dose rates could
have implications for compliance with demonstrating that the dose rates have
been reduced to ALARP; and high dose rates could also have design or
operational implications for a GDF. For dose reduction and compliance with
the limit, GNSL should consider additional shielding, and/or a longer decay
period (for the maximum package this is estimated at 40 years after reactor
shutdown) prior to transport is required;
This analogue dose rate using lead shielding gives confidence that use of
500 L Robust Shielded Drums with 150mm steel shielding would give
packages that comply with the non-exclusive external dose rate limits.
However, this will need to be proven in future Disposability Assessments once
designs proposals are established.
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Heat Output
The maximum RPVI package required an extended decay period (estimated
at 15 years) prior to transport, to meet package heat output limits.
Pressurisation During Transport
the RPV waste and concrete waste packages may breach the ‘no loss or
dispersal’ requirement for an IP-2 transport package if vented during
transport; but a package left unvented for an extended period of time may
present issues around flammable gas build up in the ullage. Compliance with
the ‘no loss or dispersal’ requirement is not unique to the HPR1000; and RWM
has a programme of work planned to look at this issue. Alternatively, if
necessary, GNSL could also consider other packaging, container and/or
transport options. It may be possible for RWM to justify venting of the 4 m Box
packages, but GNSL could also consider other packaging, container and/or
transport options should that become necessary.
Containment under Accident Conditions of Transport
The RPVI packages do not meet containment under ACT due to tritium
activity. However, an extended decay period of several decades prior to
transport, to allow further radioactive decay would allow RPVI packages to
meet containment under Accident Conditions of Transport limits.
Containment under Normal Conditions of Transport
The RPV waste and concrete waste packages may breach the ‘no loss or
dispersal’ requirement for an IP-2 transport package if vented during
transport.
Mass and Operational Constraints
For RPV, it would be necessary to impose strict controls on the packaging
process in order to have confidence that the packages will comply with the
mass limit. For RPVI, as currently proposed, this packing efficiency may not
be achievable; therefore, GNSL should consider dividing the waste between
more waste packages.
Flammable Gas
The RPV internals packages exceed the limits for release rates of flammable
gases by a factor of 42.5. The limits on release rates of flammable gases
given in the WPS are targets that can be relaxed provided doing so does not
lead to a significant reduction in safety. For the RPV internals transport
packages, it is recommended that a mitigation is provided against the risk of
developing a flammable gas mixture in the SWTC cavity.
Compliance with classification as LSA material or SCO
Guidance on assessing the distribution of activity within a package is given in
the advisory material on the IAEA Transport Regulations, LSA material may
be considered to be distributed throughout the wasteform if the wasteform can
be divided into a number of equal sized portions with the estimated maximum
specific activity in any portion still complying with the specific activity limit. For
both decommissioning waste packages (RPV and concrete), for compliance
with transport regulations it is necessary to demonstrate that the activity of the
waste is distributed throughout the wasteform.
Compliance with unshielded dose rate limit (10 mSv/h) at 3m from the wasteform
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The RPV waste package dose rates at 3m (2.41E+01 mSv/h) is not compliant
with this limit; for dose reduction and compliance with the limit, GNSL should
consider additional shielding, and/or a longer decay period prior to package
transport.

4.4.6 Operational Safety
As long as the waste packages are compliant with transport regulations, such as undergoing
extended periods of decay to meet the dose and heat output transport limits, the ILW from
operation and decommissioning of a UK HPR1000 is not expected to present any significant
operational safety issues.

4.4.7 Environmental Considerations
No environmental issues that challenge the viability of the disposal of ILW from a UK
HPR1000 have been identified.
Further development and selection of waste treatment and packaging options should
demonstrate optimisation through use of a BAT or BPEO. An example where optimisation
could be implemented is the concrete waste package where the dose rates for the average
and maximum waste package are significantly below the limits for transport, therefore, the
level of shielding can be optimised to take account of the low level of dose challenge.

4.4.8 Physical Protection and Safeguards
The ILW from operation and decommissioning of a UK HPR1000 is not expected to present
any significant security or safeguards issues.

4.4.9 Post-closure Safety
Screening the radionuclide inventory of the seven waste streams against the 2013 Derived
Inventory has indicated that there are no issues in terms of problematic radionuclides, or
radionuclides present in the wastes at sufficiently high activities that there could be potential
impacts on post-closure risks.
The RPVI stainless waste package has high specific activity for a range of radionuclides,
including C14. This value is similar to those calculated for the equivalent waste stream (RPV
Internals) for other reactor systems. In future Disposability Assessments it may be necessary
to determine what fraction of the C14 could be released as carbon dioxide and the fraction
that could be released as methane. This could be important because carbon dioxide would
react with the cementitious backfill to immobilise the C14, but C14 in methane could migrate
to the biosphere depending on the geology and other site-specific factors. If the proposed
waste packages are judged to be in some way inconsistent with the environmental safety
arguments presented in the DSSC, a more detailed quantitative assessment of the impacts
of the proposed waste packages may need to be undertaken by RWM.
Voidage within the ILW waste packages are generally expected to be acceptable, except for
the resins where there is potential for shrinkage and voidage increase; and ICIA where
voidage has not been minimised. Should it be determined by RWM that the voidage within
the packages is not consistent with ensuring post-closure safety, suitable void-filling material
shall be used to minimise the voidage within the 500 L Robust Shielded Drum waste
packages containing HPR1000 resin and ICIA material.
The RPVI and ICIA waste packages challenge the heat output limit at the time of disposal
vault backfilling. However, depending on what is deemed the most appropriate approach,
this issue could be managed with a suitable period of decay and/or through management of
packages during emplacement.
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The issues mentioned above are resolvable, therefore, the operational and decommissioning
ILW from a UK HPR1000 is considered to be compatible with current concept and
assumptions for the geological disposal facility from a post-closure safety perspective.
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ASSESSMENT OF SPENT FUEL AND NON-FUEL CORE COMPONENTS

This section presents the assessment of GNSL packaging proposals for spent fuel
(described earlier in Section 3.4) against RWM’s preliminary waste package specification for
HHGW [26] and Disposal System Specification [23,24]. The assessment approach follows
that described in Section 2.
The assessment is reported in five sections:
Section 5.1 describes the assessment of the interim storage period required, to allow
for decay cooling of the spent fuel prior to emplacement for disposal;
Section 5.2 describes the assessment of wasteform properties, and performance of
the overall waste package including the predicted behaviour in accident conditions;
Section 5.3 describes the impact of spent fuel disposal packages on the disposal
system, including engineering design impact, transport safety, safety during receipt,
handling and emplacement in a geological disposal facility, environmental issues, and
security implications;
Section 5.4 describes the assessment of the impact of spent fuel disposal packages
on long-term safety following closure of a geological disposal facility;
Section 5.5 provides a statement regarding the overall disposability of spent fuel from
a UK HPR1000.
For each component of the assessment, the report addresses the context (i.e. the required
performance), and the results and the implications of the assessment. Issues identified
through GDA Disposability Assessment for each component of the evaluation are listed in
Appendix B and would be expected to be addressed by future operators through the
Disposability Assessment process.

5.1

Interim Storage Period for Spent Fuel

Spent fuel contains a wide range of radionuclides with widely varying half-lives, which will
decay through various decay chains emitting ionising radiations and generating heat.
Following discharge from the reactor, spent fuel will be maintained in interim storage on the
power plant site for a period of initial cooling. This cooling allows the activity of short-lived
radionuclides to decay significantly, and, therefore, makes transport and disposal of the
spent fuel less challenging. Initially, fuel is cooled in a water-filled pool whilst the short-lived
radioactivity decays. In many power plants around the world, fuel is later transferred to dry
storage which may be vault-storage or cask-storage, for the remainder of the interim storage
period. No specific assumptions have been made in this GDA Disposability Assessment on
the approach to interim storage as this will be defined by the future operator.
A key requirement for estimating spent fuel disposal package properties which are of
relevance to transport and disposal is the development of an appropriate estimate for the
period of interim storage that is required to ensure compliance with heat constraints.
As described in Section 2.1, RWM has developed six illustrative disposal concepts,
comprising separate concepts for HHGW and LHGW for each of the three host rock types.
The DSSC assumes use of the variant 1 copper disposal container for HSR, with the variant
2 assumed for the other two generic host rocks, LSSR and Evaporite Rock. The disposal
container provides one component of the multi-barrier system used to ensure safety following
closure of the GDF. In this assessment, the multi-barrier system is assumed to include
additional engineered barriers and the geological barrier. The engineered barriers are
designed to be compatible with the environment in which the geological disposal facility is
constructed. In HSR and LSSR, it is assumed that a bentonite buffer will be emplaced around
the waste packages, and engineered plugs will form seals to limit groundwater flow at key
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locations underground. In evaporite rocks, it is assumed that disposal galleries are backfilled
with crushed rock salt, and that seals are placed to limit groundwater flow and radionuclide
migration along access ways. It is widely recognised that the heat generated by spent fuel
can potentially affect the performance of the engineered barriers, especially the bentonite
buffer, for example through alterations to the mineralogy of the bentonite.
The materials used as part of the engineered barrier system, and the characteristics of the
host rock, will affect the thermal criteria used to determine the acceptability of the heat output
from waste packages consigned for disposal. In the current generic phase of the programme,
generic thermal criteria are used to determine approximate cooling times required before
disposal of spent fuel. Different thermal criteria are applied in the illustrative disposal
concepts for different host rocks. In HSR, the temperature criterion requires that the
temperature of the inner surface of the bentonite buffer should not exceed 100 oC. In LSSR,
the temperature criterion is that the buffer temperature should not exceed 125 oC at its midpoint. In evaporites, the temperature criterion is that the temperature of the host rock should
not exceed 200oC. These limits are consistent with criteria used in disposal programmes in
other countries
For the HSR illustrative GDF design, which is considered to be the bounding case for
temperature criteria, spent fuel containers would be emplaced in deposition holes lined with
a buffer made from compacted bentonite, which swells following contact with water
(Section 2.1.1).
A Thermal Dimensioning Tool [68] has been used to calculate the temperature profile across
the disposal container, the buffer and the host rock and has been used to explore how this
profile varies with time. Based on the time-dependent heat output from the spent fuel and
NFCC packages, it has been possible to estimate the interim storage period needed to
comply with the disposal temperature constraint.
The estimation of the required interim storage period is dependent on the conservative
assumptions made in developing the inventory for spent fuel (Section3.4). In addition to the
disposal concept and host rock, there are several geological disposal facility variables that
impact the thermal modelling used to estimate the required interim storage period, including:
Assumptions regarding the spacing of waste packages, i.e. the expected design of a
geological disposal facility disposal tunnels (e.g. spacing between waste packages),
Design of the disposal container (e.g. change in insert design can allow for the
packaging of 3 assemblies rather than 4);
Mixing inventories (e.g. a term known as ‘checker boarding’ is a split between
maximum and average packages).
These variables have been investigated in sensitivity calculations, in order to scope the range
of uncertainty in the interim storage period. The thermal conductivity of the host rock and
the depth of the facility will also have an impact on the thermal modelling, but for this
assessment the default conservative thermal conductivity (1.2 Wm -1K-1) and GDF depth
(650 m) have been applied for the calculations.

5.1.1 Results and Implications
Inventory
The heat output from spent fuel is dependent upon the activity of key heat-emitting
radionuclides. At cooling times of 30 to 100 years (which RWM consider to be typical times
anticipated for interim storage of spent fuel based on knowledge of national waste
management programmes) the key heat emitting radionuclides include Sr-90, Cs-137, Pu238 and Am-241. The activity of these key radionuclides increases with fuel burn-up. To
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provide consistency with other aspects of the GDA Disposability Assessment, the thermal
calculations used the average and maximum package inventories with a 10-year cooling
period prior to necessary additional cooling periods discussed below.
Thermal Modelling Calculations
For this modelling, the assumed geological disposal facility depth is 650 m, the container
spacing is 6.5 m and the disposal tunnel centre-to-centre spacing is 25 m. As shown in Table
21, adopting the spacing used in the illustrative designs for HSR (bounding geology for the
thermal criteria used to determine the acceptability of waste packages), the average package
inventory was found to be suitable for emplacement after 5 years of additional cooling beyond
the inventory date basis described above, whereas, the maximum package inventory would
need 54 years of additional cooling before emplacement. For the maximum package,
additional cooling times are reduced for the LSSR with the maximum package inventory
being emplaced with 34 years of cooling for this scenario. The evaporite geology is the least
onerous case and the maximum inventory package could be emplaced with only 5 years
additional cooling under this scenario.
Cooling times for the maximum package emplacement in HSR can be further reduced to 38
years by ‘checker boarding' the waste packages, this is essentially a 50% split between
maximum and average packages within each disposal tunnel.
Cooling times before emplacement could be further reduced by the following methods,
however these will have implications (e.g. cost of additional containers, Disposal Tunnels
and GDF footprint):
Packaging three spent fuel assemblies into a Disposal Container, rather than four;
and
Increasing spacing of containers, either by spacing Disposal Tunnels further apart or
spacing the Disposal Container Deposition Holes further apart.

Table 21: Cooling times for the differing geologies
Additional cooling period required to achieve
temperature (T) criteria

Average
Package

Maximum
Package

HSR T<100 C

5 years

54 years

LSSR T< 125 C

0 years

34 years

Evaporite T< 200

0 years

5 years

These cooling times are dependent on a number of uncertainties, in particular the
conservative assumptions made in developing the maximum package inventory for spent
fuel and NFCC (not taking any credit for the cooling that would have occurred for much of
the fuel used early in operation of the power plant, instead assuming that it is all at the
maximum activity at reactor closure plus 10 years); the uncertainty in the thermal conductivity
of the host rock, and the details of the underground design (e.g. package spacing and depth).
An additional conservatism in the spent fuel assessment inventory pertains to the
management of the spent fuel following discharge from the reactor core. GNSL may build a
large central pond and later dry cast storage to store spent fuel prior to packaging. This would
provide an ability to ‘mix-and-match’ fuel assemblies when packaging in disposal containers,
i.e. mix older fuel with younger fuel to provide lower maximum dose rates and heat outputs
from the packages, however, due to complexity in the calculations this management strategy
was not modelled but can be investigation further at future Disposability Assessments. These
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conclusions are similar to those reached for PWRs assessed for previous GDA assessments
[32,33].

5.2

Spent Fuel and Non-Fuel Core Component Disposal Package
Properties

5.2.1 Wasteform Characteristics
Context
The provision of a sealed, durable copper or steel waste container will provide primary
containment of radioactivity in the spent fuel and NFCC packages in the short and medium
term, following emplacement in a geological disposal facility. However, in the event that the
waste container is breached through corrosion during the post-closure period, then the
wasteform will contribute to controlling the rate of release of radionuclides. The wasteform
evaluation has therefore sought to provide an understanding of the properties of the spent
fuel and NFCC wastes.
Results and implications
This assessment indicates that disposal of HPR1000 fuels in the GDF is unlikely to result in
new challenges or information needs beyond those already considered for other spent fuels.
The spent fuel will consist of ceramic uranium oxide (UOx) fuel pellets, with an 4.45%
enrichment, encased in M5 Framatome zirconium alloy cladding. These cladding tubes are
contained by stainless steel in a roster. Both M5 cladding and stainless steel of the spider
and grid are structural materials with excellent mechanical and physical properties. RCCAs
and SCCAs that will be co-packaged with spent fuel similarly consist of different grades of
stainless steel and nickel alloys, along with their reactivity control rods and neutron sources.
These materials all possess excellent mechanical and physical properties.
Spent fuel often stored in water filled ponds, it will therefore be important that the fuel is
sufficiently dried prior to packaging to ensure that water is only present in quantities that
would not lead to excessive corrosion after packaging. RWM has commissioned some initial
work to consider the potential consequences of the presence of water inside waste packages
containing HHGW [69,70]. Using waste packages containing AGR spent fuel and
manufactured using the standardised waste container designs, this work concluded that the
presence of ~1.5 kg of water would result in minimal structural damage to the waste container
due to corrosion processes and only limited potential for internal pressurisation of the waste
package. As NFCC (SCCA and RCCA) contain cavities that could have the potential for
water-carryover, careful consideration and justification should be given to their storage and
handling conditions.
It is concluded that the likely characteristics and anticipated behaviour of such fuel during
periods of interim storage, operations of a geological disposal facility and after closure of the
facility is likely to be similar to that of other fuels routinely irradiated in modern power stations
worldwide and considered disposable. This assessment indicates that disposal of HPR1000
spent fuels in a GDF is unlikely to result in new challenges or information needs beyond
those already considered for other spent fuels. However, co-disposal of NFCC
(SCCA/RCCA) is a new concept and further investigation is required at future Disposability
Assessments.
Gas Generation Rates
Gaseous isotopes are generated through radioactive decay and ingrowth, and gas will
accumulate when radionuclides decay, producing sufficiently stable gaseous isotopes. The
primary source of bulk gas generated through decay is helium, formed from alpha particles
produced by alpha emitting radionuclides, however, there are isotopes of other noble gases
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(xenon, argon, and krypton) that are generated through beta decay. Calculations showed
that the maximum package generates ~105 moles of gas over 10 5 years, which will lead to
a pressure increase of ~570 kPa. This is consistent with previous modelling of helium
generation in packages containing high-heat-generating waste the [71].
To minimise the potential for internal pressurisation due to water carry-over, future
Disposability Assessments will need to demonstrate that the spent fuel and NFCC packages
will be adequately dried before packaging for disposal. The spent fuel and NFCC packages
are expected to comply with disposability requirements where overpressures up to ~1 MPa
generated over 105 years are not considered to be a threat to the integrity of any of the
standardised waste containers.

5.2.2 Spent Fuel Disposal Package Performance
Context
Impact Performance
For impact accident assessments of canisters of HHGW the following impact scenarios were
applied:
Impact in an axis vertical orientation onto a flat unyielding target after a free fall from
8 m.
Impact in an axis horizontal orientation onto a flat unyielding target after a free fall
from 5.5 m.
Fire Performance
Spent fuel disposal containers are proposed for spent fuel and NFCC. Using the fire
conditions of 1000°C for 1 hour.
Results and implications
Impact Performance
Previous finite element analysis work for the development of the Disposal Container
conceptual designs [73] concluded that in these impact accident scenarios, the deformations
due to the impact on the Variant 1 Disposal Container were such that no loss of containment
was expected. Therefore, for these impact accident scenarios, the package RF is predicted
to be zero.
Fire Performance
Previous modelling of the fire performance of the copper disposal container [72],concluded
that temperatures in the container would not be such as to challenge the integrity of the
container (e.g. pose a risk of melting) so that there would be no release possible following
exposure to the defined fire scenario.
More recent modelling work [73] for the fire performance of Variant 1 and Variant 2 disposal
containers (both for the scenario of a1000°C fire for one hour with a sufficient cooling period
thereafter) concluded that in the absence of any overpack such as a DCTC:
Variant 1 reaches a maximum temperature of 900°C on the outside of the container
and Variant 2 a maximum of 780°C;
Variant 1 reaches a maximum temperature of 400°C in the fuel channels and Variant
2 a maximum of 480°C;
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Neither disposal container has significant temperature gradients to an extent that
would challenge the structural integrity of the container and neither reaches
temperatures close to melting points;
There would be modest pressures in the containers as a result of temperature
increases from fire accident conditions.
The conclusion is that the both variants of the disposal container are robust to fire accident
conditions such that containment would not be challenged, and radioactive releases or
gases/particulates would be zero.

5.3

Disposal System Issues

5.3.1 Impact on Disposal Facility Design
Context
A disposal facility design impact assessment has been undertaken to evaluate the impacts
from disposal of UK HPR1000 wastes upon the published Generic Transport System and
Disposal Facility Designs within the DSSC and associated IGD. The IGD defines the nature
and quantity of historical wastes, currently arising wastes and wastes from new nuclear build
reactors. It is used by RWM to assist development of GDF design and safety cases. To retain
consistency with the Implementing Geological Disposal White Paper, and the 16 GW(e) new
build programme, the IGD incorporates wastes and spent fuel from six UK EPRs (each
producing 1.6 GW(e)) and six AP1000s (each producing 1.14 GW(e)). However, it is
acknowledged that the new build programme is still under development, with only four
planned EPRs (two at Hinkley Point and two at Sizewell) and currently no AP1000 planned.
It is noted that the types of waste and waste packages proposed from the UK HPR1000 are
similar to those proposed for other PWRs and may be ‘interchangeable’ for wastes already
assumed in the DSSC without major revision. Therefore, wastes from the HPR1000, a similar
reactor type to EPR and AP1000, may be interchangeable for waste packages assumed to
arise from new build in the DSSC.
A key issue impacting design, safety and potentially siting of a geological disposal facility is
the change in volume of host rock required in the event that spent fuel from a new build UK
HPR1000 is disposed of alongside historical and currently arising wastes and/or materials,
and waste and/or materials from other new nuclear build reactors. The implication of this can
be estimated by considering the number of disposal tunnels required to dispose of the waste
compared to current estimates for the inventory for disposal.
The Design Impact evaluation considered the impact on a geological disposal facility of a
single UK HPR1000 based on the assumption that the spent fuel is packaged prior to
consignment.
The disposal concept considered in the Design Impact assessment is a generic design
developed as a basis for preliminary planning for geological disposal of spent fuel. RWM
expects to revisit this design as implementation of geological disposal progresses, and RWM
will review the design based on information relevant to a specific site and specific setting.
Results and implications
For a packaging assumption of four fuel assemblies per container, would require 747
disposal containers. These would be placed in individual disposal holes within the deposition
tunnels. This arrangement is the same as that adopted for historical and currently arising
spent fuel and new nuclear build spent fuel in previous disposal assessments.
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Planning for the transport and disposal of packaged spent fuel to a geological disposal facility
is at an early stage of development. Consequently, the UK HPR1000 may influence
necessary developments:
GNSL proposals to co-dispose NFCC inserted in the spent fuel assemblies. The
length of the container required for the co-disposal of spent fuel and NFCC has not
yet been defined, but it is estimated to be within the 5.2 m length container required
for fuel from the EPR;
The DCTC requires development to accommodate the increased disposal containers
lengths for new build fuels, such as, EPR fuel assemblies and HPR1000 fuel
combined with NFCCs. However, it is noted this does not consider the mass impacts
arising from extending the DCTC length to accommodate a 5.2m long disposal
container;
The thermal output of the disposal container exceeds the current limit for a DCTC of
1,200W. This may require fitting of screens or barriers to comply with transport
regulations which limits accessible surfaces of the package to a temperature limit of
uired.
Based on the assumed date of reactor operation 2070-2130 and on the thermal modelling
completed as part of the design impact assessment (see Section 5.1), the maximum
inventory spent fuel would require extended cooling periods and require disposal later than
the currently assumed operational programme, however, as discussed in Section 5.1credible
options exist to allow disposal of HPR1000 fuel at a GDF within the current assumed closure
of a geological disposal facility commencing in 2190 (such as, checker boarding; packaging
three spent fuel assemblies into a Disposal Container), whilst complying with buffer
temperature limits.
The potential impact of the disposal of UK HPR1000 spent fuel on the size of the geological
disposal facility has been assessed. The 16GW of new build assumed in the DSSC has been
estimated by RWM to produce 8942 spent fuel containers that will fill, depending on the
geology, approximately 310-336 disposal tunnels in a GDF. The assumed operating scenario
for a single UK HPR1000 gives rise to an estimated 747 spent fuel and NFCC disposal
containers, giving a small increase in disposal footprint (4%) for a GDF in all three geologies,
however, if the spent fuel arising from HPR1000 is interchangeable for wastes already
assumed in the DSSC, then there will be no increase in footprint. The required number of
disposal tunnels is consistent with the estimates for other new build reactors.

5.3.2 Transport Safety
Context
Based on the assumption that spent fuel will be packaged for disposal before dispatch to a
geological disposal facility (Section 3.2), it follows that arrangements will be required to
transport spent fuel packaged in disposal containers safely through the public domain. As
described earlier (Section 3.4.2), RWM is planning the transport system that will be required
to move all higher activity wastes from sites of interim storage through the public domain to
a geological disposal facility. This will be achieved in the case of spent fuel by provision of a
shielded transport container that meets the requirements of the IAEA Transport Regulations
as implemented by UK transport legislation.
The DCTC (described in Section 3.4.1) is the transport container concept developed by RWM
for transport of spent fuel through the public domain [41]. Further work is required to develop
the DCTC into a detailed design, but it provides a baseline for assessment of transport
issues.
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The transport assessment has checked UK HPR1000 spent fuel for compatibility with the
existing DCTC concept and against the generic Transport Safety Case [52]. Consideration
is also given to whether the proposed transport packages (Table 7) comply with the limits
imposed through compliance with the requirements of the IAEA Transport Regulations and
the Generic Specification for HHGW and spent fuel [26].
Results and implications
Table 22 shows waste packages that are compliant with content limits, waste packages that
require mitigation and waste packages that are close to the compliance limits.
Package A content
The IAEA Transport Regulations place a limit of 105 A2 on the contents of a transport package
unless the package is designed to meet the requirements of the enhanced water immersion
test without rupture of the transport container containment system. The spent fuel and NFCC
packages exceed the 105 A2 limit. This issue is not unique to HPR1000 spent fuel and NFCC
waste packages, to mitigate this issue, the conceptual DCTC requires ongoing development,
including meeting the enhanced water immersion test that requires that the package will
withstand a pressure arising from immersion in 200m of water for no less than 1h.
External Dose Rates
The external dose rate from a loaded transport container (DCTC) has been calculated and
compared to the limit of 0.1mSv/hr at 1m from the transport container specified in IAEA
Transport Regulations for non-exclusive use. RWM tools do not provide queries for
calculating dose rates directly comparable with the dose limits for transport under exclusive
use. However, a study has been undertaken assessing the impact of adopting exclusive use
dose limits [74]. In this study, dose rates at 1m from the surface of a range of transport
packages are derived that are equivalent to a dose rate at 2m from the surface of a vehicle
for road and rail transport. For the transport containers considered in this assessment, the
equivalent maximum dose rates at 1m from the surface of the transport package to comply
with exclusive-use dose limits are 0.31 mSv/h for a DCTC. The packages containing the
average assessment inventory comply with the 0.1 mSv/h non-exclusive use limit but
packages containing the maximum assessment inventory exceed the 0.31 mSv/h exclusiveuse limit appropriate for packages transported in a DCTC. It is concluded that the maximum
packages exceed the external dose rate limits for both transport regimes. However, a further
decay period of a decade would bring the waste packages within this transport limit.
Heat Output
The generic specification for HHGW notes that a package heat output from a disposal
container of 1,200W would comply with the surface temperature limit of 85°C given in the
IAEA Transport Regulations, whereas, a package heat output of 2,000W would exceed this
surface temperature limit. A package containing the maximum assessment inventory
exceeds the 2,000W value and therefore the surface temperature of the DCTC would exceed
the 85°C limit. It is concluded that it will be necessary to fit thermal shields to the transport
packages to permit them to be transported. Thermal shielding could be incorporated into the
design of the conceptual DCTC as part of its ongoing development. Alternatively, a further
period of decay beyond the assessment inventory date or a ‘mix-and-match’ fuel assemblies
would reduce the heat output challenge.
Gas Generation under Normal Conditions
Gaseous isotopes are generated through radioactive decay and ingrowth, and gas will
accumulate when radionuclides decay, producing sufficiently stable gaseous isotopes.
Calculations showed that the maximum package generates ~105 moles of gas over 10 5
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years, which will lead to a pressure increase of ~570 kPa. The spent fuel plus NFCC
packages are expected to comply with disposability requirements (overpressures up to ~1
MPa generated over 105 years are not considered to be a threat to the integrity of any of the
standardised waste containers). As a result, there will be no release of the contents of the
waste package into the DCTC cavity and so there will be no challenge to the pressurisation
limit for the DCTC.
Bulk gas can also be produced from waste containing water. The spent fuel packages are
required to be dried to remove excess water prior to packaging, and as mentioned previously
(Section 5.2.1), the presence of ~1.5 kg of water in such a waste packages would result in
only limited potential for internal pressurisation of the waste package. Future Disposability
Assessments will need to demonstrate that the spent fuel and any co-packaged RCCAs and
SCCAs will be adequately dried prior to packaging for disposal.
Containment under Normal Conditions
Radioactive and bulk gas releases into the cavity of the DCTC are expected to be zero under
normal conditions because spent fuel containers are expected to be sealed.
Containment under Accident Conditions
Both variants of the disposal container are robust to fire and impact accident conditions such
that containment would not be challenged, and radioactive releases or gases/particulates
would be zero.
Surface Contamination
A limit on the surface contamination of a waste package is specified in the Generic
Specification for HHGW and spent fuel [26], the same limit applying to all waste package
types. The WPSs state that, when averaged over 300cm2 or any part of the package surface,
the non-fixed surface contamination should be less than:
4 Bq/cm2 for beta, gamma and low-toxicity alpha emitters
0.4 Bq/cm2 for all other alpha emitters
Packaging plants normally assure compliance with the limit on surface contamination by
imposing operational controls that ensure that packages are monitored and, if necessary,
decontaminated prior to transport to a GDF. For this assessment for GDA, it is sufficient to
acknowledge that this approach is feasible for the packages being considered. Accordingly,
compliance with the limit on surface contamination is considered unlikely to challenge
acceptability of the packages
Mass and Operational Constraint
The generic WPS for HHGW and spent fuel does not provide a mass limit for waste packages
but does give a limit of 65t for the gross mass of the transport package. This 65 tonnes limit
includes the 5t mass of the transport frame used to locate the DCTC on the transport
conveyance, so the limit on the mass of a laden DCTC is 60 tonnes [41].
RWM has concluded that this estimated gross mass, estimated by this GDA Disposability
Assessment to be 60 tonnes is feasible to transport. However, it is noted that development
of the DCTC to accommodate disposal containers for new build fuels from EPR and
HPR1000 is likely to increase the gross mass of the loaded DCTC and this will be considered
during its ongoing development.
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Flammable Gases and Other Dangerous Properties
In addition to the radioactive and fissile material properties of a transport package, the IAEA
Transport Regulations require that other dangerous properties (e.g. explosiveness,
flammability, pyrophoricity, chemical toxicity and corrosiveness) are taken into account.
Potential chemotoxics have been identified but as the waste packages will be transported
within high integrity/durable spent fuel container (no loss or dispersal), any hazard will be
adequately controlled during transport. On the basis of the information currently available, it
is concluded that other dangerous properties are unlikely to challenge acceptability of the
packaging proposals.
Criticality
RWM is developing a criticality safety case for transport of waste packages in a DCTC. The
most significant challenge to the maintenance of spent fuel in a criticality-safe condition
during transport would an accident that resulted in the introduction of a potential moderator
into the disposal container, in particular water ingress. However, waste package (waste
container and DCTC) is being developed to incorporate Multiple Water Barriers (MWB) and
to mitigate the potential for water ingress. Criticality scenarios involving water leakage into
the DCTC or disposal container therefore can be excluded. An initial study [75] identified that
the preferred solution for controlling criticality safety is the use of MWB as permitted by
Paragraph 680 of the IAEA Transport Regulations. Specifically, the DCTC and the disposal
container within it will both be engineered to ensure they each provide a barrier to the
passage of water under all conditions of transport. With the assumption of MWB, the initial
study states that it will be acceptable to transport spent fuel that had an initial enrichment up
to 6% provided the amount of water carry-over into the waste package is less than 5 kg. Note
that this argument was derived on the basis of undertaking criticality calculations for a Variant
1 disposal container design.
The HPR1000 spent fuel is PWR fuel that has an initial enrichment of 4.45%. Thus, provided
it can be verified that the water carryover is sufficiently low to meet the requirements of the
criticality safety case, there will be no challenge to packaging the spent fuel in a disposal
container and transporting this in a DCTC. Moreover, it is noted in the that the spent fuel
contains a currently unknown amount of gadolinium neutron poison. The presence of this
neutron poison will decrease the reactivity of the packages, strengthening the safety
argument; and/or with sufficiently reliable records of fuel irradiation, and credit for fuel burnup could be used as part of a criticality safety case if acceptable to the regulator.
However, the packaging proposal, and the assessment inventories, are based on packaging
the spent fuel with NFCCs in the same disposal containers. Accordingly, it is necessary to
consider the presence of the NFCCs on the criticality safety argument:
RCCAs are strong neutron absorbers. Thus, the presence of an RCCA in a disposal
container is expected to reduce the reactivity of the contents and hence have a
positive impact on criticality safety.
The SCCAs comprise Primary Neutron Source Assemblies (PNSA), Secondary
Neutron Source Assemblies (SNSA) and Thimble Plug Assemblies (TPA).
TPA are not expected to have a significant effect on criticality safety.
PNSA is primary neutron sources used early in the life of the PWR, Cf252 has
a half-life of only 2.6 years, so such sources will be heavily decayed at the
point of transport. The daughter of Cf252 is Cm248, which is also a
spontaneous neutron emitter but has a very long half-life so its neutron
generation rate is much lower than Cf252.
SNSA is a secondary neutron source, Sb124 from the Sb/Be secondary
neutron sources has a half-life of 60 days, so will also be heavily decayed
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before disposal. It is noted that the beryllium may continue to generate some
neutrons after Sb124 has decayed, from other sources of gamma irradiation
in the spent fuel assemblies, but it has not been possible to assess this
quantitatively at this stage.
For criticality safety, these neutron sources are inconsequential because
neutron sources can only contribute to the neutron multiplication of a system
(i.e. increase Keffective/reactivity) if the source material itself can sustain a
neutron chain reaction (i.e. it is itself fissile). The neutron source material is
non-fissile therefore does not pose an additional criticality risk.
SNSA contain beryllium which is a neutron reflector which will impact on
criticality safety and will need to be considered as part of criticality safety case.
The intentional inclusion of neutron sources has not been considered previously by RWM as
part of a formal criticality safety case, and although it is not considered to be a criticality risk
it does need to be considered, with beryllium content for future Disposability Assessments.
On the basis of these arguments, it has been concluded it should be possible to construct a
criticality safety case for the transport of UK HPR1000 spent fuel in the DCTC sufficient to
fully meet IAEA requirements for criticality safety. The development of such a case would be
considered further in a future assessment under the Disposability Assessment process.
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Table 22: Summary of compliance with transport package contents limits.
Transport Package Contents Limits

Spent Fuel plus NFCC

Package A2 content

No

External Dose Rate

No

Heat output

Yes

Pressurisation

Yes

Containment under NCT

Yes

Containment under ACT

Yes

Surface contamination

Yes

Mass and operational constraints

Yes

Criticality

Yes

Flammable gases

Yes

Other dangerous properties

Yes

Note: Red cells indicate issues (non-compliance with the contents limit) that require
mitigation actions for transport (i.e. additional decay storage, additional tests). Amber
cells are close to the compliance limit or require further consideration. Green cells are
within compliance limit.
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5.3.3 Operational Safety
Context
The aim of the operational safety assessment is to examine the information supplied by
GNSL, including any enhancement undertaken during earlier stages of the GDA Disposability
Assessment, to assess whether disposal of waste from the reactor under consideration does
not undermine assumptions within the generic safety assessments.
When spent fuel and NFCC packages arrive at a geological disposal facility site they would
be transported underground in a DCTC to the transfer hall (the Underground Transfer
Facility). Here, they would be transferred to a shielded deposition machine. The deposition
machine would then transfer the disposal container to the disposal tunnel and emplace the
waste packages.
At all times when operators may be present the waste inventory is kept behind shielding in
the DCTC, the deposition machine or the Underground Transfer Facility. The spent fuel
disposal package accident performance evaluation has concluded that there are no fault
conditions that will lead to loss of containment.
Acceptability
This feasibility assessment confirm that the proposed packages are bounded by all aspects
of the OSC. If new hazards associated with the waste package that are not addressed by the
OSC are identified, or it is identified that the operating envelope is exceeded for the
packaging proposal, then a need for change to the OSC or to the packaging proposals would
be indicated. If the proposed package is bounded by the OSC, then the package is
considered compliant with the OSC as currently developed.
This operational safety assessment provides:
A data quality check;
Qualitative assessment of hazards and faults not previously considered in the generic
OSC, and any changes to normal operations assessments resulting from the
proposed waste package;
Quantitative assessment of the new waste package risk potential against the generic
OSC Bounding Source Terms (BSTs). A check is required of the potential distribution
in package assessment radionuclide inventory to identify whether unusual
distributions, or poor data quality, could invalidate safety case assumptions;
Confirmation that if the proposed waste package is not bounded by the generic OSC
BSTs, there has been no substantive change in design requirements through
determination of Fault Class;
Assessment of the hazard of gaseous releases from waste packages and an
assessment on whether the proposed waste package could present a challenge to
the generic OESA;
Results and implications
Data Quality Check
The estimated radionuclide and physical/chemical compositions are based on the design of
the HPR1000, on operating experience from other operating PWRs and with relevant
enhancement of data by RWM where required for this GDA disposability assessment. The
uncertainties in the waste package radionuclide inventories have been considered in the
derivation of maximum package radionuclide inventories. There is therefore good confidence
in the quality of the data.
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It is noted that little information is available at this stage on hazardous or polluting materials
in the wastes, or confirmation of their absence. This information will be necessary for the
future stages of Disposability Assessment. RWM will also need to develop its approach for
assessment of such information.
Qualitative Assessment
Only one issue has been identified from qualitative assessment. The SCCAs contain neutron
sources, which are not currently accounted for in the OSC. There are two types of source,
Cf252 spontaneous neutron sources and Sb/Be secondary neutron sources.
As discussed above, the Cf252 neutron sources are used early in the life of the PWR and
Cf252 only has a half-life of 2.6 years, so such sources will be heavily decayed at the point
of spent fuel and NFCC disposal to a GDF. The daughter of Cf-252 is Cm248, which is also
a spontaneous neutron emitter but has a very long half-life, so its neutron generation rate is
much lower than Cf252 (we estimate by a factor of 1.69E-05). Sb124 from the Sb/Be
secondary neutron sources has a half-life of 60 days, so will also be heavily decayed before
disposal. It is noted that the beryllium may continue to generate some neutrons after Sb124
has decayed, from other sources of gamma irradiation in the spent fuel assemblies, but it
has not been possible to assess this quantitatively at this stage. It will be necessary to assess
this in more detail in the future stages of disposability assessment.
Quantitative Assessment
No issues have been identified from quantitative assessment.
Environmental Impact Dose Assessments
The generic OESA provides an assessment of the hazard of gaseous releases from waste
packages to assess whether the proposed waste package could present a challenge to the
generic OESA. HHGW is expected to be packaged in long-lived, unvented containers, so it
is assumed that no radioactive gas will be released from such waste packages during the
GDF operational period.
Criticality safety
As in the case for transport, the most significant challenge to the maintenance of spent fuel
in a criticality safe condition during operations would an accident that resulted in the
introduction of a potential moderator into the disposal container, in particular water ingress.
In addition to the judgement that the container would remain watertight under impact
conditions, it is noted that significant volumes of water are not expected to be present during
geological disposal facility operations. Criticality scenarios involving water leakage into the
DCTC or disposal container therefore can be excluded.
Based on the above, it may be concluded that a criticality safety case (with the consideration
of neutron emitters and beryllium content) for the handling of disposal packages containing
UK HPR1000 spent fuel during operations at a geological disposal facility could be produced.
Although any such case would need to consider the detailed plans for handling packages, it
is anticipated that the development of such plans could readily incorporate any requirements
arising from a criticality safety case. Furthermore, the development of such a case would be
considered in a future assessment under the Disposability Assessment process.
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5.3.4 Non-radiological Environmental Evaluation
Context
The environmental evaluation has been included within the scope of the GDA Disposability
Assessment to provide a mechanism for assessment of the main likely non-radiological
environmental and socio-economic effects in relation to the disposal of radioactive waste
from new build reactors within a geological disposal facility.
The assessment considers the non-radiological environmental effects of waste arising from
a single reactor at the generic (non-site-specific) level. This is an initial appraisal based on
the information available at this time, which relates primarily to the type and quantity of spent
fuel. Further assessment, including consideration of site-specific effects, would be required
in the future to meet Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) requirements.
The environmental implications of disposing of UK HPR1000 wastes will, to a large extent,
be determined by the design changes (to both a geological disposal facility and its associated
transport system) required to accommodate the wastes. The environmental evaluation
therefore draws on the Design Impact Assessment for UK HPR1000 wastes (Section 5.3.1).
Results and implications
Based on the submitted proposals and in terms of generic (non-radiological) environmental
effects, the environmental evaluation concluded that the wastes from a single UK HPR1000
reactor should be considered as disposable. Current assumptions for treatment and
packaging of the wastes are consistent with those made in generic design and assessment
work. The proposals present no novel treatment and packing options that are likely to give
rise to environmental (or socio-economic) effects that go beyond the scope of RWM’s current
generic assessment work.
The development of the DCTC to accommodate disposal containers for new build fuels from
EPR and HPR1000 requires ongoing development of the DCTC.
Based on the thermal modelling completed as part of the design impact assessment, the
maximum inventory spent fuel would require extended cooling periods and require disposal
later than the currently assumed operational programme, however, credible options exist to
allow disposal of HPR1000 fuel at a GDF within the current assumed closure of a geological
disposal facility commencing in 2190, whilst complying with buffer temperature limits. In
terms of repository size and footprint, the required number of containers for the HPR1000
spent fuel and NFCC wastes is only 4% of the total already assumed in the DSSC for new
build wastes, however, if the spent fuel arising from HPR1000 is interchangeable for wastes
already assumed in the DSSC, then there will be no increase in footprint.

5.3.5 Physical Protection and Safeguards Evaluation
Context
As described in Section 4.2.5, the objectives of the security evaluation were to determine
whether the physical protection and safeguard requirements for the wastes that could arise
from the operation and decommissioning of an HRP1000 would be consistent with regulatory
requirements and with plans for the transport of waste packages to a geological disposal
facility.
Results and implications
The maximum Nuclear Material of any of the spent fuel waste packages is approximately
2.7t, comprising of mainly uranium with an enrichment of 1.13% and containing up to 23.4
kg of plutonium. Reference to the SyAPs suggests that these waste packages, by virtue of
their plutonium content, would require physical protection during transport to the standards
defined by Category I. However, if the external dose rate of the fuel at 1m from its surface
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exceeds 1Gy/h, and the fuel could be defined as ‘irradiated material’, Category II standards
of protection would be adequate. However, this is not expected to raise any issues with
respect to nuclear security requirements, as the packages are expected to arrive at the GDF
when it is planned to be operating as a Category I facility (from 2105 onwards).
In common with other spent fuel, the concentrations of Nuclear material in the proposed
waste packages are above the termination limits for spent fuel waste packages. Therefore,
spent fuel waste packages are required to be reported under safeguards, for nuclear
materials accountancy purposes.

5.4

Post-closure Safety

Context
As described earlier, the post-closure safety assessment is one component of the ESC which
is required to demonstrate safety of the disposal system in the long-term following backfilling,
sealing and closing of a geological disposal facility. A successful post-closure safety
assessment is based on an understanding of how the facility will evolve in the long term, and
the ability to describe and quantify how this evolution may impact human health and the
environment.
The long-term safety of geological disposal is achieved by a combination of engineered
barriers and the natural geological barrier to isolate and contain the radioactivity in the
wastes. The safety case typically includes an assessment of the radiological impacts of
possible releases of radionuclides from this multi-barrier containment system as a result of
natural processes.
The post-closure safety assessment of UK HPR1000 spent fuel was undertaken by
considering whether the disposal of UK HPR100 spent fuel would challenge any of the
conclusions from this previous assessment. The assessment considered potential
radiological and non-radiological impacts due to the groundwater and gas pathways, human
intrusion, non-radiological pollutants, and criticality.
As noted above, the post-closure assessment is a component of the ESC, development of
which is at an early generic stage. The assessment is based on a “illustrative” geological
disposal facility design and host environment. This also includes assumptions regarding the
nature of the geology and hydrogeology pertaining to the near-field and far-field
environments and regarding the biosphere. The assessment of the performance of the higher
strength rock illustrative geological disposal facility design under development by RWM is
considered to be bounding, i.e., will be the most demanding for post-closure safety owing to
the likely higher groundwater flow rate relative to flow rates in other host environments.
Results and implications
The GDA Disposability Assessment has considered how spent fuel packages would evolve
in the very long-term future, recognising that radionuclides would be released only
subsequent to a breach in a disposal container. Subsequent to any container failure, which
is likely to occur after many thousands of years, allowing a large fraction of the original
inventory to decay to very low levels, the remaining radionuclides associated with the spent
fuel would be able to leach into groundwater. The rate at which radionuclides are leached, in
combination with the assumed properties of the geosphere, the behaviour of individual
radionuclides and the mechanisms through which the radionuclides behave in the biosphere,
may then be used to assess the subsequent time-dependency of risk to humans.
The assessment of long-term system performance in the GDA Disposability Assessment has
been based on the assumed characteristics for a generic site for a geological disposal facility.
Since the properties of any selected site necessarily would need to be consistent with
meeting regulatory guidance values for risk, this assessment assumed the same
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groundwater flow rate and return time that would meet regulatory requirements when
considering the inventory of historical and currently arising ILW (which provides the bounding
case for groundwater flow rate and return time).
Immobilisation
During the post-closure phase, the spent fuel cladding (typically manufactured in highly
corrosion resistant materials such as Zircaloy) is expected to provide an additional, perhaps
very durable, barrier to the release of radioactivity. However, given the limited information
available about the performance of cladding materials in a disposal environment, and to not
over-rely on components whose integrity may be difficult to demonstrate at the time of
disposal, safety cases for disposal typically assume that the cladding material does not
provide any additional containment [76]. As a result of this assumption, once the waste
containers have degraded, safety cases for disposal assume that radionuclides will start
being released from spent fuel assemblies.
One of the possible release routes for radionuclides in the rocks surrounding the GDF and
eventually in the biosphere is through the release of water-soluble species contained in the
fuel upon contact with groundwater. This initial release of readily leached species is typically
defined as the Instant Release Fraction (IRF). The IRF is the fraction of the inventory of key
(long-lived) water-soluble radionuclides present in the fuel likely to be readily released upon
contact with groundwater. The IRF depends on three factors in the fuel: the fuel composition
(including additives), the burn-up and the power rating of the fuel. The values for the IRF and
long-term fuel dissolution rate are expected to be similar to those currently assumed for PWR
and new build fuels in DSSC. It is estimated that, for all key radionuclides (e.g. Cs isotopes,
I129), the IRF of spent fuel arising from the HPR1000 will be generally below 10% [77]. It is
estimated that HPR1000 fuels will show normalised dissolution rates (relative rates of
dissolution of the whole inventory) of 10-7 to 10-6 year-1 (i.e. fuel would dissolve in 1–10M
years).
Groundwater Pathway
Screening the radionuclide inventory against the 2013 Derived Inventory has indicated that
there are no issues in terms of problematic radionuclides, or radionuclides present in the
wastes at sufficiently high activities that there could be potential impacts on post-closure
risks.
Results for Human Intrusion
The siting process adopted by Government [65] has identified geological environments that
should be avoided due to the presence of natural resources and which are, therefore, areas
where human intrusion may occur. Addressing the environment agencies’ GRA requirements
[66] for human intrusion requires that any practical measures to reduce the risk from human
intrusion are implemented in a geological disposal facility and that potential risks from human
intrusion are optimised. These requirements do not relate, therefore, to the fundamental
disposability of spent fuel and NFCC.
Chemotoxic Assessment
Hazardous substances can be defined as substances or groups of substances that are toxic,
persistent and liable to bio-accumulate, and other substances or groups of substances that
give rise to an equivalent level of concern. Non-hazardous pollutants are defined as ‘any
substance liable to cause pollution’ and pollution as ’the direct or indirect introduction, as a
result of human activity, of substances or heat into the air, water, or land’
Metal components of Spent Fuel and NFCCs include Cr, Nb, Ti, Al, Fe, Ag, In, Be, and Gd.
Gadolinium is present in the Spent Fuel, and the quantity is unknown. Gadolinium has
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recently been classified as a non-hazardous pollutant by RWM, therefore gadolinium is
required to be quantified in waste packages. Further confirmation should be sought during
future interactions under future Disposability Assessment process that all non-radiological
pollutants have been identified in the UK HPR1000.
Criticality Safety
The potential impacts of criticality events on post-closure safety have previously been subject
to detailed investigation [78; 79, 80, 81]. In General, it would be expected that such a waste
package would meet post-closure criticality safety requirements, however, RWM is likely to
need to take credit for fuel burn up so that compliance with a post-closure criticality safety
case can be demonstrated. This emphasises the need for GNSL to keep accurate records
of fuel irradiation.

5.5

Summary of the Disposability of UK HPR1000 Spent Fuel

5.5.1 General
Taking into consideration the analysis of the spent fuel covered in Section 3.4, the disposal
package properties discussed in Section 5.2, the performance of the disposal packages
during transport to and emplacement in a geological disposal facility discussed in Section 5.3
and the performance of the packages following sealing and closure of a geological disposal
facility discussed in Section 5.4, packages containing spent fuel and NFCC from a UK
HPR1000 have been judged to be potentially disposable.
While further development needs have been identified, these would represent requirements
for future assessment under the Disposability Assessment process. These issues have been
listed in Appendix B. The key conclusions regarding the disposability of spent fuel based on
the information supplied by GNSL for the GDA Disposability Assessment are highlighted in
this section.

5.5.2 Inventory
The GDA Disposability Assessment has developed a good understanding of the nature and
quantities of Spent Fuel and NFCC that would arise from operation of a UK HPR1000.
However, there will be uncertainties in the inventories which arise from numerous sources,
for example, the detailed reactor operating regime adopted and fuel burn-up. The GDA
Disposability Assessment has used best endeavours to bound these uncertainties and
thereby provide robust, conservative conclusions. It is anticipated that information on the
inventories associated would be refined at future Disposability Assessments.

5.5.3 Waste Packages
To minimise the structural damage to the waste container due to corrosion processes and to
limit internal pressurisation, future Disposability Assessments will need to demonstrate that
the spent fuel and any co-packaged NFCC are not water-logged and that they will be
adequately dried prior to packaging for disposal.
Future Disposability Assessments would also need to consider the effects of co-packaging
spent fuel with RCCA/SCCA in respect of the chemotoxicity of additional species that would
be introduced in the system (such as, Sn, Gd, In, Cd, Te and Be).

5.5.4 Impact on Design
An assessment has been made of the potential impact of the disposal of UK HPR1000 spent
fuel on the size of a geological disposal facility.
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The assumed operating scenario for a single UK HPR1000 gives rise to an estimated 747
spent fuel plus NFCC disposal containers, giving a small increase in disposal footprint for a
GDF in all three geologies, however, if the spent fuel arising from HPR1000 is
interchangeable for wastes already assumed in the DSSC, then there will be no increase in
footprint.
Based on the thermal modelling, credible options exist to allow disposal of HPR1000 fuel at
a GDF within the current assumed closure of a geological disposal facility commencing in
2190, whilst complying with buffer temperature limits.

5.5.5 Transport Safety
Planning for the transport and disposal of packaged spent fuel to a geological disposal facility
is at an early stage of development. Consequently, the UK HPR1000 GDA assessment may
influence necessary developments. For example, the length of the container required for the
co-disposal of spent fuel and NFCC has not yet been defined, but it is estimated to be within
the 5.2 m length container required for fuel from the EPR. The conceptual Disposal Container
Transport Container (DCTC) design requires development to accommodate disposal
containers for new build fuels such as EPR fuel assemblies and HPR1000 fuel combined
with NFCCs. Increasing the length of the DCTC will increase the gross mass of the loaded
DCTC, estimated by this assessment to be approximately 60 tonnes. RWM has concluded
that this estimated gross mass should be feasible to transport. The packages also have a
heat output such that thermal shielding would need to be incorporated into the design of the
DCTC; and as spent fuel packages exceed the 10 5 A2 limit, the conceptual DCTC will need
to meet the enhanced water immersion test. A final design for the DCTC, including contents
limits, will not be available for several years, nevertheless it is judged that sufficient flexibility
exists in the outline designs for transport of spent fuel disposal packages to a geological
disposal facility to allow suitable arrangements to be developed for transport of containers
with HPR1000 spent fuel and NFCCs.
The estimated dose exceeds the limit (0.1mSv/hr at 1m from the transport container) at the
assessment inventory date under exclusive use, but a further decay period of a decade would
bring the waste packages within this transport limit.
The intentional inclusion of neutron sources has not been considered previously by RWM
and although it is not considered to be a criticality risk it does need to be considered, with
beryllium content, as part of future criticality safety case.

5.5.6 Operational Safety
No operational safety issues have been identified that challenge the viability of the disposal
of spent fuel from a UK HPR1000.

5.5.7 Environmental Considerations
No environmental issues have been identified that challenge the viability of the disposal of
spent fuel from a UK HPR1000.

5.5.8 Physical Protection and Safeguards
No security or safeguards issues have been identified for UK HPR1000 spent fuel in addition
to those already recognised for spent fuel.

5.5.9 Post-closure Safety
As part of the post-closure safety assessment the radionuclide inventory of the spent fuel
and NFCCs was screened against the radionuclide inventory. No issues were identified in
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terms of problematic radionuclides, and no radionuclides are present in the wastes at
sufficiently high activities that there could be potential impacts on post-closure safety risks.
RWM is likely to need to take credit for fuel burn up so that compliance with a post-closure
criticality safety case can be demonstrated, this emphasises the need for GNSL to keep
accurate records of fuel irradiation.
The radiogenic heat output from the spent fuel in the post-closure phase of a GDF has also
been considered in vault thermal modelling and credible options exist to allow disposal of
HPR1000 fuel at a GDF within the current assumed closure of a geological disposal facility
commencing in 2190, whilst complying with buffer temperature limits.
RWM recognises that the performance of disposal containers will be an important element
of a safety case for the disposal of spent fuel. Consequently, it is anticipated that RWM will
continue to develop container designs, including the designs of containers for UK HPR1000
spent fuel, with the intention of substantiating the continued robustness of current
assumptions and tailoring the designs to whatever site is ultimately identified.
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CONCLUSIONS

RWM has undertaken a GDA Disposability Assessment for the higher-activity wastes
expected to arise from the operation of a UK HPR1000. This assessment has been based
on information on the nature of operational and decommissioning ILW, and spent fuel, and
proposals for the packaging of these wastes, supplied to RWM by GNSL. This information
has been used to assess the implications of the disposal of the proposed waste packages
against the waste package standards and specifications developed by RWM, and the
supporting safety assessments for a proposed geological disposal facility. The safety of
transport operations, handling and emplacement at a geological disposal facility in the UK,
and the longer-term performance of the system have been considered, together with the
implications for the size and design of a geological disposal facility.
RWM has concluded that sufficient information has been provided by GNSL to produce valid
and justifiable conclusions under the GDA Disposability Assessment. The proposals for the
packaging of the HPR1000 wastes are based on the use of UK standard waste containers
consistent with RWM standards and specifications. The issues identified from the GDA
Disposability Assessment for the UK HPR1000 could all be resolved through appropriate
development of the proposals. There are no issues that would challenge the disposability of
the wastes and spent fuel expected to be generated from operation and decommissioning of
the UK HPR1000. Given a disposal site with suitable characteristics, the wastes and spent
fuel from the UK HPR1000 are expected to be disposable.
It is expected that these conclusions would be supported and substantiated by future
refinements of the radionuclide inventories of the higher-activity wastes and spent fuel,
complemented by the development of more detailed proposals for the packaging of the
wastes and spent fuel, and better understanding of the expected performance of the waste
packages. More specific and detailed packaging proposals should be assessed in the future,
and potentially endorsed, through the established Disposability Assessment process for
assessment of waste packaging proposals.
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Appendix A: The Disposability Assessment Process
Introduction
The Disposability Assessment process has been developed by RWM to provide advice to
waste packagers on the disposability of proposed conditioned waste packages. The process
is compatible with regulatory guidance on the management of higher activity wastes on
nuclear licensed sites 22. The Disposability assessment provided by RWM is expected to
contribute to the reasoned arguments incorporated into the licensee’s Radioactive Waste
Management Case. The Disposability Assessment process is described fully in RWM
guidance materials 23.
In the case of higher activity waste coming forward from the UK HPR 1000 it is expected that
the GDA Disposability Assessment commissioned by GNSL will be used by potential
operators to guide their selection of waste conditioning and packaging technologies. Issues
identified in the GDA Disposability Assessment where further information is required are
expected to be addressed in the future by potential operators through Disposability
Assessment interactions.
Disposability Assessment Stages
Disposability Assessment interactions typically occur at three stages prior to the operation of
a waste packaging plant; at Conceptual stage, Interim stage prior to placement of major
design and build contracts and at a Final stage before active operations.
At the Conceptual stage it is to be expected that the Disposability Assessment will be in
outline form only, but sufficiently developed to judge the overall feasibility of the packaging
concept. The Conceptual stage Disposability Assessment is envisaged to be a development
of the Disposability Assessment developed for GDA but specific to an operator’s packaging
proposals.
As the packaging concept and plant is developed through Interim and Final stages it is to be
expected that the Disposability Assessment will become progressively developed such that
at the Final stage it is robustly supported by all necessary design and research and can be
presented to the site operator (site licensee) as a Disposability Case. In line with regulatory
guidance it is envisaged that the Disposability Case presented in the Final stage Assessment
Report will be adopted by the site licensee and incorporated into the Radioactive Waste
Management Case for wastes under consideration.
At the Conceptual and Interim stages the RWM Assessment will in addition to the
Disposability Assessment, include RWM’s technical evaluation of the proposed waste
package. This will highlight areas where further development or information is required and
any actions necessary to take the disposability assessment to the next stage. Any issues
flagged as requiring resolution or where further information, research or development is
needed, are denoted as Action Points. All Action Points are given a unique identifier for
tracking purposes and state at which stage the issue should be closed out.
Disposability Assessment Bibliography
The Disposability Assessment process is well established and is supported by a suite of
published guidance that operators will find helpful in undertaking Disposability Assessment
interactions with RWM. The following documentation, published within the suite of Waste

22

23

ONR/EA/SEPA/NRW, The Management of Higher Activity Radioactive Waste on Nuclear Licensed Sites,
Guidance from the ONR, EA, SEPA and NRW to Nuclear Licensees, Rev. 2, February 2014
NDA RWM, Guide to the Disposability Assessment Process, WPS/650/03, 2014
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Package Specification and Guidance Documentation (WPSGD), in particular the following
are relevant based on the issues raised within the GDA Disposability Assessment:
Data and Records
WPS/850/03, Geological Disposal: Waste Package Data and Information Recording
Requirements: Explanatory Material and Guidance, 2015;
WPS/916/02, Guidance on Demonstrating Criticality Safety, 2020.
Disposability Assessment
WPS/908/05, Guidance on the preparation of submissions for the disposability
assessment of packaging proposals, 2016
WPS/921, Guidance on the preparation of submissions for the disposability
assessment of waste packages, 2010
Waste Package Guidance
WPS/702/01, Guidance on the application of the waste package specifications for
shielded waste packages, 2014
WPS/914, Guidance on the issues arising from the packaging of non-encapsulated
wastes, 2009
Wasteform Guidance
WPS/502/01, Geological Disposal: Guidance on the production of encapsulated
wasteforms, 2015;
WPS/503/01, Guidance on the production of non-encapsulated wasteforms, 2015;
WPS/904, Guidance on the characteristics and demonstration of robust formulation
envelopes for cementitious wasteforms, 2007;
WPS/905, Guidance Note on the packaging of filters, 2006.
Waste Specifications
WPS/240/01, Generic Specification for waste packages containing high heat
generating waste, 2016;
WPS/300/04, Radioactive Waste Management, Waste Package Specification and
Guidance Documentation. Specification for Waste Packages Containing Low Heat
Generating Waste: Part D Container Specific Requirements, 2020.
Copies of WPSGD are available on request from RWM or can be downloaded from NDA
Publications: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/creating-standardised-waste-packages
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Appendix B: Issues to be Addressed During Future Disposability
Assessment Interactions
During the assessment work described in Sections 3, 4 and 5, some requirements and/or
opportunities for further development were identified, typically highlighted as issues that
would need to be addressed in the future through the established Disposability Assessment
process. The identification of numerous areas for future development is entirely consistent
with expectations at this stage, due to the preliminary nature of the proposals for the
packaging of waste and spent fuel considered in the GDA Disposability Assessment and the
relatively high-level assessments performed.
This Appendix summarises the main areas where potential development needs have been
identified during the GDA Disposability Assessment.
It is expected that the GDA Disposability Assessment would be followed, at an appropriate
time, by further interactions with potential HPR1000 operators on more detailed and
developed proposals for the packaging of waste and spent fuel. It is likely that such
interactions would be governed by the Disposability Assessment process, as summarised in
Appendix A. A range of information and guidance has been developed by RWM, describing
the requirements of the Disposability Assessment process. This information and guidance
are also summarised in Appendix A.
The potential development needs identified in this Appendix would be expected to contribute
to fulfilling the requirements of Disposability Assessment for the relevant wastes or materials.
However, this Appendix should not be assumed to represent a comprehensive basis for
fulfilling the requirements of Disposability Assessment.
Section B.1 details issues relating to the packaging of ILW, whereas Section B.2 details those
relating to the packaging of spent fuel.
B.1

Issues Relating to ILW
Key Issues
The RPV waste package dose rates do not meet transport limits with the
conservatively assumed decay period of 15 years, the less onerous ‘exclusive
use’ dose rate limits could be applied for compliance. However, transport at
higher dose rates could have implications for compliance in demonstrating
that dose rates have been reduced to as low as reasonably practicable
(ALARP) and could also have design or operational implications for a GDF.
For dose reduction of RPV packages GNSL should consider additional
shielding, and/or a longer decay period (estimated at 40 years after reactor
shutdown for the maximum package) prior to package transport.
The RPVI waste packages transported in SWTC-285 do not meet the
transport limits for dose rate and radiogenic heat output with the
conservatively assumed decay period of 15 years. The RPVI packages
transported also fail to comply with the limit for containment under Accident
Conditions of Transport due to the estimated release rates of tritium into the
SWTC cavity during a fire accident. An extended period (several decades)
prior to transport, to allow further radioactive decay, and refinement of
package performance, should allow RPVI packages to meet dose rate,
package heat output limits and containment under Accident Conditions of
Transport.
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The RPVI packages exceed the limits for release rates of flammable gases
during transport and mitigation is required, such as purging the SWTC with
nitrogen immediately prior to transport.
For both waste packages (RPV and concrete), the 4 m Box may breach the
‘no loss or dispersal’ requirement for an IP-2 transport package if vented
during transport. However, a package left unvented for an extended period of
time may present issues around flammable gas build up in the ullage.
Compliance with the ‘no loss or dispersal’ requirement is not unique to the
HPR1000; and RWM has a programme of work planned to look at this issue.
Alternatively, if necessary, GNSL could also consider other packaging,
container and/or transport options. Alternatively, if necessary, GNSL could
consider other packaging, container and/or transport options.
For the post-closure phase, the RPVI waste packages challenged the heat
output criteria, at the time of disposal vault backfilling, however this issue
could be managed with an appropriate period of decay.
For the post-closure phase, the RPVI have a high specific activity for C14,
and although this is similar to equivalent waste stream for other reactor
systems, further consideration/ examination should be given at the LoC
Disposability Assessment stage to the assumed inventory of C14 and release
rates from the steel matrix.
For ICIA waste packages, the radiogenic heat output of maximum package,
with conservatively assumed decay period of 10 years, may exceed the target
value of 3W at the time of disposal vault backfilling (dependent on when
HPR1000 reactor(s) operates relative to GDF plans), and therefore, a slightly
longer decay period may be required.
Package Specific Issues
For the concentrate and sludges waste streams encapsulated in
500 L Drums, it will be necessary to develop appropriate encapsulant
formulations and demonstrate that the waste has been rendered into an
effectively passive and monolithic form, while also accounting for species
(such as boron and zinc) that may interfere with the cementation process.
For cartridge encapsulated in 3 m3 Boxes. To meet RWM standards and
specifications detailed packaging solutions are required, e.g. an effective
process for immobilisation of radioactive materials and ensuring voidage
minimisation (i.e. appropriate level of grout infiltration into the cartridges).
GNSL proposes to grout encapsulate RPVI in 3 m3 Boxes. As currently
proposed, the waste loadings are near the mass limit for the container and
this packing efficiency may not be achievable; therefore, GNSL should
consider dividing the waste between more waste containers.
The high internal dose rates within the RPVI waste packages and the
radiogenic heating from radioactive decay may have implications for the longterm integrity of the grouted wasteform due to the cracking and spalling of
cement grouts that can occur under gamma irradiation as a result of radiolytic
hydrogen build-up in the pores; and radiogenic heating may also contribute to
drying and cracking of a cement grout. To mitigate this, appropriate cooling
periods and a wasteform formulation development programme will be
required.
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For the concrete waste package, accounting for steel reinforcement as part of
the waste at later submission stages will have some implications for the
inventory, gas generation and physical properties of the wasteform; however,
these are unlikely to affect disposability.
For concrete wastes packages, the dose rates for the average and maximum
are significantly below the limits for transport, therefore, the level of shielding
should be optimised to take account of the low level of dose challenge.
For the RVPI and RPV waste packages, the degree of heterogeneity due to
the variation in irradiated regions and the ability for the grout to sufficiently
infiltrate wastes will need to be demonstrated.
For unencapsulated wastes (specifically, resin and ICIA wastes packages),
GNSL will need to develop appropriate waste treatments as necessary, such
as removing free liquids (e.g. a suitable resin de-watering process). It may
also be necessary to develop additional processes for minimising voidage
(e.g. through use of a void filler), however this need may be dependent on
DSSC developments and GDF siting.
For the ICIA wastes, GNSL have proposed a new design of the
500 L Robust Shielded Drum which includes an additional 150mm of steel
shielding, this 500 L Robust Shielded Drum will require development for the
specific designs and materials used, and the performance of this new design
will need to be demonstrated.
General issues
Limited data was provided on presence of toxic / hazardous materials, these
are not expected to be significant, but more comprehensive inventory
information and data is required (including, impurities in irradiated materials,
hazardous substances and non-hazardous pollutants) in future Disposability
Assessment submissions.
The waste streams may contain cutting debris particulate material at the time
of packaging, the amount of particulate will need to be quantified and
packaging options for particulate material will need to be developed.
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Issues Relating to Spent Fuel
Key Issues
For transport, the estimated dose exceeds the limit for transport at the
assessment inventory date under exclusive use, but a further decay period of
a decade would bring the waste packages within this transport limit.
For criticality compliance, RWM is likely to need to take credit for fuel burn up
so that compliance with post-closure criticality safety case can be
demonstrated. This emphasises the need for GNSL to keep accurate records
of fuel irradiation. The intentional inclusion of neutron sources has not been
considered previously by RWM and although it is not considered to be a
criticality risk it does need to be considered, with beryllium content, as part of
future criticality safety case.
At the Disposability Assessment stage, fuel management options (.e. ‘mixand-match’ longer decayed fuel with shorter decayed fuel to provide lower
maximum dose rates and heat outputs from the packages; and refinement of
the inventory) will need to be investigated to allow disposal of HPR1000 fuel
at a GDF within the current assumed closure of a geological disposal facility
commencing in 2190, whilst complying with buffer temperature limits.
Package Specific Issues
The spent fuel and NFCC packages may present some challenges, for
example, if the spent fuel and NFCC are wet stored prior to packaging, there
could be a potential issue for water carry-over in RCCA/SCCA (e.g. within the
thimbles plugs), and therefore steps to control water carry-over to an
acceptable level would need to be implemented before packaging to reduce
the potential for container corrosion and pressurisation.
Planning for the transport and disposal of packaged spent fuel to a geological
disposal facility is at an early stage of development. Consequently, the UK
HPR1000 GDA assessment may influence necessary developments, for
example, the length of the container required for the co-disposal of spent fuel
and NFCC has not yet been defined, but it is estimated to be within the 5.2 m
length container required for fuel from the EPR. Development of the DCTC by
RWM will need to consider the container length requirements.
General issues
Limited data was provided on presence of toxic / hazardous materials, these
are not expected to be significant, but more comprehensive inventory
information and data is required (including, impurities in irradiated materials,
hazardous substances and non-hazardous pollutants) in future Disposability
Assessment submissions.
Based on the operation of other PWRs, it is possible that fuel assemblies will
contain Gd-doped uranium rods (UO2-Gd2O3). Currently there is no indication
on the quantity of gadolinium, and the submitted radionuclide inventory
implies that it is absent. It is noted that Gd-doped uranium rods have been
assessed for previous GDAs and no issues were found. Further assessment
will be required in the future to account for Gd-doped fuel should they be
proposed.
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Appendix C: Package Inventory Corrections
Table C1 – Showing Superseded and Corrected/Revised Summary
Information (for concentrates, ICIA and Spent fuel & NFCC) for UK HPR1000
ILW Data for Average (Av) and Maximum (Max) Waste Packages and Dose
Rate Outside Transport Package,

Identifier

Waste
Package
Gross
Mass
(Kg)

Superseded
Concentrates

1095

Corrected
Concentrates

1095

Waste package
Alpha Activity
(TBq)

Waste
Package
Beta/
Gamma
Activity
(TBq)

Waste
package
A2
Content

Waste
Package
Heat
Output
(Watts)

Transport
Package
Dose rate
(mSv/h)1

Av

4.96E-06

1.51E-03

5.29E-03

9.53E-05

2.26E-03

Max

4.18E-05

1.04E-02

4.10E-02

1.49E-03

3.32E-02

Av

4.97E-06

1.47E-03

5.19E-03

9.16E-05

2.22E-03

Max

4.48E-05

1.03E-02

4.09E-02

1.51E-03

3.37E-02

Av
Superseded
ICIA

3.58E+02

7.12E+02

2.44E+01

8573
Max

Av
Corrected
ICIA

4.98E-05

9.37E-05

4.41E-05

6.84E+02

1.10E+01

1.36E+03

1.66E+01

7.01E+01

2.75E+00

8573

Superseded
Spent Fuel
and NFCC

2699

Corrected
Spent Fuel
and NFCC

2699

1.97E-01
(0 mm)
5.66E-05
(120 mm)
1.98E+00
(0 mm)
5.70E-04
(120 mm)
1.54E-01
(0 mm)
4.42E-05
(120 mm)
1.67E+00
(0 mm)

Max

8.93E-05

9.70E+01

1.80E+02

2.98E+01

Av

6.51E+02

1.47E+04

6.59E+05

1.56E+03

8.64E-02

Max

9.68E+02

3.93E+04

1.00E+06

3.59E+03

5.17E-01

Av

6.51E+02

1.47E+04

6.59E+05

1.56E+03

9.23E-02

Max

9.68E+02

3.95E+04

1.01E+06

3.64E+03

5.66E-01

4.81E-04
(120 mm)

Robust Shielded Drum with150 mm steel shielding is currently not an available package
within RWM assessment toolkit, therefore, 120 mm Pb and 0 mm Pb shielding was
assessed as a comparator for dose only. The dose rate refers to that 1m outside transport
container (SWTC-70, SWTC-150, SWTC-285). For PRV and concrete waste streams, the
dose rates are 1m outside of a 4-metre Box with 100-mm concrete shielding.
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